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Abstract
At the heart of the microelectronic revolution is the complimentary-metal-oxide semiconduc-
tor(CMOS) technology. Scaling of the MOSFET is governed by the need of higher speeds and
package density. The main reason to make transistors smaller is to pack more and more devices
in a given chip area. It is also expected that smaller transistors switch faster. Upon further de-
creasing the MOSFET device dimensions, the leakage current of the MOSFET increases,while
the supply voltage can no longer be scaled down, both of which result in increased power
consumption. By lowering VDD from 500mV to 250mV while preserving the effective voltage,
the leakage power has been shown to increase unacceptably by a factor of 275 in a 45-nm bulk
CMOS technology. Another way of reducing the voltage supply without performance loss is
to increase the turn-on steepness, which means decreasing the average sub-threshold swing,
SSav g , over 3 or 4 decades of current. Therefore, devices with a steep SS, called steep-slope
switches, are expected to enable VDD scaling.
The primary aim of this work has been the investigation of one such steep-slope switch: the
Tunnel Field Effect Transistor, starting from a compact modelling perspective to its possible
applications. We discuss the basic working principle of Tunnel FET and the main differences
of a Tunnel FET with respect to a conventional MOSFET are pointed out and explained. We
study in detail the band-to-band tunneling model in detail with reference to the Landauer’s
formulation and Kane’s model. An overview of the all the band-to-band tunneling models
available in commercial TCAD simulators are presented. A TCAD based simulation study is
done to understand the main device characteristics. The importance of Miller effect specifi-
cally to Tunnel FETs and its impact on circuit behaviour is also discussed. We propose a new
structure to mitigate this effect on the circuit performance of the Tunnel FET.
We developed a compact DC/AC model for the double gate Tunnel FET, which is capable of
describing the I-V and C-V characteristics in all regimes of operation. The model takes in to
account ambipolarity, drain side breakdown and all tunneling related physics. An indirect
temperature dependence is also added to the model to study the temperature independent
behaviour of tunneling. The model was further implemented in a Verilog-A based circuit
simulator. Following calibration to experimental results of Silicon and strained-Silicon TFETs,
the model has been also used to benchmark against a 28nm FDSOI CMOS node for digital
and analog applications. Typical analog FOMs showed the benefits of a TFET over CMOS par-
ticularly in the low operating power regime. The circuits built with Tunnel FETs also showed
interesting temperature behaviour which was superior to the compared CMOS node.
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In the same work, we also explore and propose solutions for using TFETs for low power
memory applications. Both volatile and non-volatile memory concepts are investigated and
explored. The application of a Tunnel FET as a capacitor-less memory has been experimentally
demonstrated for the first time, which opens a new field of applications for TFETs. We propose
a new Tunnel FET based non-volatile memory concept, which uses vertical line tunneling to
boost the memory operation and validated with simulations. We also developed process flows
for the new structures for future realization in the clean room in EPFL.
Key words: Physics of semiconductor devices; modeling and simulation; Tunnel FET, band-
to-band tunneling; compact model; Verilog-A; TCAD simulation; steep sub-threshold slope
switches; analytical compact model; circuit and device level benchmarking; characterization;
capacitor-less DRAM; SONOS; non-volatile memory.
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Résumé
Au cœur de la révolution microélectronique est la technologie offerte métal oxyde semicon-
ducteur (CMOS). Mise à l’échelle du MOSFET est régie par la nécessité de vitesses plus élevées
et de la densité de l’emballage. La principale raison à réaliser des transistors plus petits est
d’emballer plus en plus d’appareils dans une zone de la puce donnée. Il est également prévu
que les petits transistors commutent rapidement. Lors de diminuer encore les dimensions
du dispositif MOSFET, le courant de fuite du transistor MOSFET augmente, tandis que la
tension d’alimentation ne peut plus être réduite, à la fois de l’augmentation qui se traduit
par une consommation de courant. En abaissant VDD de 500mV à 250mV, de la préservation
de la tension tandis que efficace, la puissance de fuite a été démontré que l’augmentation
inacceptable par un facteur de 275 dans une technologie CMOS en vrac de 45 nm. Une autre
façon de réduire la tension d’alimentation sans perte de performance est d’augmenter le tour
sur la pente, ce qui signifie diminuer le swing moyenne sous-seuil, SSav g , sur 3 ou 4 décennies
de courant. Par conséquent, les appareils dotés d’une pente raide SS, appelés commutateurs
forte pente, sont attendus pour permettre VDD mise à l’échelle.
Ces travaux de recherche ont porté sur les transistors à effet de champ, à effet tunnel (Tunnel
FET or TFET) et à homo-jonction partant d’une perspective de modélisation compacte jus-
qu’à leurs applications possibles. En premier lieu, une étude basée sur une simulation TCAD
est effectuée pour comprendre les caractéristiques principales du dispositif. Le principe de
fonctionnement de base du Tunnel FET est abordé. Les principales différences d’un Tunnel
FET par rapport à un MOSFET classique sont mises en exergue et expliquées. Le modèle de
l’effet tunnel bande à bande a été étudié en détail en référence à la formule de Landauer
et au modèle de Kane. Un aperçu de l’ensemble des modèles d’effet tunnel bande à bande
disponibles dans les simulateurs commerciaux TCAD est présenté. L’importance de l’effet
Miller en particulier pour les Tunnel FETs et son impact sur le comportement des circuits sont
également traités.
Un modèle DC/AC compact, capable de décrire les caractéristiques I-V et C-V dans tous les
régimes de fonctionnement a été développé. Le modèle prend en compte l’ambipolarité et
toute la physique relative à l’effet tunnel. Une dépendance à la température est également
ajoutée au modèle pour étudier le comportement indépendant de la température de l’effet
tunnel. Le modèle a en outre été implémenté dans un simulateur de circuit en Verilog-A. Après
étalonnage sur les résultats expérimentaux de TFETs sur silicium et silicium contraint, le mo-
dèle a également été utilisé comme référence pour comparaison avec un nœud CMOS FDSOI
28nm pour des applications numériques et analogiques. Les facteurs de mérite analogiques
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typiques ont démontré les avantages du TFET par rapport au CMOS, en particulier dans le
régime de fonctionnement à faible puissance. Les circuits construits avec des Tunnel FETs ont
également montré un comportement avec la température intéressant et supérieur au nœud
CMOS comparé.
Dans cette recherche, nous explorons et proposons aussi des solutions pour l’utilisation des
TFETs pour des applications de mémoire à faible puissance. Les deux concepts de mémoire
volatile et non-volatile sont examinés et explorés. L’utilisation d’un Tunnel FET comme mé-
moire sans condensateur a été démontrée expérimentalement pour la première fois, ouvrant
un nouveau champ d’applications pour les TFETs. Un nouveau concept de mémoire non
volatile basée sur des TFETs et qui utilise un effet tunnel en ligne verticale pour améliorer le
fonctionnement de la mémoire a été proposé et validé avec des simulations. De nouveaux
concepts de dispositifs ont été proposés et leurs procédés de fabrication sont développés pour
une réalisation future dans la salle blanche de l’EPFL.
Mots clefs : Physique des semiconducteurs ; modélisation et simulation ; Tunnel FET ; effet
tunnel bande à bande ; modèle compact ; Verilog-A ; simulation TCAD ; commutateurs à pente
sous seuil abrupte ; modèle analytique compact ; analyse comparative de dispositifs et circuits ;
caractérisation ; mémoire vive dynamique (DRAM) sans condensateur ; SONOS ; mémoire
non-volatile.
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Zusammenfassung
Im Herzen des mikroelektronischen Umdrehung der komplementäre Metall-Oxid-Halbleiter
(CMOS) -Technologie. Skalierung des MOSFET wird durch den Bedarf an höherer Geschwin-
digkeit und Packungsdichte bestimmt. Der Hauptgrund Transistoren kleiner zu machen ist,
mehr und mehr Vorrichtungen in einer gegebenen Chipfläche zu verpacken. Es wird auch
erwartet, dass kleinere Transistoren schneller schalten. Bei weiterer Verringerung der MOSFET
Geräteabmessungen, den Leckstrom des MOSFET ansteigt, während die Versorgungsspan-
nung nicht mehr verkleinert werden kann, die beide zu einem erhöhten Energieverbrauch.
Durch die Absenkung VDD von 500mV bis 250mV und gleichzeitig die effektive Spannung
hat die Leckleistung wurde gezeigt, dass unannehmbar um einen Faktor von 275 in einem
45-nm-CMOS-Technologie Schütt erhöhen. Ein anderer Weg zum Reduzieren der Versorgungs-
spannung, ohne Leistungsverlust ist, um die Einschalt-Steilheit, die die durchschnittliche
Unterschwellenschwenkverringerungseinrichtung zu erhöhen, SSav g , mehr als 3 oder 4 Jahr-
zehnten Strom. Daher Geräte mit einem steilen SS, genannt Steillagen-Schalter, wird erwartet,
dass VDD Skalierung zu ermöglichen.
Das Ziel dieser Arbeit war die Untersuchung von Homoübergangs-Tunnel-Feldeffekt tran-
sistoren (TFET) ausgehend von der Perspektive einer kompakten Modellierung bis hin zu
möglichen Anwendungen. Zu Beginn wurde eine TCAD basierte Simulationsstudie durchge-
führt, um die wichtigsten Geräteeigenschaften zu verstehen. Das grundlegende Arbeitsprinzip
eines Tunnel-FET wird diskutiert. Die Hauptunterschiede eines Tunnel-FET gegenüber eines
herkömmlichen MOSFET werden aufgezeigt und die Unterschiede werden erläutert. Das
Band-zu-Band-Tunnelmodell wurde im Detail mit Bezug auf die Landauer Formulierung und
das Kanes Modell untersucht. Es wird eine Übersicht aller Band-zu-Band-Tunnelmodelle
verfügbar in kommerziellen TCAD Simulatoren vorgestellt. Die Bedeutung des Miller-Effekts
speziell für Tunnel-FETs und seine Auswirkung auf das Schaltungsverhalten wird ebenfalls
diskutiert.
Eine kompaktes DC/AC-Modell wurde entwickelt, welches in der Lage ist, die Beschreibung
der I-V und C-V Eigenschaften in allen Betriebsbereichen zu beschreiben. Das Modell be-
rücksichtigt Ambipolarität, Abbau der Abflussseite und die gesamte tunnelbezogenen Physik.
Außerdem wurde zu dem Modell eine Temperaturabhängigkeit hinzugefügt, um das tempe-
raturunabhängige Verhalten des Tunnelns zu untersuchen. Zusätzlich wurde das Modell in
einen Verilog-A basierten Schaltungssimulator implementiert. Nach der Kalibrierung mit expe-
rimentellen Ergebnissen von Silicon und Strained-Silicon-TFETs wurde das Modell ebenfalls
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als Benchmark gegen einen 28-nm-CMOS FDSOI Knoten für digitale und analoge Anwen-
dungen verwendet. Typische analoge FOMs zeigten die Vorteile eines TFET gegenüber CMOS
insbesondere im niedrigen Betriebsleistungsbereich. Die mit Tunnel-FETs aufgebauten Schal-
tungen zeigten außerdem ein interessantes Temperaturverhalten, welches im Vergleich zum
CMOS Knoten überlegen war.
In der gleichen Arbeit untersuchen wir auch die Verwendung von TFETs für niedrige Strom-
speicheranwendungen und bieten Lösungsvorschläge an . Sowohl flüchtige als auch nicht-
flüchtige Speicherkonzepte wurden untersucht und erforscht. Die Anwendung eines Tunnel-
FET als kondensatorloser Speicher wurde experimentell zum ersten Mal gezeigt, was neue
Anwendungsbereiche für TFETs eröffnet. Ein neues TFET basierendes nicht-flüchtiges Spei-
cherkonzept, welches vertikales Linientunneln verwendet, um den Speichervorgang zu stei-
gern, wurde vorgeschlagen und mit Simulationen validiert. Neue Gerätekonzepte wurden
vorgeschlagen und Prozessabläufe für dieselben wurden für die zukünftige Realisierung im
Reinraum des EPFL entwickelt.
Stichwörter: Physik der halbleiterbauelemente; modellierung und simulation; Tunnel-FET;
Band-zu-Band-Tunneling; kompaktes modell; Verilog-A; TCAD simulation; steiler unter-
schwellenknotenschalter; analytischen Kompakt modell; Schaltungs-und Geräteebenen Bench-
marking; Charakterisierung; kondensatorlose DRAM; SONOS; nicht-flüchtiger Speicher.
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1 Introduction
1.1 The microelectronic revolution
Micro-electronics has brought about a second industrial revolution: In 1946, when
the ENIAC (Electrical Numerical Integrator And Calculator) was announced, it was heralded
in the press as a "Giant Brain". Following this, was the invention of the transistor, a small,
low-power amplifier which also gave a boost to the computer industry due to its small size
relative to that of a vacuum tube. However, since the layout of the components of the electronic
devices on a single board using wiring produced some limitations whilst trying to downsize,
Geoffrey W.A. Dummer (a radar scientist) decided to connect them on a single wafer which
is referred to as an integrated circuit which was then built by Jack Kilby. This means that the
whole circuit will be manufactured in the surface of a thin substrate of semiconductor material.
This method of integration was an enormous improvement over the manual assembly of the
circuits using electronic components.
Figure 1.1 – Evolution of microelectronic technology: An Osborne Executive portable com-
puter, from 1982 with a Zilog Z80 4MHz CPU, and a 2007 Apple iPhone with a 412MHz ARM11
CPU; the Executive weighs 100 times as much, has nearly 500 times as much volume, cost
approximately 10 times as much (adjusted for inflation), and has about 1/100th the clock
frequency of the smart-phone. [source wikipedia]
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Integrated circuits were then however made possible by experimental discoveries
which proved that such semiconductor devices could actually perform the functions of the
vacuum tubes. Nowadays, integrated circuits are used in almost all of the electronic equipment
in use and they have revolutionized the world of electronics. "Little did this group of onlookers
know that Kilby’s invention was about to revolutionize the electronics industry."
Microelectronics is nowadays considered to be the cornerstone of the computing
revolution, the communications revolution and the consumer electronics revolution. Mi-
croprocessors are nowadays used in sewing machines, dish washers, washing machines,
telephones, cookers, ovens, controllers for heat systems,televisions, cameras, CPUs, traffic
lights, car ignition systems, accounting systems, cash terminals, banking terminals, library
indexing systems and many more.
1.2 Evolution of nano-electronics
In recent years, the development of small and portable information and commu-
nication equipment has been remarkable; cell phones have evolved into mobile PCs, smart
phones, and tablet PCs. The market size of such equipment is expected to double over the
next few years. Silicon ultra large scale integration (ULSI) circuits are becoming increasingly
important as core devices in the field of information and communication equipment, and
they are expected to respond to various demands, such as high-speed operation, low power
consumption, and a high level of functions. In addition, the contributions of ULSI-related
technologies to the fields of environment, energy, medicine, and safety/security is required
to establish a sustainable society and alleviate worldwide problems, which will lead to the
development of new markets and the creation of new industries.
In 1965, Gordon Moore then R&D director at Fairchild Semiconductor and these days
chairman emeritus of Intel Corp., Santa Clara, California, quantified the astounding growth of
the new technology of semiconductors in a simple formula. Manufacturers, he said, had been
doubling the density of components per integrated circuit at regular intervals, and they would
continue to do so as far as the eye could see (Fig.1.3). This observation has since been dubbed
"Moore’s Law" [1] and is now enormously influential. Conventionally, improvement in the
performance and functions of ULSI devices and reduction of their manufacturing cost have
been realized by simultaneously achieving the high-speed operation and increased integration
of devices through the downscaling of metal–oxide–semiconductor field-effect transistors
(MOSFETs) according to the scaling rules [2]. Currently, transistors with a gate size of 32 nm or
less are in practical use, and the downscaling technology will continue to be important as a
ULSI technology.
However, in recent years, technical difficulties associated with microfabrication have
increased; in addition, the costs of technological development and production have become
huge. Furthermore, the downscaling of devices to the nanoscale decreases the on-state current
and increases the off-state current of metal–oxide–semiconductor (MOS) transistors. These
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Figure 1.2 – Evolution of memory technology from 2005 to 2014. Over a span of 9 years the
capacity of a micro SD card has increased by a factor of 1024. [source Wikipedia]
phenomena lead to a decrease in the current driving capability and an increase in the power
consumption of complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) transistors, i.e., the
basic logic gates of ULSI circuits, which means that the performance improvement associated
with device scaling will no longer be possible.
Under such circumstances, a new direction for the technological development of ULSI devices
is currently being examined. Concretely, in addition to technological development pursuing
the scaling limit of ULSI devices, i.e., the conventional direction, a new direction of expanding
the above-mentioned application fields of ULSI devices by combining different technologies
and functions with the ULSI devices is being examined. The conventional direction is generally
referred to as "more Moore", whereas the new direction is referred to as "more than Moore"
in this field. Even with the "more than Moore" direction, high-performance Si platforms are
used as the fundamental technology. Although the research and development of elementary
devices with a new operation principle that can replace CMOS devices, called "beyond CMOS"
devices, will be indispensable, such a logic gate with the desired low power consumption and
high degree of integration has not yet been realized [3].
1.3 The scaling problem
At the heart of this microelectronic revolution is the complimentary-metal-oxide
semiconductor(CMOS) technology. The advancements in the Silicon based CMOS technology
has lead to a phenomenal growth of the semiconductor industry in the last three decades.
Over the past decades, the MOSFET has continually been scaled down in size; typical MOSFET
channel lengths were once several micrometres, but modern integrated circuits are incorporat-
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Figure 1.3 – Plot of CPU transistor counts against dates of introduction; the line corresponds
to exponential growth with transistor count doubling every two years. [source wikipedia]
ing MOSFETs with channel lengths of tens of nanometers. Scaling of the MOSFET is governed
by the need of higher speeds and package density(number of components per chip) and low
cost per function on the chip. Smaller MOSFETs are desirable for several reasons. The main
reason to make transistors smaller is to pack more and more devices in a given chip area. This
results in a chip with the same functionality in a smaller area, or chips with more functionality
in the same area. Since fabrication costs for a semiconductor wafer are relatively fixed, the
cost per integrated circuits is mainly related to the number of chips that can be produced per
wafer. Hence, smaller ICs allow more chips per wafer, reducing the price per chip.
It is also expected that smaller transistors switch faster. For example, one approach
to size reduction is a scaling of the MOSFET that requires all device dimensions to reduce
proportionally. The main device dimensions are the channel length, channel width, and oxide
thickness. When they are scaled down by equal factors, the transistor channel resistance does
not change, while gate capacitance is cut by that factor. Hence, the RC delay of the transistor
scales with a similar factor.
1.3.1 Challenges in MOSFET scaling
Producing MOSFETs with channel lengths much smaller than a micrometre is a
challenge, and the difficulties of semiconductor device fabrication are always a limiting factor
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in advancing integrated circuit technology. Though processes such as ALD have improved
fabrication for small components, the small size of the MOSFET (less than a few tens of
nanometers) has created operational problems. In fact, as the channel length goes down
to values of tens of nanometers, tunneling of carriers can occur in the channel, resulting in
an increase in the leakage current of the MOSFET transistor when switched off (IOF F ). This
and other correlated phenomena which degrade the performance of a transistor with the
reduction of the dimensions are commonly called short-channel effects (SCE).
Upon further decreasing the MOSFET device dimensions, the leakage current of the
MOSFET increases, while the supply voltage can no longer be scaled down, both of which result
in increased power consumption. The small dimensions also result in increased variability of
the device performance, which compromises the chip design. It is therefore highly desirable
to explore alternative device structures. As shown in Fig. 1.4(a), as the gate length reduces
the passive power density approaches the active power density in magnitude. Also Fig. 1.4(c)
the advancing nodes are predicted to have a much higher dynamic power than the preceding
nodes.
Figure 1.4 – (a)Power consumption trends with gate length scaling (b) comparison of dynamic
and leakage power trend over the years. [courtesy IBM coorp.] and (c) Near-exponential
increase of CPU power density in recent decades has flattened with the introduction of multi-
core CPUs [4]
As the transistor gate length is reduced, improved performance requires the supply
voltage, VDD , and simultaneously the threshold voltage, VT , to be lowered to keep the overdrive
factor (VDD −VT ) high. As a consequence, the leakage current, IOF F , increases exponentially
because the SS of a MOSFET is not scalable but has a minimum value of 60 mV per decade
(that is, it takes 60 mV to increase the current by one order of magnitude) at room temperature.
Typical values of SS in advanced CMOS technology are close to 100 mV per decade; by lowering
VDD from 500 mV to 250 mV while preserving the overdrive, the leakage power has been shown
to increase unacceptably by a factor of 275 in a 45-nm bulk CMOS technology. Another way of
reducing the voltage supply without performance loss is to increase the turn-on steepness,
which means decreasing the average sub-threshold swing, Sav g , defined as the average swing
over 3 or 4 decades of current. Therefore, devices with a steep SS, called steep-slope switches,
are expected to enable VDD scaling.
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1.3.2 Beyond CMOS devices: an alternative ?
In a MOSFET, the current-switching process involves the thermionic (temperature-
dependent) injection of electrons, over an energy barrier. This sets a fundamental limit to
the steepness of the transition slope from the off to the on state. The gate voltage required to
change the drain current by one order of magnitude when the transistor is operated in the
sub-threshold region is reflected in the expression of the sub-threshold swing, SS:
SS = dVG
dΨS︸ ︷︷ ︸
m
dΨS
d(log ID )︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
'
(
1+ Cd
Cox
l n10
kT
q
)
−→ kT
q
l n10' 60mvdecade−1 = 300K
(1.1)
where VG is the gate voltage, ID is the drain current, kT /q is the thermal voltage, and Cd and
Cox are the depletion and the oxide capacitances, respectively. The term m is the transistor
body factor, and n is a factor that characterizes the change of the drain current with the surface
potential,ΨS , reflecting the conduction mechanism in the channel. A sub-thermal SS would
be less than kT /ql n10 and could be obtained by using new physical principles rather than
thermionic injection.
Many device innovations to lower SS below the MOSFET thermal limit, by decreasing
the factors m and n in equation 1.1, have been proposed. The two main techniques are
summarized below:
• m (body factor) less than 1 : active gate devices. This can be achieved by using the re-
cently proposed negative-capacitance FET (NC-FET) or micro or nano-electromechanical
(M/NEM) movable electrodes in M/NEM FET or NEM relay devices.
• n less than (kT/q)ln10 : new channel injection mechanisms other than thermionic.
Reducing n to achieve a subthermal SS involves a modification of the carrier-injection
mechanism. For example quantum-mechanical band-to-band tunnelling (BTBT) in
Tunnel FETs or impact ionization in IFETs, both of which are capable to show sub 60
mV/decade sub-threshold slope.
In this thesis we will concentrate on the second option of achieving a sub-thermal SS
i.e. devices with n less than (kT/q)ln10. Among the examples named, a promising candidate
to replace the MOSFET in future technology nodes is the tunnel field-effect transistor (TFET).
Due to its built-in tunnel barrier, the TFET does not suffer from short-channel effects which
are deteriorating the off-current of MOSFETs. Down to channel lengths of 10 nm, low off-
currents are expected for silicon TFETs. Another advantage of TFETs is that the sub-threshold
slope can be smaller than 60 mV/ decade, the physical limit of MOSFETs, such that the supply
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voltage may be further reduced. At the same time, the structural similarity of the TFET with the
MOSFET has resulted in TFET implementations with standard complementary metal-oxide
semiconductor processing techniques. However, the on currents of TFETs are much smaller
than that of MOSFETs, such that the TFET switching speed is smaller.
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Figure 1.5 – (a)Comparison of an n-type double gate MOSFET and Tunnel FET schematic. The
different source doping is to be noted. (b)Qualitative comparison of a conventional MOSFET
(green) and a Tunnel FET (blue), which has a steep off–on transition and the lowest IOF F .
Figure 1.5 shows a qualitative comparison of a MOSFET and a Tunnel FET that use
quantum-mechanical tunnelling. At moderate performance requirements, such as operation
point A, TFETs offer not only improved ION /IOF F , but also superior performance (higher
ION at the same voltage) or power savings at the same performance (lower voltage for the
same ION ) over MOSFETs. However, when a much higher performance is required, such
as at operation point B, a MOSFET is the better solution. At operation point A, because of
its sub-thermal sub-threshold swing, the TFET offers not only an improved ION /IOF F but
also a superior performance and a power saving at the same performance as a MOSFET. At
operation point B, corresponding to higher performance, the MOSFET switch becomes the
better solution.
The energy efficiency of a logic operation can be evaluated by analysing its switching energy
diagram (Fig. 1.6), showing the balance of the dynamic, Ed ynami c , and the leakage, El eakag e ,
components of the total switching energy, E , versus the VDD :
Etot al = Ed ynami c +El eakag e (1.2)
=αLdCV 2DD +Ld IOF F VDDτdel ay (1.3)
where Ld is the logic depth, C is the switched capacitance, τdel ay is the logic activity factor
(typically ∼ 0.01). From eqn. 1.3, it seems that CMOS logic has a lower limit in energy per
operation, Emi n , owing to the exponential increase of the sub-threshold leakage, IOF F , with
VDD scaling. As can be seen from Fig.1.6, Tunnel FET have an inherent advantage of energy
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Figure 1.6 – Comparison of the minimum switching energy, Emi n , and the corresponding
voltage supply, V DDmi n , for a subthermal swing device (S < 60 mV decade–1 , green curve)
and the ideal MOSFET (S = 60 mV decade–1 , red) at the same ION /IOF F . (source [5])
efficiency. This is primarily due to the lower leakage energy in the Tunnel FET. Also it should
be noted that Tunnel FETs can be operated a much lower VDD to a minimum energy point.
The steep-swing TFET offers better energy efficiency at lower or moderate performance level.
1.4 Thesis overview
The aim of this work has been the investigation of homo-junction Tunnel Field Effect
Transistors from a compact modelling perspective to its applications. A compact DC/AC
model has been developed which is capable of describing the I-V characteristics in all regimes
of operation. The model was further implemented in a Verilog-A based circuit simulator.
Following calibration to experimental results of Silicon and strained-Silicon TFETs, the model
has been also used to benchmark against a standard CMOS node for digital and analog
applications. In the same work, we also explore and propose solutions for using TFETs for low
power memory applications.
The work is structured in six chapters, including this introduction. Chapter 2 is
devoted to the explanation of the principle of tunneling. An overview of the simulation tools
available for simulation of ban-to-band tunneling are presented. A comparison of the two
main types of models available in the simulations tools are also presented. The working
principle of a Tunnel FET , for both n and p-type devices are presented next. A short overview
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of the calibration methodology of the non-local tunneling model in Sentaurus TCAD to
experimental results is presented. Finally the Miller effect in Tunnel FETs are explained and
ways to mitigate this effect are also discussed.
Chapter 3 deals with the compact modelling of the double gate Tunnel FET. Two
versions are presented. The first being a non-local model adapted from the model described
in Sentaurus TCAD. Secondly a fully analytical compact model was developed based on the
Kane’s model. This model can describe all tunneling related physics in all the modes of opera-
tion. The ambipolar behaviour, super-linear onset, drain side breakdown and temperature
dependence was captured in this model. The model was then coded in Verilog-A to be used in
a commercially available circuit simulator. Basic digital circuit blocks like an inverter, half-
adders and a ring oscillator was simulated with this model. Finally the model was calibrated to
measurements of a 350nm strained-Si nanowire Tunnel FETs on FD SOI wafers. The calibrated
model was scaled down to 30 nm and then used to benchmark against a 28nm CMOS design
kit from ST Microelectronics.
Chapter 4 deals with the application of Tunnel FETs as a capacitor-less DRAM, which
is a form of volatile memory. The principle of operation is explained via TCAD simulations.
The concept is verified with experimental results on all-Silicon TFETs in FD-SOI wafers. An
improved structure in the form of a finfet with a doped pocket is also proposed which will
enhance the memory operation. Finally the device concept was attempted to be fabricated in
our clean room in CMi EPFL. A process flow for an independent gate FinTFET was developed
to realize this.
Chapter 5 presents the application of Tunnel FETs as a non-volatile memory cell.
It is shown that a vertical tunneling architecture with oxide-nitride-oxide stack boosts the
memory window as compared to a lateral tunneling device or a conventional MOSFET device.
The band-to-band tunneling generated carriers which are generated due to vertical tunneling
contribute to the charges tunneling into the charge storage layer. Various gate-oxide stacks as
an alternative to the O-N-O stack were fabricated as MOS capacitors and their hysteresis was
compared. Finally a process flow was developed to fabricated the vertical tunneling device
along with the high-k gate stack.
Chapter 6 summarizes the main contributions of the thesis and lists all the major
achievements. Finally, some of the future perspectives related to possible applications of such
nano-electronic devices and their usage in the near and far future are also briefly discussed.
Enjoy the read.
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2 Tunnel FET
In this chapter we introduce the underlying physics of a TFET. We discus in detail
the tunneling phenomena as proposed originally by Kane [6] in 1961. An overview of all the
simulation tools available to simulate band-to-band tunneling is presented. Further we discus
the non-local B2B tunnelling model in detail. The basic working principle of Tunnel FET is
discussed. Finally we discuss the importance of Miller effect specifically to Tunnel FETs and
its impact on circuit behaviour. We also propose a new device architecture to mitigate this
problem.
2.1 Band to band tunneling
In TFETs tunneling of interest is band-to-band tunneling. For band-to-band tunnel-
ing to occur, an electron in the valence band of semiconductor tunnels across the band gap
to the conduction band without the assistance of traps. The band gap acts as the potential
barrier that the particle tunnels across.
CB
VB
CB
VB
e- e
-
h+
Figure 2.1 – Generation of an electron and hole pair as a result of band-to-band tunneling.
There are primarily two types of tunneling (a)Direct tunneling: Happens in direct
semiconductors where the conduction band minima and the valence band maxima lie at
the same k value. In direct tunneling, the k vector normal to the tunneling is conserved.
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Tunneling occurs from the top of the valence band to the conduction band minima in the
Γ valley. An electron travels from the valence band to the conduction band without the
absorption or emission of photon in direct tunneling. For direct tunneling, the requirement
for conservation of perpendicular momentum causes an increase in the tunneling. A particle
with some perpendicular momentum in the valence band must tunnel to state with the same
perpendicular momentum in the conduction band, which results in a longer tunneling path.
(b)Phonon assisted tunneling: A tunneling particle acquires a change in momentum by
absorbing or emitting a phonon in the indirect tunneling process. In indirect semiconductors
whose gamma-centered direct band gap EG (EΓ), is much greater than their indirect band gap,
EG indirect tunneling is the main tunneling process. The direct tunneling process is negligible
in indirect band gap materials like Silicon because the transmission probability decreases
rapidly with increasing barrier height.
The electron tunneling through the band gap is akin to particle tunneling through a potential
barrier, and the most probable tunneling path the smallest barrier. In the indirect tunnel-
ing process, the phonon does impart or absorb a change in the momentum of the particle.
Therefore, the electron, phonon interaction of the indirect tunneling process decouples the
perpendicular momentum of valence band and conduction band. An electron in the valence
band can tunnel to any state in the conduction band such that energy and perpendicular
momentum are conserved. Tunneling is a quantum mechanical process where electrons
Figure 2.2 – Direct and indirect semiconductor band structure (a)GaAs (direct) (b)Silicon
(indirect) [7]
move through potential energy barriers. Band-to-band tunneling is the effect when electrons
travel from the valence band to the conduction band (or vice versa) through the forbidden
energy band gap. Understanding the nature of this band-to-band tunneling is important for
understanding the approximations made in various simulation models. This understanding is
also useful when optimizing design parameters of TFETs for maximum performance.
12
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2.1.1 Tunneling theory
Quantum mechanical tunneling occurs due to a non-zero probability for transition
through a barrier. To adequately model tunneling, this probability must be found and multi-
plied by the number of electrons in a given volume of space to find the net tunneling rate of
electrons.
Kane is well known for having derived one of the first expressions for tunneling
probability as it relates to band-to-band tunneling (known as Zener tunneling in the literature
of this time period) [6]. It should be noted that Keldysh derived the same integral for the
tunneling probability one year earlier [8], but it can be said that Kane’s derivation is simpler
while being more rigorous.
Figure 2.3 – Schematic showing energy window and ∆J (current) [9]
Kane used a time-independent Schrödinger equation in the presence of a uniform
electric field. He represents the basis function using Bloch functions and used perturbation
theory to evaluate the tunneling probability. Kane’s derivation is quite complex, but we derive
here Kane’s equation for direct tunneling in a simpler way using Landauer formula and WKB
approximation. We start with the Landauer formula [10]:
GB2B = |F |∆J
∆E
J = 2e
2pi~ANORM
∫ ∑
k⊥
T (E ,k⊥)[ fv − fc ]dE
(2.1)
where F is the electric field, E is the energy, GB2B is the band to band generation, T (E ,k⊥) is
the tunneling probability, ANORM is the normalizing area, fc and fv are the conduction and
valence band occupancy factors and k⊥ is the normal wave vector. As we consider field to be
constant, we have the same ∆J in each ∆E window. Also the electron and hole generation
rates are both equal to GB2B .
To simplify we can set fc = 0 and fv = 1. Since the structure is uniform, the transmission
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probability T does not depend on E converting the sum over k⊥ to an integral, we get:
GB2B = |F |∆J
∆E
= e|F |
pi~ANORM
∑
k⊥
T (E ,k⊥)dk⊥ (2.2)
T = pi
2
9
exp
(
−2
∫
Im(kx )d x
)
(2.3)
The tunneling probability is computed under the WKB approximation as shown in eqn. 2.3.
The integral of Im(kx ) has to computed over a path conserving the total energy E and the
normal wave vector k⊥ [9]. To evaluate the integral of eqn. 2.3 we need an E-k relation valid in
the band gap and linking the valence band states to the conduction band states. Kane’s two
band dispersion relation as shown in eqn. 2.4 is used for this purpose.
E± = EG
2
+ ~
2k2
2m0
± 1
2
√
E 2G +
EG~2k2
2mr
(2.4)
E = E±−e|F |x (2.5)
Im(kx )=
√
k2+ (k⊥)2 (2.6)
The total energy is given by the eqn. 2.5, the imaginary part of the wave vector are defined as
in eqn. 2.6 [9]. Finally neglecting the second term in eqn. 2.4 , which is negligible in the band
gap, setting x = 0 where E = 0 and combining eqns. 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 we have the expression for
Im(kx ) as:
Im(kx )=
√
mr
EG~2
√
E 2G +EG
~2|k⊥|2
mr
−
(
e|F |x− EG
2
)2
(2.7)
T = pi
2
9
exp
(
−pi
p
mr E 3/2G
2~e|F |
)
exp
(
−pi~|k⊥|
2
2e|F |
√
EG
mr
)
(2.8)
Finally putting all equations together we have the expression for the band-to-band tunneling
generation rate as derived by Kane and shown in eqn. 2.10 below:
GB2B = e|F |
4pi3~
∫
T (E ,k⊥)dk⊥ (2.9)
GB2B =
e2|F |2pmr
18pi~2
p
EG
exp
(
−pi~|k⊥|
2
2e|F |
√
EG
mr
)
(2.10)
In this equation, F represents the (uniform) electric field strength, mr represents the reduced
mass and EG is the band-gap energy. Commonly, this equation is reduced to the following to
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allow for a two variable calibration to experimental data, as shown in equation 2.11.
GB2B = Apath |F |2exp
(
−Bpath
EG
)
(2.11)
Keldysh showed that this equation was only relevant for direct tunneling (no phonon assis-
tance), and that a slightly modified version is necessary to account for the phonon’s effects in
indirect tunneling [8]. Equation 2.12 shows this modified form, where the power of the field F
is modified from 2 to 2.5.
GB2B = Apath |F |2.5exp
(
−Bpath
EG
)
(2.12)
In both cases, the Apath is the linear parameter, and Bpath is the exponential parameter,
allowing relatively straightforward calibration as will be shown in section 2.4 and chapter 3.
2.2 Overview of Simulation tools available
TCAD simulation tools allow for calibration of models to experimental data, optimiza-
tion of device designs, and variability analysis of designs. There are two main commercially
available TCAD simulation tools: Synopsys Sentaurus [11] and Silvaco Atlas [12]. Both of these
device simulators models Band-to-Band tunneling current as generation/recombination rates.
For each mesh point, the simulator calculates the probability of tunneling using a variation of
Kane or Keldysh’s equation as well as an analysis of the band structure at that mesh point. This
analysis of the band structure differs for the different models and makes a large impact on both
the quantity and location of predicted tunneling current. There are two main classification of
models as available for use in simulators: local and non local tunneling model.
Figure 2.4 – Schematic showing the difference between local (left) and non-local tunneling
model
In local tunneling as shown in Fig.2.4(left) the energy barrier is approximated by a triangular
barrier. Hence the electric field which is the gradient of the energy in the band diagram is
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constant at each point in the tunneling path. Non-local tunneling model does not make this
approximation. In reality the electric field is far from being uniform and changes at each point
in the tunneling path as can be seen in the schematic in Fig.2.4(right). Another important
difference is that the local electron and hole generation profiles are the same, whereas in
non-local model the holes are generated at the beginning of the tunneling path and electrons
at the end of the tunneling path.
Sentaurus Device can simulate one, two, and three-dimensional structures [11]. It contains
several tunneling models, including both local and nonlocal models. We show some examples
of the band-to-band tunneling models available in commercially available TCAD simulators
from Synopsys and Silvaco in the following section.
2.2.1 Sentaurus Local Tunneling model
The most basic local mode available in Sentaurus is the Kane’s model. The generation
rate is given by
GB2B = Apath |F |P exp
(
−Bpath
EG
)
(2.13)
Where P is a parameter that takes the values 1, 1.5 or 2 depending on the value of the model.
Since the band-to-band generation rate only depends on the electric field F , this model
predicts current even at VDS = 0V which is not desirable. In order to correct this problem
the occupancy function ( fv − fc ) from the Landauer equation must be applied to the above
equation. One example of such a modification is the Hurkx model [13] in Sentaurus. In this
model the generation rate is gives as:
GB2Bnet = ApathD
(
F
1V /cm
)P
exp
(
−BpathEG (T )
3/2
E 3/2G F
)
(2.14)
where D is given by:
D =
np−n2i ,e f f
(n+ni ,e f f )(p+ni ,e f f )
(1−|α|)+α (2.15)
The Hurkx model also does not take into account any nonlocal dependence. Its advantage over
the basic Kane model is that it incorporates temperature dependence in calculating band-gap.
Ideally, one could calibrate the model to a device tested at 300K and be able to simulate how
the device would behave at other temperatures. More importantly in this model we can have
both generation and recombination as well as zero net generation rate at equilibrium (zero
current at VDS = 0V )
Schenk model[14] is another local band-to-band tunneling model available in Sen-
taurus . No nonlocal dependence is used, meaning that no search for a region where the
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conduction band equals the valence band is performed. The primary limitation of local tun-
neling models is the consideration of a uniform electric field, due to which they overestimate
the band-to-band generation by a large margin.
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Figure 2.5 – Comparison of transfer characteristic of a 100nm DG-TFET local and nonlocal
models in Sentaurus and the non-local model in Silvaco with all parameters set to default.
2.2.2 Sentaurus Dynamic non-Local Tunneling model
Local tunneling models proposed in the previous section by Kane[6], Hurkx [13] ,
Schenk [14] assumes either an average or maximum Electric field which is constant throughout
the tunneling path. In the non-local band to band tunneling model, the tunneling current
depends on the band edge profile along the entire path between the points connected by
tunneling. Which means the electric field at each point in the tunneling path is dynamically
changing. This makes tunneling a essentially a non-local process. The net hole recombination
rate for a band-to-band tunneling process considering a non-local electric field can be written
as:
RPnew =|∇EV (0)|CP exp
(
−2
∫ xo
0
κV d x−2
∫ l
x0
κC d x
)
[(
exp
[
ε−EF,n(l )
kT (l )
]
+1
)−1
−
(
exp
[
ε−EF,p (0)
kT (0)
]
+1
)−1] (2.16)
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Figure 2.6 – Comparison of generation rates in local and nonlocal models in Sentaurus (a)
Schenk model (b) Kane’s model (P=2) (c) Hurkx model
where Cp here is a multiplicative factor for phonon assisted tunneling taking into account
the phonon energy. This factor is different for direct tunneling. The CP term along with
the exp(−2∫ κd x) term comes from the WKB approximation. The inverse exponential term
is essentially the occupancy function assuming Fermi-Dirac statistics, which ensures zero
current at zero VDS .
Under the assumption of a uniform electric field the net recombination rate is reduced to the
well-known Kane and Keldysh models assuming the form [11]
Rnet = A
(
F
F0
)P
exp
(
−B
F
)
(2.17)
where F0 = 1V /cm and P = 2 for direct tunneling and P = 2.5 for phonon assisted tunneling
process. Since Silicon is an indirect band gap semiconductor, we concentrate here on the
phonon assisted tunneling case. Ignoring band gap narrowing effect, the pre factor Apath and
the exponential factor Bpath for phonon-assisted tunneling can be expressed as [11] :
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Figure 2.7 – Comparison of electron and hole generation rates in the dynamic nonlocal model
in Sentaurus.
Apath =
g (mp mn)3/2
[
1+2Nop
]
D2op (qF0)
5/2
221/4~5/2m21/4r ρ²op
[
Eg (300K )+∆C
]7/4 (2.18)
Bpath =
27/2pim1/2r
[
Eg (300K )+∆C
]3/2
3q~
(2.19)
Where g is a degeneracy factor; mr is the reduced tunneling mass; q is the elementary charge;
h is the Plank’s constant; Eg is the indirect bang gap; mc(mv) is the conduction (valence)
band density of states effective mass; Nop = [exp[(²op /kT )−1]]−1 is the number of transverse
optical (TO) phonons with energy ²op at temperature T , where k is the Boltzmann constant;
Dop is the deformation potential of TO phonons and ρ is the mass density of Silicon.
The degeneracy factor is given by g = 2gc gv where gc /gv is the conduction/valence
band valley degeneracy [15]. The factor 2 comes from spin degeneracy of the electrons. We
only consider the lightest carriers as the lightest carriers have the dominant contribution to
the tunneling current, gv is equal to 1 (light hole band), and gc depends on the tunneling
direction (gc = 4 for (100) direction) [15, 16]. In Kane’s two-band dispersion relation [6], the
effective mass in the conduction band mc and the valence band mv are related to the reduced
mass mr as:
1
mc
= 1
2mr
+ 1
m0
(2.20)
1
mv
= 1
2mr
− 1
m0
(2.21)
There are two main phonon contributions to the tunneling current in Silicon, the TA
(transverse acoustic) and TO (transverse optic) phonon [17][18]. Here we consider the process
with TO phonons as the default parameters used in [11] are calibrated for TO phonons.
Figure 2.5 shows the comparison of the transfer characteristics of a LG = 100nm
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double gate TFET with all default parameters. The basic Kane’s model greatly overestimates
the current as shown. Whereas the Schenk and Hurkx model show very low ION /IOF F ratio, the
dynamic non-local model shows the most realistic results. Figure 2.6 on the other hand shows
the generation rate scatter plots for local tunneling models. Figure 2.7 shows the electron(left)
and hole(right) generation rates. Once again it has to be noted that all local models do not
have separate electron and hole generation rates, whereas the non-local model has separate
electron and hole generation plots as shown.
The main parameters in the model and their default values are listed in table 2.1. The calibra-
tion procedure is discussed in details in the next section.
Table 2.1 – Non-Local Band-to-Band Tunneling Parameters for Sentaurus non-loca tunneling
model.
Parameter name Default value Units
Apath 4X 10
14 cm−3s−1
Bpath 1.9X 10
7 V cm−1
Cpath 0 J
2cmkg−1
Dpath 0 eV
Ppath 0.037 eV
Rpath 0 none
2.2.3 Silvaco non-Local Tunneling model
The non-local tunneling model in Silvaco Atlas is implemented in a similar way to
Sentaurus and is based on the Landauer equation. The tunneling current is calculated, let us
consider the energy band profile along each tunneling slice with reverse bias applied across
the junction. The range of valence band electron energies for which tunneling is permitted is
shown in the schematic of the energy band profile in Fig. 2.8. The highest energy at which
an electron can tunnel is Eupper and the lowest is Elower . The tunneling can be thought of
being either the transfer of electrons or the transfer of holes across the junction. The rates for
electrons and holes are equal and opposite because the tunneling results in the generation or
recombination of electron-hole pairs.
The main parameters in the model and their default values are listed in table 2.2.
To calibrate the model, the values of effective mass used in eqns. 2.25 and 2.26 are specified.
The values of effective mass used in eqns. 2.25 and 2.26 using ME.TUNNEL and MH.TUNNEL
are set in the command file. If ME.TUNNEL (MH.TUNNEL) is not specified, then the value
specified for conduction and valence band effective masses MC (MV) is used. The tunneling
current is most sensitive to the effective masses used in eqns. 2.25 and 2.26 because the
tunneling probability depends exponentially on them.
Considering the tunneling process as a transfer of an electron across the junction the net
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Figure 2.8 – Schematic of non-local band to band tunneling in reverse bias in Silvaco Atlas.
[12]
Table 2.2 – Non-local band-to-band tunneling parameters for Silvaco TCAD.
Parameter name Default value Units
MC 0.16 None
MV 0.24 None
ME.TUNNEL 0.16 None
MH.TUNNEL 0.24 None
current per unit area for an electron with longitudinal energy E and transverse energy ET is:
J (E)= e
pi~
∫ ∫
T (E)[ fl (E +ET )− fT (E +ET )]ρ(ET )dE dET (2.22)
where T (E) is the tunneling probability for an electron with longitudinal energy E . ρ(ET ) is
the 2-dimensional density of states corresponding to the 2 transverse wavevector components
and fl , fT are the Fermi-Dirac function using the quasi Fermi-level on the left and right side of
the junction respectively. The tunneling probability, T (E), is then calculated using the WKB
approximation
T (E)= exp
(
−2
∫ xend
xst ar t
κ(x)d x
)
(2.23)
As also seen in Fig. 2.8, the start and end points of the tunneling paths, xst ar t and xend , depend
on energy. Atlas calculates these start and end points for each value of E and calculates the
evanescent wave-vector at points in between as:
κ(x)= κeκh√
κ2e +κ2h
(2.24)
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where
κe (x)= 1
i~
√
2m0me (x)(E −Ec (x)) (2.25)
and
κh(x)=
1
i~
√
2m0mh(x)(Ev (x)−E) (2.26)
where ~ is Planck’s constant, m0 is the rest mass of an electron, me (x)/mh(x) is the electron/-
hole effective mass and Ec (x)/Ev (x) are the conduction and valence band energies. This values
are put into eqn. 2.22 and 2.23 to give the tunneling current density at a given perpendicular
energy, E , and the resulting current is injected into the simulation at xst ar t and xend . This is
repeated for all values of E between El ower and Eupper and is done for every tunneling slice in
the tunneling regions.
2.3 Basic working principle of a TFET
Tunnel FET use quantum-mechanical tunneling of electrons from the source to the
channel as described in the previous section, as the primary carrier transport mechanism,
allowing for sub-60 mV/dec subthreshold slopes. Tunnel FETs belongs to the family of so-
called steep-slope devices that are currently being investigated for ultra-low-power electronic
applications [5]. A key feature of the TFET, which is critical for low-power switching, is the
possibility for an inverse sub threshold slope, SS, below the limit of 60 mV/dec for normal
FETs in room temperature as discussed in chapter 1.
Tunnel Field Effect Transistors (TFETs) use the tunneling of electrons as the carrier
transport method for device operation. They are generally designed as gated p-i-n diodes,
where the gate is used to modulate an effective tunneling barrier height [5]. Ideally, these
devices would have a very low off-state current (proportional to reverse biased diode leakage),
a very low sub-threshold slope, and acceptable on-current. TFETs can be generally classified
as point and/or line tunneling devices [19].
2.3.1 Point tunneling Tunnel FET
In a n-type point tunneling device as shown in Fig.2.9(a), the source is p-type doped
whereas the drain is n-type doped. This is unlike a traditional MOSFET, where both the
source and drain are doped alike. The biasing scheme is also shown in the Fig.2.9(a) which
is again typical for a n-type device. In order to have a p-type device the source and drain
doping are interchanged, and the biasing scheme also changes similar to a traditional MOSFET.
Usually the channel region is oppositely doped as the source as well as to a much lower level
(∼ 1015cm−3) than traditional MOSFETs. This is in order to get a larger band bending between
the source and the channel.
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Figure 2.9 – (a)Schematic of a Tunnel FET with ntype biasing applied (b) nTFET mode with
both OFF and ON conditions shown (b) pTFET mode with both OFF and ON conditions shown.
[20]
The energy band diagrams of a n-type TFET is sown in Fig.2.9(b). In thermal equilib-
rium, or in OFF state no tunneling can take place due to the large potential barrier present
(red curve). As the gate bias is increased to a positive value the energy bands starts bending
reducing the potential barrier between the top of the valence band edge in the source and
the top of the conduction band edge in the channel region. However just a positive gate
bias is not sufficient to turn ON the device. As with just a positive gate bias the potential
barrier is low, however there are no vacant states in the channel conduction band to where
the electrons from the source valence band can tunnel to. The sates become available when a
positive drain bias is applied as shown in the Fig. 2.9(b). This theory validates the Landauer’s
equation as shown in eqn. 2.1, which is essentially a product of the tunneling probability and
the occupancy function (Fermi statistics). Hence for electrons to flow from source to the drain
and constitute a current in the opposite direction, both tunneling porbability and occupancy
function has be non-zero. As the gate bias increases, the source does not appreciably deplete,
but the gate causes the channel region to invert, resulting in tunneling from the source to the
channel (green curve).
Figure 2.9(c) shows the energy band diagrams of a p-type TFET. The operational
principle is similar to n-type devices except now holes instead of electrons tunnel from the
top of the conduction band in source to the available states in the bottom of the valence band
in the channel region. Both figures 2.9(b) and (c) show the Fermi distribution function in
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the source. As indicated by the red cross mark, the high energy tail of the Fermi function is
naturally blocked by the typical energy band formation in the ON state. This basically means
the a Tunnel FET acts as a band pass filter, allowing only low energy electrons/holes to transfer
from source to the drain. This results in the "cooling down" of the system and is one of the
reason why Tunnel FETs exhibit sub 60 mv/decade sub-threshold slope in room temperature.
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Figure 2.10 – Measured (a)transfer and (b)output characteristics of an all Silcon nanowire
n-type Tunnel FET on fully depleted SOI wafers at room temperature. The ambipolarity and
superlinear onset which are typical to Tunnel FETs are highlighted.
Figure 2.10(a) shows the measured transfer curves of a all Silcon nanowire n-type Tunnel FET
on fully depleted SOI wafers. As can be seen from the figure there are two main differences
here with respect to a MOSFET:
• Ambipolar conduction: As shown in Fig. 2.10(a), the Tunnel FET do not turn OFF in
negative gate bias as opposed to a MOSFET which has negligible current in negetive
gate bias for a n-type device. The reason for this behaviour can be seen in Fig. 2.9(b) and
(c). In positive gate bias the band bending is such that electrons can tunnel from source
to the channel. At zero gate bias, there is no tunneling and hence no current. However
when gate bias is negative, the bands move in the opposite direction and the tunneling
barrier near the drain-channel junction becomes favourable for tunneling. Hence in
negative gate bias current still flows with a positive drain bias. There are ways to reduce
this ambipolarity, the most common being reducing the drain doping and introducing
an under-lap between the gate and the drain as shown in Fig. 2.13 [21, 22, 23, 24].
• Varying sub-threshold slope: Another difference of a Tunnel FET transfer curve with a
MOSFET is that the sub-threshold slope is constantly changing with gate bias. This can
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be seen from the definition of sub-threshold slope in eqn. 2.27 and the drain current
expression in section 2.2.1.
SST F ET =
(
d log ID
dVGS
)−1
∝V 2GS i f TW K B i s smal l
∝VGS i f TW K B ≈ 1
(2.27)
In conclusion, regardless of the assumptions made for simplification purposes, the
sub-threshold slope of a TFET degrades with increasing gate-source potential. Hence,
the sub-60mV/decade is only available at relatively low voltages which makes TFETs
intrinsically better adapted for low voltage operation.
Figure 2.10(b) shows the output characteristics of a n-type Tunnel FET. The noticeable dif-
ference here with respect to a MOSFET output characteristic is the super-linear onset of the
current. To explain this behaviour we have to understand the relation between the tunneling
current and the Fermi-Dirac distribution as defined by the Landauer’s equation. In [25], L. D.
Michielis et al. has assumed the tunneling barrier is perfectly transparent inside the allowed
tunneling energy window and zero if otherwise. Moreover, for a small tunneling window. In
this case, the total tunneling current (resulting from the two contributions of current from the
valence band to the empty states of the conduction band and from the conduction band to
the empty states of the valence band [26],[11] can express as proportional to:
IT ∝
∫ V Bsour ce,max
C Bch,mi n
[ fS(E)− fch(E)]dE (2.28)
Hence according to [25], we can show that the modulation of the device current at the begin-
ning of the drain sweep is mainly determined by a change in the occupancy functions and
it is almost independent of the tunneling probability modulation. Thus, it can said that the
main cause of the superlinear output onset is not the exponential dependence of the device
current on the tunneling path. This also shows that, while the study of the tunneling barrier is
indeed important when understanding the TFET behavior, an explanation based on the sole
tunneling probability is not enough, and the analysis of the occupancy function dependence
on the bias has to be necessarily taken into account.
Another important difference of a Tunnel FET output characteristic with that of a
MOSFET is the uni-directional conduction. This is primarily because in the output character-
istic, the TFET is biased as a revered biased diode and electrons are tunneling from source to
the channel dependent on the drain bias. However when drain bias is negative, the p-i-n diode
will be forward biased. Hence current flows just like in a diode with very little gate control. For
this reason the output characteristic of Tunnel FET looks asymmetric around zero drain bias
[24, 27, 28]. This is not a desirable effect and can have undesirable effects in circuit operation
for example pass transistor in a SRAM cell.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.11 – Examples of line tunneling structures (a) [29] (b) [30] where the primary tunneling
mechanism is oriented to the direction of the gate electric field. The band-to-band generation
is spread over a linear fashion, resembling a line, hence the name line tunneling.
2.3.2 Line tunneling device
Wang in [31] discovered that the TFET current is composed of two components. The
first component ”point tunneling” occurs at the source-channel interface and its dominant
contribution is localized in a small area. The second component is located in the part of
the source region if it is overlapped by the gate. Because the area where BTBT starts from
resembles a line, this component is called ”line tunneling”. In a line tunneling device, the
source is inverted (generally by engineering an overlapped gate with an optimized source
doping profile), resulting in tunneling into the inversion layer, similar to Gate-Induced Drain
Leakage (GIDL). Many line tunneling examples have been proposed in literature as simulation
concept as well as experimental concepts. Some examples of Tunnel FET structures specially
designed to have primarily "line-tunneling" are shown in the following figure.
In line tunneling the direction of the gate electric field is aligned to the tunneling
direction, hence they are expected to show better sub-threshold slope and higher current than
point tunneling alternatives. However in reality, due to quantization effects the experimental
results have so far not been able to reproduce the simulation results.
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2.3.3 Temperature dependence
From eqn. 2.9, 2.11 and 2.12 we have seen that tunneling phenomenon essentially
does not depend on temperature. The primary temperature dependence in the measured
characteristic in Fig.2.12 comes from the dependence of the energy band gap of Silicon to
temperature [32, 33, 34, 35]. Essentially, as temperature increases, the band gap decreases and
hence the current also increases (as tunneling current∝ exponential of E−1G ). TFETs thus show
a significantly different temperature dependence than MOSFETs, whose operation essentially
relies on the thermal energy of the carriers.
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Figure 2.12 – Measured transfer characteristic of a all Silcon nanowire n-type Tunnel FET on
fully depleted SOI wafers at elevated temperatures. [36]
The temperature dependence is more pronounced in the sub-threshold region. This is because
Schokley-Read-Hall recombination is active in this regime which has a stronger temperature
dependence than band-to-band tunneling.
2.4 FD-SOI Tunnel FET simulation and fitting to measurements
In this section we study the non-local tunneling model using a standard commer-
cially available technology computer-aided design device simulator. Single gate Tunnel FET
devices with 200nm gate length based on SOI technology are simulated and compared with
measured data. A thorough description of the nonlocal Band-to-Band tunneling model im-
plemented in Synopsys Sentaurus TCAD has been shown, demonstrating the importance of
model parameters. By altering the default values of the model parameters we have obtained
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a physically meaningful fit with the measured data. Then the physical significance of all the
model parameters have been discussed in details, with a complete physical explanation of
the changes in the simulation results leading to the match with experiments. The method of
parameter calibration presented in this work can be used to physically justify the modification
of the various fitting parameters used in device simulation tools.
Figure 2.13 – (a) Basic structure and dimensions of TFET devices simulated. (b) SEM image
showing the fabricated SOI TFET device. Inset shows the top view.[23]
UTB-SOI TFET measurements and simulation setup
In this section, we have used Sentaurus TCAD ver. 2010.12 which is a commercially
available TCAD tool from Synopsys. The structure used for our simulations is as shown in
Fig.2.13(a) corresponds to the devices fabricated by CEA-LETI [23]. Fig. 2.13(b) shows a SEM
image of the gate stack and the channel region of the considered TFET devices. The SiN
protection layer is to prevent the ambipolar nature of TFETs. The fabrication of UTB-SOI TFET
devices (Fig.2.13) started from an SOI substrate with 145nm BOX and 20nm active Si layer
using a MESA process [23]. The gate stack was composed of 3nm H f O2 or 6nm SiO2/T i N
(10nm) / Poly Si (50nm). A Si 3N4 protection layer was deposited to introduce intrinsic regions
adjacent to the drain side. This suppresses the source-drain leakage current by reducing the
electric field at the tunnel junction.
In order to have a faithful model calibration we should have a realistic doping profile
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in our simulations. For this purpose conventional MOSFET devices were measured on the
same wafer since all the devices (including the TFETs) were fabricated during the same
process steps. The only difference was in the source and drain doping. These n- and p-
MOSFET devices were simulated with standard drift/diffusion models. The source/drain
doping, junction abruptness of the source-channel and drain-channel interface and series
resistance were used to fit the simulation data to the measured values. The same values of
doping and junction abruptness were then used as a starting point for the TFET simulations.
A source doping of 8x1019cm−3 (Boron) and drain doping of 5x1019cm−3 (Arsenic)
were used for a n type TFET. The channel region was left undoped (1x1015cm−3). A junction
abruptness value of 7nm/dec [37] was used in the source-channel as well as for the drain-
channel junction. 6nm of SiO2 dielectric was used for all simulations. The gate work function
was fixed at 4.3eV .
(a) (b)
Figure 2.14 – (a)Impact of reduced mass on tunneling current shown for different value of
reduced masses including the theoretical mass and the default mass extracted from default
parameters and (b) Simulated and measured transfer characteristics. Symbols indicate experi-
mental data and solid lines the corresponding simulation.
2.4.1 Calibration Methodology
The non-local tunneling model as implemented in the Sentaurus TCAD has the
default values for the above defined expressions specified in terms of the model parameters
Apath = A = 4x1014cm−3s−1, Bpath =B = 1.9x107V cm−1, Rpath =mv/mc (ratio of valence
band to conduction band masses) = 0, Ppath = ²op (phonon energy) = 0.037 eV and Dpath =∆C
(conduction band offset) = 0 eV. The values of the constants are directly related to the physical
parameters which influence the device characteristics.
Upto three different tunneling paths can be specified in the parameter file [11]. It is
to be noted that the value of Ppath decides whether a particular tunneling path will be direct
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or phonon assisted. A non-zero value for Ppath dictates that tunneling path will be phonon
assisted whereas a value of zero means direct tunneling. The default Ppath value of 37meV
value has no significance as the actual phonon energy used in the model is for TO phonons i.e
57.6 meV [17]; and any non-zero value in this field will have the same effect.
Parameters Apath , Bpath , Ppath and Rpath determines g D
2
op /ρ, mv and mc . When Rpath = 0;
mv /mc are determined from eqns. 2.20) and 2.21). This extraction process is explained as an
algorithm in the following :
I) First step is to determine the reduced mass mr from the default value of Bpath according to
the following relation:
mr = A
[
3qhBpath
27/2pi(Eg +Dpath)7/2
]2
(2.29)
II) Next g D2op /ρ is determined using the value of mr from eqn. 2.29 and mc , mv from eqn.
2.20 and eqn. 2.21
g D2op
ρ
= 2
21/4h5/2m5/4r ²op [Eg +Dpath]7/4 Apath
(mc mv )3/2[1+Nop ]q5/2
(2.30)
III) Now g D2op /ρ as calculated in the above step and plugged into the eqn. 2.18. So we have
one set of values of mr and g D2op /ρ calculated from the default values of Apath and Bpath at
room temperature. The value of reduced mass mr can be now used as a fitting parameter to
calculate different values of Apath and Bpath . These calculated values of Apath and Bpath will
thus be related by the reduced mass and hence more meaningful than what has been reported
in some earlier works [38][39]. Details of the constants used and calculated parameter values
are in the appendix A.
Summary of the best fit parameters
A series of simulations were performed to fit the experimental data using the param-
eters discussed above. Fig. 2.14(a) shows the transfer characteristics with varying reduced
mass. The best fit parameter value of mr = 0.033∗m0 was then used to check the validity of
the model in different bias conditions. The measured and simulated transfer characteristics of
the device in Fig.2.13 with Lg = 400nm and Li n = 100nm is shown in Fig. 2.14(b). The fitted
parameters are found to be valid for varying drain bias. Fig. 2.15(a) shows the comparison of
simulated and experimental output characteristics at different gate voltages for the same de-
vice. Thus the calibrated model is also able to predict both transfer and output characteristics
at different bias conditions with a reasonable accuracy. The values of the reduced mass and
corresponding calculated values of Apath and Bpath parameters which resulted in the best fit
between the simulated and the measured data are summarized in table 2.3.
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Figure 2.15 – (a) Simulated and measured output characteristics. Symbols indicate mea-
sured data and solid lines the corresponding simulation and (b) Variation of band-to-band
generation rate as a function of uniform electric field with different crystallographic directions.
Table 2.3 – Summary of calculated Apath and Bpath values from mr.
Reduced mass (mr ) APAT H (cm−3sec−1) BPAT H (V /cm) Remark
0.087 9.25X 1014 2.4X 107 Theoritical
0.055 4.0X 1014 1.9X 107 Default
0.042 2.5X 1014 1.66X 107 -
0.033 1.63X 1014 1.47X 107 Best fit
2.4.2 Crystal orientation dependent tunneling generation rate
In section 2.4.1, we have shown the calibration procedure for the default [100] crys-
tallographic direction. However the values of Apath and Bpath parameters can be calculated
for different crystal directions if we know the values of the degeneracy factor g and the reduced
mass mr . These two parameters change values with different crystallographic directions [16].
It should be noted that the theoretical values of the reduced mass in different crystallographic
directions as reported in literature are used [16] for these calculations. Fig. 2.15(b) shows the
band-to-band generation rate as a function of the uniform Electric field with the theoretically
calculated parameters. It is noticeable that the [100] direction has the highest whereas [110]
direction has the lowest generation rate particularly at higher electric fields. Higher generation
rate would lead to higher tunneling current. This fact could be utilized in the future to design
TFETs to reduce ambipolarity effects with the source-channel junction in the [100] direction
and the drain channel junction being in the [110] direction.
2.5 Miller effect
The effective input impedance of an amplifier depends on the impedance connected
from input to output of the amplifier. The apparent scaling of this impedance often dominates
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the input impedance and frequency response of the amplifier. This effect, now commonly
known as the Miller Effect, was first reported by John Miller [40].
Consider the Fig. 2.16(a). If Av is the voltage gain from node 1 to 2, then a floating impedance
ZF can be converted to two grounded impedances Z1 and Z2 as below:
V1−V2
ZF
= V1
Z1
⇒Z1 = ZF V1
V1−V2
= ZF 1
1− AV
(2.31)
V1−V2
ZF
=−V2
Z2
⇒Z2 =−ZF V2
V1−V2
= ZF 1
1−1/AV
(2.32)
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.16 – (a) Amplifier with voltage gain −A, with an impedance Z connected from input
to output and (b) Amplifier with feedback capacitor CC .
Applying Miller’s theorem, we can convert a floating capacitance between the input
and output nodes of an amplifier into two grounded capacitances as shown below.
Z1 = ZF
1− AV
= 1/ jωCF
1− AV
= 1
jω(1− AV )CF
(2.33)
Z2 = ZF
1−1/AV
= 1/ jωCF
1−1/AV
= 1
jω(1−1/AV )CF
(2.34)
Figure 2.16(b)(left) shows an example of Fig. 2.16(a) where the impedance coupling
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.17 – (a) A simple MOS transistor circuit showing the main capacitance components
and (b) Transient response characteristics of silicon TFET and MOSFET based inverters. [41]
the input to the output is the coupling capacitor CF . The output impedance of the amplifier
is considered low enough that the relationship Vout = AV Vi n is presumed to hold. Figure
2.16(b)(right) shows a circuit electrically identical to Fig. 2.16(b)(left) using Miller’s theorem.
The coupling capacitor is replaced on the input side of the circuit by the Miller capacitance CM ,
which draws the same current from the driver as the coupling capacitor in Fig. 2.16(b)(left).
Therefore, the driver sees exactly the same loading in both circuits. On the output side, a
capacitor CMo =CF (1−1/AV ) is present.
CM =CC
(
1− Vo
Vi
)
=CC (1+ Av ) (2.35)
Thus the effective or Miller capacitance CM is the physical CF multiplied by the factor (1−AV ).
The effective capacitance at their inputs is increased due to the Miller effect. This can reduce
the bandwidth of the amplifier, restricting its range of operation to lower frequencies.
2.5.1 Miller effect in Tunnel FETs
From the above description, the CF in case of a standard single transistor MOS-
FET/TFET circuit is the Cg d as shown in the Fig. 2.17(a). The Fig. 2.18 shows the comparison
between the MOSFET and TFET capacitance curves. As shown, in a Tunnel FET the gate
capacitance Cg g is dominated by the Cg d under all bias conditions. As a result of this large
gate-drain capacitance, the inverter transient of a Tunnel exhibit large over and under shoots
as shown in Fig. 2.17(b). The origin of this voltage overshoot is the high Cg d of the load TFET
operating in the linear region. The output voltage of the TFET inverter stays at a very high
value VMAX at the end of the input 0–1 transition. This continues to keep the pull-down
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Figure 2.18 – Capacitance–voltage characteristics showing the gate (Cg g ), gate-to-source (Cg s),
and gate-to-drain (Cg d ) capacitances as a function of gate-to-source voltage VGS for (a) Si
MOSFET and (b) Si TFET [41]
n-TFET in deep saturation (low Cg d ) while the pull-up p-TFET remains in the linear region
(high Cg d ). Even as the output voltage starts transitioning from its peak overshoot value, the
Cg d for p-TFET decreases while that for n-TFET increases, thereby maintaining a high Miller
capacitance all throughout the transient.
Hence Miller effect is even more pronounced in Tunnel FETs due to the dominance
of the drain-gate capacitance in the total gate capacitance as shown in the measured CV
characteristics. This is due to fact that band-to-band tunneling has negligible contribution to
the inversion charge density, atleast in the low injection levels of all-Silicon devices studied in
this theses. Hence the source-gate capacitance remains negligible compared to the drain-gate
capacitance. Miller effect is thus more amplified in TFET.
2.5.2 Proposed new structure to mitigate Miller effect in Tunnel FET
From the previous section, we know that the drain-to-gate capacitance in a TFET is
almost equal to the gate capacitance in moderate and strong inversion regimes[41]. We will
also see in section 3.5, that from the circuit point of view the device capacitances are equally
important [41]. Due to enhanced Miller Effect, TFETs are known to exhibit large over/un-
dershoot in transient operation as compared to CMOS. Therefore, the effort on improving
ION should be simultaneous to an effort of reducing the Miller capacitance (CM I LLER ). This
subsection proposes a new architecture which addresses this issue.
In a TFET the gate modulation of the tunneling barrier is of primary importance.
It is clear that in order to have a better gate modulation the tunneling direction should be
aligned to the gate electric field. In this scenario, also known as “line tunneling”, the source
is substantially overlapped by the gate and band-to-band (B2B) tunneling takes place from
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Figure 2.19 – Proposed structure with TSi = 5nm, Lg ,e f f = 50nm. Gate work-function is 3.9eV .
NA,sour ce = 1020cm−3; ND,dr ai n = 1020cm−3 while NA,channel = 1018cm−3. 2.5nm of H f O2 are
used as gate-oxide; tBOX = 10nm; tbulk = 1µm and the effective Gate length Lg ,e f f = 50nm.
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Figure 2.20 – Transfer (a) and output (b) characteristics of the proposed new structure.
a gate-field induced inversion layer to the source underneath. This design can have a much
larger current due to the larger tunneling area. Line tunneling structure as proposed by [42]
shows improved current levels, however also has higher gate capacitances, which slightly
overshadows the advantage gained by the improved on current level.
The proposed new all-Silicon structure, as shown in the Fig. 2.19 has an elevated
source at an angle of 45°. The effective gate length (measured horizontally) is 50nm. The
entire source is overlapped by the gate electrode which aligns the tunneling direction to the
gate-electric field. An ultra-thin BOX of 10nm is used to reduce the coupling between source
and drain. Figure 2.19 also shows the e and hole B2B generation rates at VG = 0.8V .
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Figure 2.21 – (a)Transfer characteristics comparison of the proposed new structure with a SOI
TFET. Improved ION , better SS and faster device speed (Intrinsic delay = CV/I) is observed.
(b)Variation of propagation delay and energy per switching cycle with supply voltage. The
proposed TFET becomes comparable to CMOS at VDD = 0.3V and lower.
The simulations were performed using Synopsys TCAD ver. 2010.12 which uses a
non-local B2B tunneling model to dynamically determine the tunneling path [11]. Physical
models like Shockley-Read-Hall recombination, doping and field dependent mobility and
Fermi statistics were also included in the simulations. For quantization effects, the MLDA
(Modified Local Density Approximation) model was used. However it should be noted that
quantum confinement effects are only partially taken into account [5], as the quantization
model is not fully coupled with the B2B tunneling model.
Fig. 2.21(a)& (b) shows the transfer and output characteristic of the proposed device:
an average sub-threshold slope (SS) of 24mV/decade over 4 decades and upto 10µA current
level at VDS = 0.8V are observed. Fig. 2.21(a) compares the SS and intrinsic delay of the
proposed structure to those of a conventional SOI TFET with 50nm gate length, 20nm TSi
and the rest of the parameters being similar to 2.19. Fig. 2.21(b) shows the propagation delay
and switching energy per cycle for fan-out 1 inverters for three device technologies including
hetero-structure (Ge-source n-type and InAs-source p-type) TFET like the ones simulated
in [5] and SPICE simulated 65 nm low −Vt CMOS, all the cases have been normalized with
respect to cell areas. It is interesting to note that, the new structure can outperform CMOS as
well as hetero-structure TFETs in terms of both propagation delay and switching energy for
sub 0.25 VDD .
In Fig. 2.22, at VGS =VDS = 0.2V a Cd g lower than both other technologies is observed
in the new structure. The higher CGG of the new structure seen in Fig. 2.22 is due to the higher
actual gate length of 70nm (Lg ,e f f = 50nm). This reduction in CDG translates to the lowering
of over/under shoot voltage of the new structure in a three-stage inverter configuration as can
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Figure 2.22 – Capacitance-Voltage characteristics showing the drain-to-gate(CDG ) and
gate(CGG ) capacitances as a function of VGS .
be seen from the transient behaviour of the three technologies in Fig. 2.23(a). Fig. 2.23(a) also
shows lower rise and fall times for the new structure, confirming the results in Fig. 2.22.
Continuing the study at VDD = 0.25V , Fig. 2.23(b) shows the voltage transfer charac-
teristics of the three technologies in a single-stage inverter configuration. From the inset in
Fig. 2.23(b), it is clear that the new structure has the highest gain amongst the three. Clearly
the advantages of the proposed new structure are more pronounced for low supply voltages,
where TFETs are intrinsically optimized for.
2.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented the basics of the tunneling theory. The various
tunneling models available in commercial simulators are explained and the differences be-
tween them are highlighted. The principle of operation of a Tunnel FET is explained and
its main difference with conventional MOSFETs are highlighted. An algorithm to calibrate
the non-local tunneling model in a commercial TCAD device simulator to match measure-
ment data has been shown. The model parameters have been adapted based on available
measurement data of SOI TFET devices. Reported simulations with fitted parameter set have
good level of agreement with measured data at different bias conditions for both transfer and
output characteristics of the TFET devices. The dependence of the tunneling generation rate
on different crystal directions was shown.
We have also proposed and simulated a new device architecture which provides
higher current (159 times) as well as lower CM I LLER resulting in faster operation (38 times).
Circuit level performance (for a inverter) is also remarkably good in low VDD regime and even
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Figure 2.23 – (a)Transient response of the three technologies in a three-stage inverter configu-
ration for an input period of 1µs. (b)Voltage transfer characteristics of the three technologies
reported in Fig. 2.20 & 2.23(a). Inset shows the inverter Gain = dVOU T /dVI N .
better than CMOS at VDD = 0.2V .
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3 Compact modelling of Tunnel FET
In this chapter we focus on the compact modelling of a double gate Tunnel FET. A
non-local model is first developed in section 3.1 which leads to a compact model in section
3.2. A dynamic model is shown in section 3.3. Finally the models described in section 3.2 &
3.3 is implemented in a Verilog-A based circuit simulator and some basic circuit blocks are
simulated.
3.1 Overview
Tunnelling Field Effect Transistors (TFETs) are very promising devices to respond
to the demanding requirements of future technology nodes [5]. The benefits of the TFET are
specially linked to their potential for its sub-60mV/decade sub-threshold swing, a prerequisite
for scaling the supply voltage well below 1V. Extensive experimental [23, 43] and modeling
[44, 45, 25] works have been recently carried out on TFETs, but a predictive compact model
that describes all the operating regimes of a TFET is still needed.
Some previous works such as [46, 47] are based on the simplified Kane’s model [6]
originally developed for two terminal diodes only. Kane’s model does not properly account
for the occupancy function dependence on the terminal bias for three terminal devices. For
this reason compact models based Kane’s approach might lead to inaccurate results such
as non-zero drain current at zero VD when applied to TFETs [48]. An approximate Taylor
series solution for the channel potential is used in [47, 49] to calculate the tunneling current.
Although this method accounts for 2D electrostatics, the results presented are not applicable
to all operational regimes, as the effect of mobile charges in strong inversion condition is
not taken into account. A recently presented model for double-gate tunnel FETs (DG-TFET)s
[50], works well for low gate coupling but is not able to predict current levels accurately for
stronger gate coupling with thinner and high-k gate dielectrics, which is essential for boosting
the low current levels in TFETs [51]. A simplified model that captures the non-local nature
of tunnelling and bias dependencies of the occupancy functions in all operation regimes is
essential to study circuit and system level design with TFETs.
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3.2 DC model version 1 (non-local)
In this work, the conformal mapping technique is applied to obtain an analytical
closed form solution of the 2D Poisson’s equation for a double-gate Tunnel FET. The generated
band profiles are accurate in all regions of device operation. Furthermore, the current levels
are estimated by implementing the non-local band-to-band model from Synopsys Sentaurus
TCAD. A good agreement with simulations for varying device parameters is demonstrated and
the advantages and limitations of the new modelling approach are investigated and discussed.
In this section a full 2D potential solution with conformal mapping, and non-local
generation rate estimation: very accurate in estimating device characteristics with varying
device parameters, however not suited to be used as a compact model in a circuit simulator
due to its complex nature. Accuracy vs speed trade off: this model provides key understanding
of the tunneling mechanism to further simplify the model in next section.
3.2.1 Model Description
Figure 3.1 – Potential profile ψs(x) at the Silicon/Oxide for an n-type DG-MOSFET(green) and
an n-type DG-TFET(red) with the same device parameters except the source doping (n+/p+).
Inset shows the electron density of the two devices at the given bias. The cross sections are
taken 1nm below the gateoxide-Silicon channel interface.
Figure 3.1 shows the electrostatic potential at the surface of a DG-MOSFET compared
to a DG-TFET at VS = 0V and VG =VD = 0.5V . The gate work function is 4 eV for both devices.
The inset shows the electron density plots from numerical simulations. Also shown are the
boundary conditions of the potential solution at source and drain end. There is a gradual
potential drop across the channel for the MOSFET, while for the TFET, most of the potential
drops across the source/channel tunnelling junction and the channel resistance is negligible as
shown in Fig. 3.3. This also means that the Quasi Fermi potentials are different in the channel
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region of a TFET. The current in a TFET has an exponential dependence to the tunneling
length [50] which depends on the band profile. For this reasons an accurate band profiling in
a TFET is both challenging and essential.
In this work we consider a n-type DG lateral p-i-n TFET as shown in Fig. 3.1. A
gate length Lg = 100nm, channel thickness of tSi = 20nm, gate oxide thickness tox = 3nm
with H f O2 dielectric, source (drain) doping of Boron (Arsenic) at 3x1020cm−3 and channel
doping of 1x1015cm−3 were used for most of the simulations unless otherwise specified. For
simplicity we consider abrupt doping profiles and ignore band gap narrowing effects in the
model. Fermi statistics is included in the simulations in account of the high doping levels used.
We consider tunnelling to be a 1D process, which is a reasonable approximation for well scaled
devices [49]. The conformal mapping is applied only to the gated intrinsic Si-channel region
of the device. As a consequence, we ignore any band bending inside the un-gated source and
drain regions, meaning no depletion charges. This is an acceptable approximation for high
source/drain doping levels as will be shown in section 3.3.2.
We now describe the model development step by step. The first step (A) is to have a
good estimation of the surface potential (ψs), at the midpoint of the channel (i.e. x = Lg /2),
which is essential for the conformal mapping step (B). The conformal mapping technique
generates the band profiles from which the band-to-band (B2B) generation rate has to be
computed non-locally at each spatial point (C).
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Figure 3.2 – Comparison between the electron quasi Fermi levels of a TFET and a MOSFET at
two different VD . The TFET electron quasi Fermi level stays at −qVD for almost the entire gate
bias range. The cross sections are taken 1nm below the gateoxide-Silicon channel interface.
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Surface Potential of DG-TFET
We start by checking the validity of the DG-MOSFET model reported by Sallese et al.
[52] applied to a DG-TFET. We implement the simple charge based model given by:
V ∗G −E f n(x)≈
QG
COX
+UT log QG
2
2²Si qUT ni
+ 2Qg
qni tSi
(3.1)
V ∗G −ψS(Lg /2)=
QG
COX
(3.2)
Where VG∗ denotes the effective gate voltage VG∗ =VG −∆φi , ∆φi is the work function differ-
ence between gate electrode and intrinsic Silicon channel, ψS(Lg /2) is the surface potential
at midpoint of the channel, QG is the gate charge, UT is the thermal voltage. E f n(x) is the
electron quasi-Fermi level which is assumed to be constant with E f n(x)=−qVD throughout
the channel region. This is a good approximation as can be see from the Fig.3.2 , the TFET
electron quasi Fermi levels stays at −qVD for almost the entire gate bias. The gate charge is
evaluated numerically from eqn.3.1 and ψS(Lg /2) from eqn.3.2.
Figure 3.3 – (a) Surface potential variation with gate voltage for a DG-TFET. Solid lines represent
TCAD simulations. Dotted lines indicate results from eqn.3.2. Symbols refer to eqn.3.3.
Bottom: Simulated electron density with Fermi and Maxwell-Boltzmann (MB) statistics for
different VD (b) and gate dielectric materials (c). The cross sections are taken just below the
gateoxide-Silicon channel interface.
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Dashed lines in Fig. 3.3(a) shows the implementation of eqn.3.2 with parameters
in section 3.2.1. However TCAD simulations with Fermi statistics show that TFET surface
potential (solid lines) is larger than predicted by the model after strong inversion condition.
This difference can be explained from Fig.3.3(b) and Fig. 3.3(c), where we compare the total
space charge in the channel region with Fermi and Maxwell-Boltzmann (MB) statistics from
TCAD simulations. We evaluate the ratio α= ρFer miρMB where ρ is the space charge. Figure 3.3(b)
shows that this factor is constant in the strong inversion regime for varying drain voltages.
However as shown in Fig. 3.3(c), with varying gate dielectric material this ratio changes and
approaches unity for lower gate coupling with 3 nm SiO2. This ratio is then introduced in
eqn.3.2 in to obtain eqn.3.3.
V ∗G −ψS(Lg /2)=α
QG
COX
(3.3)
With this observation eqn.3.3 can match the TFET surface potential as shown in Fig. 3.3(a)
(symbols).
Conformal Mapping Technique
In this technique, the region wherein the 2D potential problem is solved is confor-
mally mapped from a complex plane z into a plane w [53, 54, 55]. The function in eqn.3.4
maps a point w from the upper half of complex w-plane in complex z-plane
z = f (w)= 2∆y
pi
l n(
p
w −1pw +1) (3.4)
Where ∆y = 2tOX + tSi . The potential solution of any boundary value problem of first order on
plane z is solved after mapping into a w-plane with the help of Poisson’s integral [56].
In this section we try to adapt a recent DG-MOSFET model [57] by changing the
source side boundary condition to VS–VB I (TFET) instead of VS +VB I (MOSFET). TCAD
simulations show that TFET φS to be quite different from a MOSFET. So, an accurate surface
potential is essential, to evaluate the potential in rest of the channel. By replacing the source
side boundary condition and using surface potential from step (A) at x = Lg /2 we see that the
model can accurately estimate the TFET potential profile in weak inversion as shown in the
Fig. 3.4(a).
As shown in Fig. 3.3(b), after the inversion threshold voltage (Vth,i nv ) mobile charges
starts to develop at the surface. This causes ψS to be almost pinned near the drain potential
VDS +VB I and only change weakly with gate bias. As explained in [58], at strong inversion
condition the characteristic length (λ) decreases with increasing inversion charge. Thus λ will
have aψS dependence governed by eqn.3.5. Since the model developed in [57] uses a constant
characteristic length, it is not applicable to strong inversion regime. For a complete study of
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Figure 3.4 – Lateral potential profile of the channel in a DG-TFET at the surface (a) at weak
inversion (b) at strong inversion. Lines indicate the model and symbols TCAD simulations.
The cross sections are taken just below the gateoxide-Silicon channel interface. VG = 0, 0.25,
0.5, 0.75, 1V
TFET characteristics it is important that the model also works in strong inversion.
1/λ2 = 1/λ02+ (βNi nv /²Si tSiφS) (3.5)
Where λ0 =
p
²Si tSi tox /2²ox [59] is the characteristic length of a DG-MOSFET. Ni nv is the
inversion charge which varies with VG and β is a parameter equal to 8 according to [58] for a
DG configuration. From eqn.3.5 the value ofλ is used to calculate the ratio tox /²ox = 2λ2/tSi ²Si
at each VG . This effective ratio then replaces tox /²ox in the conformal mapping model of [57].
With this modification we see that the model is accurately predicting the band profiles even in
strong inversion regime as shown in Fig. 3.4(b). And since the Poisson’s equation is solved in
two dimensions using the technique, we can show the electrostatic potential in 2D as shown
in Fig.3.5. This was not compared separately with TCAD simulations as the 1D cuts along the
top of the channel where most of the generation tales place, match well the simulations.
Band-to-Band tunneling Model
With above mentioned modifications the conformal mapping step gives an accurate
band profile not only at the surface but also for the entire channel domain resulting in a 2D
potential distribution. The tunneling current is calculated after the band profiles are obtained
from this potential. To evaluate the tunneling generation rate, we implement the phonon-
assisted B2B tunneling model described in the Synopsys TCAD manual [11]. The model
computes the transmission probability of holes and electrons using WKB approximation by
calculating the imaginary wavevector through every point in the path. The hole generation
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Figure 3.5 – Two dimensional electrostatic potential solution of a double gate Tunnel FET 1nm
below the gateoxide- channel interface from the conformal mapping technique.
rate GB2B at a spatial point r , due to non-local B2B tunneling can be written as:
GB2B (r )= |∆EV (r )|CP (r )T (r ) f (r ) (3.6)
Where Ev is the valence band edge, Cp is a prefactor that takes into account the effect of
electron-phonon interactions, T is the Wenzel-Kramers-Brillouin(WKB) integration factor
describing the tunnelling probability, f is a factor that describes the electron and holes
occupation probabilities.
The device is divided into horizontal slices, and in each slice, 1D B2B tunneling gen-
eration rate is obtained. The overall B2B generation is calculated by integrating the generation
rates both horizontally and vertically.
q
∫ ∫
GB2B (r )d xd y (3.7)
The occupation probability of initial and final states is taken into account in the factor f of
eqn.3.6 via the Fermi distribution functions evaluated at the initial and the final points of the
tunnelling path. This ensures zero current at VD = 0V .
3.2.2 Model Evaluation
The model is compared with TCAD simulations to check its validity with varying key
device parameters such as gate/drain voltages, gate lengths, channel thickness, gate dielectric
and source doping. Solid lines represent TCAD simulations and symbols indicate the model in
the following figures. Figure 3.6(a) shows the transfer characteristics with varying VD and Fig.
3.6(b) below shows the output characteristics for different VG at constant source doping and
gate oxide thickness. The results for VG∗ ≥Vth,i nv are improved by using a similar approach
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as in [60] of a transition function given by:
β=β0[1− c exp(−(VG∗−Vth,i nv −η/σ)2)] (3.8)
Where β0 = 6, c = 0.27, η= 0.12 andσ= 0.48. A good level of agreement is observed with TCAD
simulations for all cases.
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Figure 3.6 – (a) Transfer characteristics with different VD and (b) output characteristics at
different VG . The dotted lines in the output characteristics show the curve with eqn.3.4. Rest
of the plot uses eqn.3.5 with the transition function from eqn.3.8
The validity of the model is checked with varying gate dielectric constants. As explained in
section II.A the parameter α was varied accordingly and a good level of agreement is observed
as shown in Fig. 3.7(a).
Next we validate our model with varying source doping. It is observed that the
model works well for high source doping of 2X 1020cm−3 or higher. For lower source doping
levels a significant difference is observed. This can be explained by our initial approximation
of zero band bending inside the source and drain regions. It is clear from Fig. 3.8 that the
approximation is only valid for high doping concentrations. This is an inherent drawback of
the model since the conformal mapping technique we have implemented can be applied only
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Figure 3.7 – (a) Transfer characteristics with varying gate dielectric constant. α = 0.8 for
H f O2, 0.92 for Al2O3 and 1 for SiO2 gate dielectric. (b) Transfer characteristics with varying
source doping level. Low doping curves were corrected according to table 3.1. Lg = 22nm,
tSi = 10nm.
to the gated region; we cannot estimate the band bending in the non-gated regions of the
device. This limitation can be overcome by introducing an empirical shift in the conduction
band which will compensate for the underestimated tunnelling length. This factor will depend
on the doping level with a larger shift for lower doping levels. As shown in Fig. 3.7(b), with this
empirical correction the model can estimate the current levels even at lower source doping
levels. Details of this empirical factor is listed in table 3.1 for different values of doping. No
corrections were necessary for doping levels higher than 2X 1020cm−3.
Despite the fact that low doping levels need empirical correction, it should be noted
that an excellent agreement is obtained without any corrections for high doping and high-K
gate-dielectric that corresponds to the cases of major interest being associated to high currents
[50]. Finally we validate our model for source doping dependence in output characteristics.
The same corrections as in table 3.1 was applied and we observe a good match with simulations
as shown in Fig. 3.9 below.
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Figure 3.8 – Conduction band energy profile at the source channel boundary for different
source doping levels. The source depletion width increases with decreasing source doping.
Table 3.1 – Empirical conduction band shift for different doping levels
Doping level (cm−3) Correction (nm)
5x1019 0.9
1x1020 0.6
3x1020 0.0
5x1020 0.0
It is interesting to note that the model is able to capture the super-linear onset
dependence [25] on source doping well, thanks to the accurate B2B tunnelling model featuring
a realistic dependence of the occupancy functions.
3.3 DC model version 2 (local)
A recently presented model [61] for double-gate tunnel FETs (DG-TFET), was the
first TFET compact model to be implemented in Verilog-A, however it did not describe the
ambi-polar behavior typical of TFETs [23] or the drain side breakdown phenomena completely.
A compact model that captures all tunneling related physics and bias dependencies of the
occupancy functions in all operation regimes is essential to study circuit and system level
design with TFETs. In this section, a compact model based on an analytical closed form
solution of the 1D Poisson’s equation for a double-gate Tunnel FET is derived. Furthermore,
the current levels are estimated by implementing an algorithm based on the Kane’s band-to-
band tunnelling model. A good agreement with numerical simulations for varying device
parameters is demonstrated and the advantages and limitations of the modelling approach are
investigated and discussed. The model is implemented in a Verilog-A based circuit simulator
and basic circuit blocks like an inverter, a 2-bit half adder and a 15 stage ring oscillator are
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Figure 3.9 – Impact of source doping on the TFET output characteristics. The same transition
function of eqn.3.8 is used here.
simulated to demonstrate the capabilities of the model. The switching energy of a Tunnel FET
based circuit block is studied with V DD scaling revealing interesting aspects of Tunnel FET
circuit behaviour.
3.3.1 Model Description
The model development will be described step by step in this section. We consider
an n-type all-Silicon DG p-i-n TFET as shown in Fig. 3.10(a). A gate length LG =22nm, channel
thickness of t Si =10nm, gate oxide thickness t ox =3nm with H f O2 gate dielectric, source (drain)
doping of Boron (Arsenic) at 1020cm−3 and channel doping of 1015cm−3 are used for all the
simulations unless specified otherwise. For simplicity we consider abrupt doping profiles and
ignore band gap narrowing effects in the model. Fermi statistics is included in the simulations
to account for the high doping levels used. The Poisson’s equation is solved in 1D only in the
gated intrinsic body region of the device. As a consequence, we ignore any band bending
inside the un-gated source and drain regions. This is an acceptable approximation for high
source/drain doping levels as required for typical TFET specifications.
3.3.2 Surface potential
The 1D Poisson equation is solved in the lightly doped body of the DG-TFET. Under
the assumption of a 1D electric field [62] in the gate-oxide material the Poisson equation is
transformed into a simplified form as in Eqn.3.9.
δ2ψS
δ2x
+ ψGS −ψS
λ2
= qNch
²Si
(3.9)
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Figure 3.10 – (a) Cross section of the device under study with typical dimensions marked (b)
lateral potential profile of the channel in a DG-TFET at the oxide-Silicon interface at strong
inversion for V GS= 0,0.25,0.5,0.75,1V. Lines indicate the model and symbols TCAD simulation
in all relevant plots.
where ψs (x) is the surface potential, ψGS is the gate potential (=VGS −VF B ) with V F B being
the flat band voltage, ²Si is the dielectric constant of Silicon and λ is the natural length of
a double gate structure [62]. The source and drain side boundary conditions are defined
as ψS (0) = (VS −VBSRC ) and ψS
(
Lg
) = (VD +VBDRN ), with V BSRC and V BDRN being the built in
potential of the source/drain-body junction respectively. The solution to eqn.3.9 under the
defined boundary conditions is given as:
ψS =ψ0S
+ (VD −VS +VB IDRN +VB ISRC )
sinh(x/λ)
sinh(Lg /λ)
+ (VS −VBSRC −ψ0S)
sinh(x/λ)+ sinh(Lg −x)/λ)
sinh(Lg /λ)
(3.10)
where ψ0S is the long channel surface potential of a DG-TEFT from section 3.2.1 [29]. The
results from eqn.3.10 is compared to TCAD simulations in Fig. 3.10(b) and show a good match.
3.3.3 Tunnelling path estimation
We know that the choice of the tunneling path is of utmost importance [63, 64]. In
section, the optimal location of the tunneling path is explained. Using the potential solution
described above and the model described in [29], the hole band-to-band generation (B2BG)
rate and the Fermi occupation is evaluated non-locally for an n-type device to understand the
main operation regimes of a TFET. The operation of a TFET can be broadly divided in four
regimes (i) OFF state (ii) ON state (iii) ambipolar state (iv) breakdown state. Each of theses
states will now be explained to understand the device operation.
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Figure 3.11 – The operating regimes of a TFET: ON state with VDS =VGS =VDD , where supply
voltage VDD = 0.75V
Figure 3.12 – The operating regimes of a TFET: Ambipolar state with VDS = VDD and VGS =
−VDD , where supply voltage VDD = 0.75V
• Firstly, in the ON state (e.g. VDS = V GS = VDD ), the positive VDS applied results in a
small Fermi window close to the source as shown in Fig. 3.11. The hole B2BG (in blue
symbols) is confined just to the Fermi window (green solid line) as expected.
• In the ambi-polar case (e.g. VDS =VDD and VGS =−VDD ), as shown in the Fig. 3.12 the
Fermi window shifts towards the drain and all the holes are generated only close to the
drain.
• Finally, in the breakdown state (e.g. VDS = VDD and VGS = VDD ), due to the large VDS
applied the Fermi window now extends across the entire body as shown in Fig. 3.13. Due
to the very wide Fermi window, tunneling occurs near both source and drain junctions
resulting in a large current.
• In the OFF state, VDS=0V results in zero Fermi occupancy window and hence no band-
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Figure 3.13 – The operating regimes of a TFET: Breakdown state with VDS =VDD and VGS =VDD ,
where supply voltage VDD = 0.75V
to-band generation rakes place, hence zero tunnelling current irrespective of the gate
bias applied. The only current flowing is due to leakage mechanisms.
Figure 3.14 – Schematic showing the location of the two tunnelling paths considered. The
breakdown state biasing is used here to show both the tunnelling paths.
It is important to notice the location of the peak of the hole B2BG in all the three
conducting states of a TFET in Fig. 3.11, Fig. 3.12 and Fig. 3.13. On account of this observation,
we can simplify the non-local tunnelling process to a local process with the tunnelling paths
considered only at two locations: intersection of (i) (hQ f er m+3Ut ) level with the valence
band and (ii) (eQ f er m−3Ut ) level with the valence band, where Ut is the thermal voltage.
The ±3Ut term is included to consider the tunneling at the edges of the Fermi occupation
window where the tunneling widths are the smallest. Figure 3.14 shows the location of the
(e/hQ f er m ± 3Ut ) levels along with the two tunnelling paths. The above discussion is only
for hole B2B generation. The same analysis holds true for electron B2B generation as well,
which will be equal and opposite in magnitude to the hole B2B generation.
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3.3.4 Tunneling current calculation
The tunnelling current consists of two components as explained in the section above.
The Kane’s model is used to estimate the tunnelling generation rates from the tunnelling width.
The total tunnelling current Itunn is then calculated from the sum of Gsr c and Gdr n as shown
in eqn.3.13.
Gsr c = Apath
[
Eg
tsr c
]P
exp
(−Bpath tsr c
Eg
)
(3.11)
Gdr n = Apath
[
Eg
tdr n
]P
exp
(−Bpath tdr n
Eg
)
(3.12)
Itunn = qWch tch (Gsr c +Gdr n) (3.13)
where Apath and Bpath are fitting parameters described in [11], P is a constant =2.5 for indirect
tunneling and =2.0 for direct tunnelling [11], Eg is the energy band-gap of Silicon, q the
electronic charge, Wch & tch are the body width and thickness. tsr c and tdr n are the source
and drain side tunnelling lengths defined as follows:
tsr c = κC [C B(hQ f +3Ut )]−κV [V B(hQ f +3Ut )]
tdr n = κC [C B(eQ f −3Ut )]−κV [V B(eQ f −3Ut )]
(3.14)
where κC (E ) and κV (E ) are the inverse function of eqn.3.10 which gives the values of
position x for a given value of conduction band (CB) and valence band (VB) energy respectively
and eQf and hQf are the electron Fermi level as shown in Fig. 3.14. As described in section IIB
and in Fig. 3.14, the tunnelling lengths are evaluated by the difference in the position x, where
the hole and electron quasi Fermi levels ±3Ut intersects the VB and the CB. κ(E) (evaluated
in Matlab), gives us flexibility to choose a tunneling length at any point in the Fermi window.
Hence, here we do not describe an expression for any specific tunnelling path. Finally, a Fermi
factor as described in [11] is multiplied to eqn.3.13 to account for the available carriers at the
beginning of the tunnelling path, and for the available states into which they can tunnel, at
the end of the tunnelling path. This avoids non-zero current at VDS=0V as well as results in a
smooth and continuous current in all biasing conditions. This algorithm can be applied to any
lateral tunnelling TFET architecture, provided κ(E) exists for the surface potential solution
used.
3.3.5 Comparison with simulations
The model is compared with TCAD [11] simulation results in this section. Figure
3.15(a) shows the comparison of the transfer curves at three different VDS . It can be seen that
the model describes all the operation TFET regimes properly, including the ambi-polar regime
in this case. Fig. 3.15(b) shows the output characteristics at three different VGS . We can see
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Figure 3.15 – (a) Transfer characteristics for different V DS (b) Output characteristics for differ-
ent V GS .
from Fig. 3.15(b), that the model can describe the super-linear onset [25] and also the drain
side breakdown of a TFET. This is possible due to physically meaningful assumptions and in
particular the dual tunnelling path consideration in this model. This algorithm is similar to a
previously reported work [45], however, in this work we consider only 2 tunnelling paths.
Figure 3.16 – (a) Transfer curves with three different gate oxide material. (b) Transfer curves
with gate length scaling with other parameters constant.
In Fig. 3.16(a) we compare the transfer curves for three different gate-oxide material at 3nm
thickness. The effect of gate length scaling on a TFET is shown in Fig. 3.16(b). As expected,
TFET has a weak dependence on gate length scaling (VDS=constant), except when the gate
length reduces to about 7.5nm, where the electrostatic control of the gate is too weak to have a
reliable FET operation (for tch=10nm). As no leakage mechanism is included in this model at
this stage, the match here is not perfect. However, the trend is captured correctly.
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Figure 3.17 – (a) Transfer curves with three different body thickness. (b) Transfer curves with
source doping variation.
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3.4 Charge model of a DG-TFET
In this section we develop a simplified capacitance model for Double Gate TFETs.
Previous efforts on capacitance model of Tunnel FET [65] uses a BSIM [66] solution to compute
the inversion charges and hence the capacitances. [67] on the other hand talks mostly of
fringing capacitances. A simplified model which uses the potential solution discussed in the
previous section will be needed to get a complete DC/AC compact model.
To understand the underlying physics, capacitance-voltage measurements were done on
all-Silicon SOI TFETs at different biasing schemes to support the model development. TCAD
simulations [11] of DG-TFETs were used to validate the model.
Figure 3.18 – (a) Measured CGS , CGD and CGG with respect to VGS . Perfect symmetry is ob-
served highlighting the ambipolar nature of TFETs. (b) Measured Gate-Drain capacitance
for different VDS . Inset shows measured CGD curves with respect to VGS . (c) Measured Gate-
Source capacitance for different VDS . Source contribution to inversion electrons is negligible
even at VDS = 1.5V with device turned ON. Inset shows measured CGS curves with respect to
VGD . Fully depleted SOI TFET with LG = 200nm, tSi = 21nm and 6 nm SiO2 dielectric
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3.4.1 CV measurements on FD-SOI TFETs from LETI
Capacitance-Voltage (CV) measurements were performed on all-Silicon SOI TFETs
[23]. The HP 4284A precision LCR meter was used for all the CV measurements [68]. The DC
bias was varied from -3 V to +3 V for most cases with a small AC signal of 30 mV. To measure
CGS , the low terminal of the setup was connected to the gate which monitors the current and
the high terminal to the source where the bias is applied according to the equation 3.15.
CGS =−∂QG
∂VS
|VG ,VD ,VSU B (3.15)
CV measurements on TFETs show perfectly symmetric nature due to ambi-polar characteris-
tics [5] of TFETs as shown in Fig. 3.18. TFET capacitances were also found to be reciprocal in
nature which means Ci j =C j i for i , j =G ,S,D at VDS=0 V (Fig. 3.18(a)).
Drain-gate capacitance was measured at different values of VDS in Fig. 3.18b. Simi-
larly source-gate capacitance was measured at different values of VDS in Fig. 3.18c. We observe
that gate-source capacitance (CGS) under strong inversion remains negligible compared to
gate-gate capacitance (CGG ) even at high VDS = 1.5 V (also shown in [69, 70]). So, it can be
said that source has negligible contribution to the inversion charges, and that only depletion
charges contribute to the source capacitance. Hence CGG is dominated by the gate-drain ca-
pacitance (atleast for low injection levels smaller than the depletion charges, as in the studied
devices). This is also the reason for the strong Miller effect in TFETs [41].
3.4.2 Suitability of 100-0 (drain/source) charge distribution
Further to the measurements, TCAD simulations were done to create a fictitious
device TFET A with 2 orders of magnitude more current than a template 100 nm device in
Fig. 3.19(top). As shown in the capacitance simulation in Fig. 3.19(bottom), the TFET A
device with almost mA current level still has negligible CGS compared to CGD . TFET A shows
a slightly higher CSG and slightly lower CDG compared to TFET B. This plot clearly shows that
the additionally injected carriers from the source are still negligible compared to the inversion
charge. So we can say that tunnelling generated carriers has little or negligible role to play
in the charge distribution of a tunnel FET, atleast for the tunnelling injection levels studied.
This makes the task of modelling the charge distribution in a TFET easier as we can now take
following assumptions reliably:
• 100-0 charge partitioning scheme with 100% to drain.
• Source depletion charge entirely dictates the source-gate capacitance.
However it should be noted that in low bang-gap and low effective mass material like InAs
based TFETs will show a much higher injection than all-Silicon TFETs. Also since InAs have a
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lower density of states, this limits the gate-drain capacitance and hence the impact of Miller
effect. Hence the above two assumption will not hold true for such cases.
Figure 3.19 – (top) TFET A simulated with artificially enhanced tunnelling injection to have
2 order of magnitude more current than TFET B. (bottom) TFET A shows a slightly higher
CSG and slightly lower CDG compared to TFET B. CSG remains negligible compared to CDG in
TFET A, verifying that tunnelling has little or negligible influence in the charge distribution of
a TFET.
3.4.3 Description of charge model of a DG-TFET
A 100nm double gate device with 3nm H f O2 (²r = 21) gate dielectric and 20nm
Silicon body thickness was used in the simulations. Source/drain doping was 1X 1020cm−3
and abrupt junctions were assumed. As described in [29] and also in section 3.1, eqn.3.16
is used to compute the gate charge QG . The gate charge QG is then used to compute the
surface potentialψS in eqn.3.17. The surface potentialψS used with Gauss law to approximate
inversion charges in eqn. 3.18. The drain-body depletion charge under the gate is also
estimated by Gauss law in eqn. 3.19. The total drain charge is computed in eqn.3.20 and finally
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the source charge is evaluated in eqn.3.21 by following charge conservation rule.
V ∗G −E f n(x)≈
QG
COX
+UT log QG
2
2²Si qUT ni
+ 2Qg
qni tSi
(3.16)
V ∗G −ψS(Lg /2)=
QG
COX
(3.17)
QD_I NV =COX (VGS −VF B −ψS)(Lg Wg ) (3.18)
QD_DEPL = ²Si (VGS −VF B −ψS)(tSi Wg )/λ (3.19)
QDR AI N =−(QD_I NV )+QD_DEPL (3.20)
QSOU RC E =−(QDR AI N +QG ) (3.21)
Figure 3.20 – Modelled gate, drain and source charges of an n-type double gate tunnel FET
(top) as a function of gate-source voltage and (bottom) as a function of drain-source voltage.
Where λ (lambda) is the characteristic length of a double gate structure [59], VB I corresponds
to the built in potential in the source-channel pn junction, UT is the thermal voltage, COX is
the gate-oxide capacitance, VGS is the gate-source bias, VF B is the flat band voltage, Lg and
Wg are the length and width of the gate, VDS is the gate-source bias, tSi is the Silicon layer
thickness. Capacitances are then evaluated as derivatives of the computed charges. Earlier
work on capacitance behaviour of a TFET such as [65] is based on BSIM, whereas [50] also
compute charges but do not discuss capacitances voltage behaviour.
3.4.4 Comparison with TCAD simulation
The drain, source and gate charges with respect to VGS and VDS are shown in Fig.
3.20. As discussed earlier source charges remain negligible compared to drain charges even
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Figure 3.21 – CGG , CSG and CDG with respect to drain-source voltage at VGS = 1.5V (left) and
gate-source voltage at VDS = 1.5V (right) computed by the simplified model and comparison
with TCAD simulations. Symbols indicate simulations and solid lines indicate model for all
relevant figures.
at VDS=1.5 V. The capacitance curves with respect to gate-source voltage (top) and drain-
source voltage (bottom) are shown in Fig. 3.21. We see that in spite of the approximations
introduced the model estimates the trans-capacitances with relative accuracy both above
and below the inversion threshold. Finally as shown in Fig. 3.22, the model also works for
varying drain voltages for CGG , CSG and CDG @ VDS = 0.5V, 1.0V, 1.5V. CSG particularly shows
large discrepancy due to the assumption of a constant depletion width for all tSi . However the
shape and the variation with VDS and VGS is captured in this model.
3.5 Verilog-A implementation of full compact model
The model described in section 3.2 and 3.3 has been implemented in Verilog-A.
Simple circuit level simulations were carried out using the Cadence Virtuoso tool. A p-type
device was emulated from the n-type device for this study. Tunnelling generation is assumed
to be time independent and to have no impact on the charge distribution in a TFET. The
dynamic behaviour of TFETs is modelled with a 100/0 charge partitioning scheme with 100%
to drain as described in section 3.4.
To ensure continuity and smoothness of the model in all bias conditions, a basic
diode model (eqn. 3.22) was added to take into account negative V DS . No gate bias depen-
dence is assumed for the forward bias diode current. This results in the typical uni-directional
conduction feature of a TFET [61] as shown in Fig. 3.23. This unidirectional conduction has
some interesting circuit implications and has been studied in literature [24, 27, 28]. In addition
to reduce complexity of this level 1 model, no gate current model or any leakage mechanism
were added to this version of the model. A leakage floor was added to avoid less than 1fA/µm
current.
Idi ode = IS
(
exp(VD /ηVT )−1
)
(3.22)
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Figure 3.22 – Modelled CGG , CSG and CDG curves with respect to VGS for three different drain
voltages and comparison with TCAD simulations. Modelled CSG curves with respect to VGS
although do not show a good match, predicts the trend correctly
where IS is the saturation current, VD is the voltage across the diode, VT is the thermal voltage
and η is the ideality factor (=1). It should be noted that no analytical solution to the Poisson’s
equation of a DGTFET (eqn.3.9) exits. Hence we implemented a Newton Raphson algorithm
to evaluate the charge in eqn.3.9 and determine the surface potential in eqn.3.10. The number
of iterations were limited to 9 as convergence was achieved in 7-8 steps in all studied cases.
In this subsection we demonstrate the capabilities of the Verilog-A code based model
to simulate multi transistor circuit blocks without any convergence or noise issues. Some
basic circuit blocks as shown in Fig. 3.24 are simulated capturing the unique features of TFETs
in a circuit. The model parameters and their values used in the following simulations are
shown in table 3.2. The Apath and Bpath are the main parameters used to tune the model to
the simulation results as discussed in section 2.4.
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Figure 3.23 – Modelled output characteristic of a n type TFET showing both positive and
negative drain voltages. Note the forward biased drain current has not gate dependence.
Table 3.2 – Model parameters available in Verilog-A
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Apath[cm
−3s−1] 2.4 ·1013 NSr c /NDr n[cm−3] 1020
Bpath[V cm
−1] 3.3 ·107 tch[nm] 10
Lg [nm] 22 tox [nm] 3
Wch[µm] 1 ²ox 21
T y pe (n or p) 1 or -1 Gate work function [V ] 4.1
3.5.1 Single stage inverter
In digital logic, an inverter or NOT gate is a logic gate which implements logical
negation. The truth table is shown below. An inverter circuit outputs a voltage representing the
opposite logic-level to its input. Inverters can be constructed using a single NMOS transistor
or a single PMOS transistor coupled with a resistor. Alternatively, inverters can be constructed
using two complementary transistors in a CMOS configuration as the circuit simulated here.
This configuration greatly reduces power consumption since one of the transistors is always off
in both logic states. Processing speed can also be improved due to the relatively low resistance
compared to the NMOS-only or PMOS-only type devices.
Table 3.3 – Truth table for an inverter
INPUT OUTPUT
A NOT A
0 1
1 0
First experimental demonstration of a TFET based inverter was shown by [71]. Here, a TFET
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Figure 3.24 – Schematics of circuits simulated (a) single stage inverter (b) 2-bit half adder (c) A
ring oscillator (3 stage shown here)
based single stage inverter is simulated with different operation voltages (VDD ). The voltage
transfer characteristic (VTC) is plotted in Fig. 3.25(a) and Fig. 3.25(b) shows the voltage gain
for V DD =0.1 to 1V. A relatively high gain of 5 is observed for V DD as low as 0.2V. However, as
shown in Fig. 3.25(c), the inverter output during transient simulations shows large overshoots
and undershoots with VDD =1V and no load capacitance. This is due to the enhanced Miller
capacitance originating from the 100/0 charge partitioning scheme of TFETs (as explained
in section 2.5) [41]. The over/under shoot is reduced by adding a load capacitance CL = 2 f F ,
however at the cost of an increased propagation delay from 12ns to 18ns (Fig. 3.25(c)).
3.5.2 2-bit half adder
The half adder adds two single binary digits A and B. It has two outputs, sum (S) and
carry (C). The carry signal represents an overflow into the next digit of a multi-digit addition.
The value of the sum is (2C + S). The simplest half-adder design, pictured in the inset of Fig.
3.26(a), incorporates an XOR gate for S and an AND gate for C. With the addition of an OR gate
to combine their carry outputs, two half adders can be combined to make a full adder. The
truth table for a 2-bit half adder is shown in table 3.4.
Table 3.4 – Truth table for a 2-bit half adder
A B Sum Carry
0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0
1 0 1 0
1 1 0 1
As benchmarking studies [72] commonly use 32 bit adders, we simulate here a 2-bit half adder.
Figure 3.26(a) show the input signals and Fig. 3.26(b) show the output sum and carry signals
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Figure 3.25 – (a) VTC of a TFET based single stage inverter with V DD 0.1V to 1V. (b) Voltage
gain of the inverter for the same V DD range. Inset shows the simulated single stage inverter.
(c) Transient response of a single stage TFET inverter at V DD =1V with CL=0fF and CL=2fF.
of a 2-bit half adder comprising a XOR and an AND gate. As we can see the TFET based circuit
faithfully reproduces the truth table.
3.5.3 15 stage ring oscillator
A ring oscillator is a device composed of an odd number of NOT gates whose output
oscillates between two voltage levels, representing true and false. The NOT gates, or inverters,
are attached in a chain; the output of the last inverter is fed back into the first. The ring
oscillator uses an odd number of inverters to give the effect of a single inverting amplifier with
a gain of greater than one. Rather than having a single delay element, each inverter contributes
to the delay of the signal around the ring of inverters, hence the name ring oscillator. Adding
pairs of inverters to the ring increases the total delay and thereby decreases the oscillator
frequency. Changing the supply voltage changes the delay through each inverter, with higher
voltages typically decreasing the delay and increasing the oscillator frequency.
A TFET based 15 stage ring oscillator is simulated for a VDD =1V. The typical oscilla-
tion behaviour of the outputs of first five odd numbered stages are shown in Fig. 3.27(a). The
high over and under shoots are present as expected for a typical TFET. An oscillation period
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Figure 3.26 – All-Silicon 22nm TFET based 2-bit half adder with V DD =1.2V (a) the two input
signals V A and V B (inset shows the schematic of the simulated 2-bit half adder) (b) the sum
and carry output signals.
of 2.38µs is observed which gives a delay of 79.4ns (τdel ay = per i od/2N ),where N = 15. The
leakage, dynamic and the total energy are evaluated for this example according to eqn. 3.23.
Figure 3.27(b) shows the leakage, dynamic and the total energy [5, 73] with VDD scaling. At
1% activity factor (typical for low power applications), we can see that the leakage energy
dominates for lower VDD . Capacitance per stage of 2.5 f F is used for this calculations. The
VDD at the point of minimum total energy, VDDmi n is seen at a relatively low value of 0.3V. This
value of VDDmi n for a TFET based circuit is also expected to be lower than a comparable CMOS
based solution.
Ed ynami c =αCV 2DD
Eleakag e = Io f f VDDτdel ay
Etot al = Ed ynami c +Eleakag e
(3.23)
Figure 3.27(c) shows the switching energy-performance comparison [5, 74]. The operation
frequency in this plot is defined as f = 1τdel ay . A 10M H z operation frequency is observed at
VDD = 1V , which is much lower than what is seen in CMOS based equivalent circuit block.
This is expected due to firstly the lower current levels in TFET and secondly the TFET used for
this study was not optimized for any benchmarking. However, at lower performance range,
TFETs are expected to be more energy efficient than comparable CMOS technology [74]. In
this section, we do not perform any benchmarking with CMOS technology as the TFET used
in the simulations is not optimized for a given technology node. A benchmarking study has
been carried out in the next section.
3.6 Model calibration and benchmarking study
This section reports experimental calibration of the model described above on long
channel (350nm) complementary n- and p-type sSi NW TFETs, the model is used to system-
atically benchmark the main analog figures of merit at device level: gm/Id , gm/gd s , fT and
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Figure 3.27 – (a) All-Silicon 22nm TFET based 15 stage ring oscillator output for V DD =1V. A
delay of τD =79.4ns is observed. (b) Leakage, dynamic and total energy with V DD scaling (c)
Switching energy-performance comparison.
fT /(Id Vd ) and their temperature dependence from 25°C to 125°C, allowing a direct compari-
son between 28nm Low Power (LP) FD-SOI CMOS node and 28nm DG-TFET. We demonstrate
unique advantages of sSi DG TFET over CMOS, in terms of:
• Reduced temperature dependence of swing, SS, and (maximum) transconductance,
gmax ,
• Higher transconductance per unit of current with peaks close to 40V −1, for currents
lower than 10n A/µm.
• Higher unity gain frequency per unit power for currents below 10n A/µm and
• Higher temperature stability of the analog characteristics.
Benchmarking at circuit level is shown, focusing on three main basic analog circuit cells:
(a) current mirrors, (b) differential pairs, and, (c) diode-connected TFET circuits. The low
power design space, analog performance and temperature dependence of these circuits is
significantly improved by the TFETs. In [75], Trivedi et. al were the first to report on how the
bandwidth-power trade-off in ubiquitous sensors with an ultra-low energy demand can be
limited by excessive leakage and limited SS in MOSFET. Steep sub-threshold devices with ultra
low off-current and higher gm/IDS are promising for such applications.
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Figure 3.28 – (a) Schematic of the fabricated sSi NW TFET with T i N /H f O2 gate stack (b)
Highly doped n+ and p+ pockets at the silicide edges are formed after a low temperature
anneal (c) sSi NW TFET fabrication process using tilted B+ and P− ion implants into epitaxial
Ni Si2 S/D contacts. (d) SEM image of single sSi NW TFET after fabrication. (e) SEM cross
section along the NW showing the gate oxide and metal layers. [43]
3.6.1 Description of fabricated devices
Strained Si (sSi) NW array TFETs as shown in the schematic of Fig.3.28(a) were
fabricated with an top-down approach resulting in a nanowire cross section of 30x5nm2
Fig.3.28(e) and a gate length of 350nm [43, 76]. A rough overview of the process steps is shown
in Fig.3.28(c). The gate stack applied around the NW consists of 3nm H f O2 as gate dielectric
and 40nm TiN as gate metal (Fig.3.28(d)). Ni Si2 was formed at the entire Si area which were
not covered by the gate. Depending on the type of TFET, the source/drain (S/D) junctions
were formed by tilted P− and B+ implantations into the silicide with subsequent out diffusion
annealing at 500°C for 10s to form shallow doping pockets by dopant segregation right at the
channel interface (Fig.3.28(b)).
3.6.2 28nm FDSOI CMOS design kit
A 28nm planar ultra thin body and box FD-SOI design kit from ST Microelectronics was used
for this benchmarking study. A false colour cross section SEM image of the device is shown in
Fig. 3.29. As shown in the figure the devices have a ultra thin Silicon body of 7nm thickness.
Dual Vt configurations were available in the package namely LVT (low Vt ) and HVT (high Vt ).
For this study the LVT flavour was used. A comparison of the transfer curves of this design kit
with that of the measured TFET devices in shown in Fig. 3.32.
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Figure 3.29 – SEM cross section along the NW showing the gate oxide and metal layers. [image
courtesy: ST-Microelectronics]
3.6.3 Calibration with experimental results
The model described in the previous section has been extended with temperature
dependence, SRH leakage current and then calibrated on the experimental sSi n- and p-type
TFETs (Figs. 3.30(a) and 3.30(b)) and implemented in Verilog-A. The temperature dependence
in the model primarily comes from the bandgap dependence of Silicon to temperature. The
energy band-gap further influences the Apath and Bpath parameters as shown below:
Eg (T )= 1.166− 4.73X 10
−4T 2
T +636
Apath =
gpimr 1/2(qF0)2
9h2[Eg (300K )+∆C ]1/2
Bpath =
pi2mr 1/2[Eg (300K )+∆C ]3/2
qh
(3.24)
In addition the electrostatic potential solution and the approximate Fermi integral used in the
model also changes with the temperature. Combining all the above dependencies the model
can predict temperature dependence of band-to-band tunneling with relative accuracy as
shown in Fig. 3.31(a) for both n & p-type devices measured.
TFET transfer and output characteristics were measured from 25°C to 125°C and the
model accordingly calibrated with very good accuracy. We show that for both p- and n-type
TFET the sub-threshold swing (in the regions where BTBT dominates), the on-current, ION ,
and, the transconductance, gm , have less dependence on temperature than CMOS (Fig.3.31(a)
and (b)). Particularly remarkable is the reduced temperature dependence of gmax (Fig.3.31(b))
and of threshold voltage, VT (Fig.3.32(a)) for sSi TFETs. The average SS was calculated over
three decades of current below IV T level shown in Fig. 3.31(a). The calibrated model does not
take into consideration the trap-assisted tunneling (TAT), a fabrication artifact which partially
affects the swing and its dependence on temperature due to defects at the interface H f O2/Si
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and at the junctions (following tilted ion implantation and limited temperature annealing).
The model includes temperature dependent SRH leakage.
Table 3.5 – Table of fitted parameter list for Verilog-A based model for both n & p type device
at room temperature.
Model Parameter n-type p-type
Apath[cm
−3s−1] 7.2x1015 6x107
Bpath[V /cm] 8.4x10
7 9.3x107
3.6.4 Device level analog benchmarking
The calibrated model is scaled down and used to benchmark the analog figures of
merit of 28nm complementary sSi TFET against a 28nm Low Power CMOS node; the transfer
characteristics are depicted in Fig. 3.32(b), also shows higher temperature stability for TFET.
gm/ID and gm/gd s
The gm/ID ratio is a measure of the efficiency to translate current (hence power) into transcon-
ductance; i.e., the greater the gm/ID value, the greater the transconductance we obtain at a
constant current value. Therefore, the gm/ID ratio is sometimes interpreted as a measure
of the "transconductance generation efficiency". The choice of gm/ID is considered as a
fundamental analog design tool and it is based on its relevance for the three following reasons:
• It is strongly related to the performances of analog.
• It gives an indication of the device operating region.
• It provides a tool for calculating the transistors dimensions [77].
Another analog figure of merit, the intrinsic gain of MOS transistor is defined as:
Ai ntr i nsi c = gm
gd s
(3.25)
where gm and gd s are the transconductance and output conductance respectively. The intrin-
sic gain is the maximum gain a transistor can reach. It is the amplification ability of a MOS
transistor. For analog circuits, the gain is the most important specification for an active device.
From eqn.3.25, it can been seen that due to the channel length modulation effect, the output
impedance is decreased with the channel length reduction. The intrinsic gain of a transistor
is also reduced. To avoid the reduction of the transistor gain, the longer transistor channel
length is normally used in amplifiers.
In Fig. 3.33, we show, transconductance per unit current, gm/ID (a), and DC gain,
gm/gd s (b), respectively, as key analog figure of merit of n- and p-TFET versus CMOS. The
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Figure 3.30 – (a) Measured transfer characteristics and calibrated model at different VDS of
the fabricated sSi NW TFET for (left) p-type and (right) n-type TFET (b) Measured output
characteristics and calibrated model at different VGS for (left) p-type (right) n-type TFET at
room temperature. (Symbol: measurement, lines: model)
TFET is capable to achieve much higher gm/Id at very low currents (< 10n A/µm), close to
the theoretical K T /q limit of 39V −1 [78] for the p-type device and has a higher gm/gd s in
the VGS = 0−1V range, when BTBT dominates (VDS > 0.1V ). The intrinsic gain is plotted in
Fig.3.33(b). The plots for TFET are generated by the calibrated model. Both n and p type TFET
shows higher intrinsic gain compared to CMOS.
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Figure 3.31 – (a) Measured transfer characteristics with temperature (25°C to 100°C) with
calibrated model; achieved ION is 20µA/µm and 2µA/µm for p- and n-type sSi homo-
junction NW TFET at VGS = 1.5V and min point swings, SSpt ≈ 70-100mV/dec at room
temperature and IOF F < 1−10n A/µm. (b)Measured transconductance and calibrated model
at |VDS | = 0.1V with respect to temperature for p type (left) and n type (right) TFET. (Symbol:
measurement, lines: model)
FT and FT /(IDVD )
A popular MOS transistor figure of merit is its unit gain frequency, which is defined
as the signal frequency at which the magnitude of the short circuit current gain, Iout /Ii n ,
is unity. A second figure of merit compares the unity gain frequency fT per unit power vs.
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Figure 3.32 – (a)(Left) experimentally extracted VT H and average sub-threshold swing, SS AV G ,
(over 4 decades of current) dependences, and, (right) ION and IOF F dependences on tempera-
ture, from 25°C to 125°C. (b)Transfer characteristics of 28nm CMOS (calibrated simulation)
and TFET (calibrated model) overlapped with respect to temperature.
current/micron. This metric highlights the low power limits of CMOS and again shows the
performance benefit of the TFET.
ωT = 2pi fT
fT = gm
2piCg s
(3.26)
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Figure 3.33 – (a)Transconductance per unit drain current for p type (left) and n type (right)
with respect to VDS. (b)Intrinsic gain vs. gate voltage for p type (left) and n type (right). The
calibrated model is used for the TFET plots.
where gm is the transconductance and Cg s is the gate-source capacitance of the MOS transistor.
The current gain cut-off frequency and unity gain frequency per unit power versus current of
Figs. 3.34(a) and (b), shows the significant performance improvements at low levels of currents
(below 10n A/µm) offered by sSi TFET and especially the new analog design space that it offers.
Moreover, the unity gain frequency per unit power of TFET has little temperature dependence
and extends high values of Ft /(Id Vd ) down to the p A region where CMOS is not capable to
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reach as shown in Fig.3.34(c) and (d).
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Figure 3.34 – (a)Measured (TFET) current gain cut-off frequency Vs current per unit width for
p type (left) and n type (right) TFET (b)Measured (TFET) unity gain frequency per unit power
vs. current per unit width for p type (left) and n type (right) TFET.
3.6.5 Circuit level analog benchmarking
The benchmarking analog TFET IC cells: current mirror circuit, differential pair
circuit and diode connected transistor, are depicted in Fig. 3.35.
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Figure 3.35 – Schematics of investigated analog cells: (a) current mirror circuit (b) differential
pair circuit and (c) a diode connected transistor circuit.
Current mirror
A current mirror is a circuit designed to copy a current through one active device by
controlling the current in another active device of a circuit [79], keeping the output current
constant regardless of loading. The current being ’copied’ can be, and sometimes is, a varying
signal current. Basically, an ideal current mirror is simply an ideal inverting current amplifier
that reverses the current direction as well or it is a current-controlled current source (CCCS).
The current mirror is used to provide bias currents and active loads to circuits.
The main specification that characterizes a current mirror is the transfer ratio (in the
case of a current amplifier) or the output current magnitude (in the case of a constant current
source CCS) [80]. There are also a number of secondary performance gauges with current
mirrors, for example, temperature stability is also critical for certain applications. In this study
case we show the transfer ratio between the output and input current and particularly the
temperature stability as we have seen from the measurements in Fig.3.31, that TFETs are less
temperature sensitive. Typical current mirror IOU T − I I N plots are shown in Fig. 3.36(a)(left).
The temperature stability is clearly evident from this figure. Also it is interesting to note that,
TFET current mirrors can be operated at much lower current levels compared to CMOS in all
temperature range.
Differential pair
A differential pair is two complementary transistors that transfer equal and opposite
signals down their length [79], as shown in Fig.3.35(b). The name "differential" comes from
its signalling scheme which is a method for electrically transmitting information using two
complementary signals [81]. A differential pair is simulated to show the output current vs
VI N and VOU T vs VI N plots in Fig.3.36(a)(right). The current flowing through RA and RB and
the voltage across them are symmetric about the zero volt VI N as expected. Once again the,
the temperature stability of TFET is evident as expected, even though the gain is lower than
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Figure 3.36 – (a)TFET vs. CMOS current mirror: IOU T /I I N for temperature 25°C to 125°C (left)
Differential pair output current as a function of temperature (25°C to 125°C) for both nTFET
and nMOS (right) (b) Temperature dependence of VOU T with ISS as parameter; CMOS vs TFET
for a diode connected circuit. TFET embodiment shows excellent linearity versus temperature,
suggesting possible use a highly linear temperature sensor.
CMOS.
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Diode connected transistor
A diode-connected transistor is a method of creating a two-terminal rectifying device
(a diode) out of a three-terminal transistor as shown in Fig.3.35(c). A characteristic of diode-
connected transistors is that they are always in the saturation region for MOSFETs. Diode-
connected transistors are used in current mirrors to provide a voltage drop that tracks that of
the other transistor as temperature changes. They also have very low reverse leakage currents.
In Fig.3.36(b), comparison of pTFET(left) and nTFET(right) with CMOS shows that TFET shows
very high linearity from 0 to 200°C. With CMOS, higher bias current is applied to improve
the linearity at high temperature. However this comes as the expense of sensitivity. On the
other hand, TFET sensitivity (i.e. dVD /dTemp) remains same with increasing in bias current,
thus sensitivity of temperature measurement is not compromised. In addition, TFET device
require significantly lower bias current to achieve the linearity, thus improved "linearity" per
bias current. Due to this improved "linearity", the TFET based diode connected transistor
could potentially be used as a very good temperature sensor. Diode connected transistors
have previously found applications in sensing and voltage regulators etc. [82, 83].
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Figure 3.37 – (left) Schematic of TFET differential stage circuit with an active load and (Right)
gain (in dB) versus current, for CMOS and TFET and (right) showing the phase and the gain
versus input current. The gain drops by 30 dB for the CMOS at room temperature.
Differential stage
Differential stage is basically a differential pair (as described above) with an active
load as shown in Fig.3.37(a). Fig.3.37(b) reports a differential stage with TFET and FET L/W
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fixed at 30nm/1µm (M6 and M7 forms differential pair). We use an ideal constant current
source ISS = 1u A. The load transistor (M8 and M9) are biased in saturation region to ensure
that maximum gain is achieved. Fig.3.37(b) shows that as bias current is reduced, the gain roll-
off for TFET is significantly less compared to CMOS, which can be translated into improved
energy efficiency.
3.7 Summary
Based on conformal mapping method, we have developed a simple physics-based
DC-current model for DG-TFETs taking into account the non-local B2B tunnelling and in-
series inversion MOS region. The limitations of the model for low source doping have been
successfully addressed. The model agrees well with simulations for different device parameters
and addresses the present accuracy challenges of Tunnel FET modelling in all regions of
operation.
We have developed a physics-based compact model for DG-TFETs describing all
tunnelling related characteristics and implemented it in Verilog-A for circuit simulations. The
model agrees well with TCAD simulations in all regions of operation.
Based on capacitance measurements a first order capacitance model for DG-TFETs
has been proposed. The model matches numerical simulations well and shows the same
behaviour as measurements. Using the model to perform basic circuit simulations has revealed
some unique features of a TFET.
Finally we have shown a systematic benchmarking study of analog figures of merit of
28nm sSi TFETs versus 28nm CMOS based on a universal compact model at both device and
circuit levels. Our study suggests new design and performance space, especially due to the
higher TFET gain at very low current levels (1p A/µm to 10n A/µm), and a higher temperature
stability for key analog IC functions.
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4 Tunnel FETs based Volatile Memories
In this chapter we propose and demonstrate the use of a Tunnel FET (TFET) as capac-
itorless DRAM cell based on TCAD simulations and experiments. We report more experimental
results on Tunnel FETs implemented as a double-gate (DG) fully-depleted Silicon-On-Insulator
(FD-SOI) devices. The Tunnel FET based DRAM cell has an asymmetric body and a partial
overlap of the top gate (LG1) with a total overlap of the back gate over the channel region (LG2).
A potential well is created by biasing the back gate (VG2) in accumulation while the front gate
(VG1) is in inversion. Holes from the p+ source are injected by the forward-bias p+ i junction
and stored in the electrically induced potential well. Programming conditions and related
transients are reported and the role of temperature is investigated.
4.1 Why should TFETs be used as a memory
As device geometries shrink, the scaling of the conventional 1-Transistor/1-Capacitor
(1T/1C) Dynamic RAM (DRAM) has become increasingly difficult, in particular due to the
capacitor which has become harder to scale. The memory industry has achieved a lot of
success in packing more and more bits per unit area in a silicon die. We are fast approaching
the scaling limits for the physical capacitor element in a 1T/1C DRAM, and new materials and
new device and integration approaches are required to meet the market demands.
In a Microsoft test lab [84], they connected a dual-socket, dual-core server that was
shipped in 2005 (Server A) and a quad-socket, quad-core server that was shipped in 2008
(Server B) to power meters at the wall. They measured power consumption for the servers at
idle and as components were removed. Components installed in each system are shown in
table4.1.
With all components in place, idle power consumption was measured at 568 W on
the 2005 system and 635 W on the 2008 system. Figure 4.1 and Fig. 4.2 detail the power con-
sumption of individual components on these systems relative to overall system consumption.
In the newer server, Server B, the processors were not the largest consumers of power
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Table 4.1 – Components in 2005 and 2008 Test Systems [84]
Component Server A (shipped in 2005) Server B (shipped in 2008)
Processors 2 dual-core processors 4 quad-core processors
Memory 32 2-GB double data rate (DDR) PC-2100 32 4-GB DDR-2 PC-5300 DIMMs
Network 1 PCI-X network adapter 2 PCIe network adapters
Disks 4 36 GB, 15k-RPM, 3.5-inch SCSI 4 72-GB, 15k-RPM, 2.5-inch SCSI
Figure 4.1 – Component power distribution, 2005 two-socket dual-core server.[84]
in the system. 32 sticks of memory can easily consume as much or more power than other
system components at idle. The cause of the increase in memory power usage is explained in
more detail in [84], but generally a doubling in bus speed or capacity can double the memory
power consumption. Because both bus speed and capacity increased between systems, the
fourfold increase in memory power consumption is understandable. Hence an energy efficient
"Beyond CMOS" device like a Tunnel FET can dramatically reduce the power consumption in
the future technology nodes.
An interesting property of a Tunnel FET is the fact that its sub-threshold slope is
weakly dependent on temperature [85]. Tunnel FETs can thus be considered as very good can-
didates for operating at higher temperature, without compromising reliability. In section 4.3.4,
we will see how the read-out operation of the memory cell is not degraded by temperature.
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Figure 4.2 – Component power distribution, 2008 four-socket quad-core server.[84]
4.2 TFET as a volatile memory: Capacitorless memory introduction
The concept of capacitorless single-transistor (1T) DRAMs was first reported in the
early 90’s [86, 87], however they have attracted attention [30, 88, 89, 90] in more recent times.
This is due to the ability of (1T) DRAM to achieve higher memory cell density and to solve
the problems associated with the scaling of a physical capacitor. This memory cell uses the
floating body of a single transistor to hold the information, i.e. to store the charge. In that
way, the floating body (Fig. 4.3) of the SOI or SOI-like transistors provides naturally an ideal
storage environment to achieve competitive performances within a small storage volume. In
all 1T-DRAM variants, bit ‘1’ (1-state) reflects the temporary generation of a majority carrier
excess in the body which increases the potential and hence the drain current. Conversely,
bit ‘0’ (0-state) features a lower current due to the removal of majority carriers from the body.
The majority carrier variation in the body can be sensed by measuring the current difference
between the ‘0’ and ‘1’ states (Fig. 4.3).
During the 1-state programming, the amount of majority carriers (holes) in the body
increases. This induces a reduction of the threshold voltage (VT H -> VT H - ∆VT H1) and an
increase in drain current I . The threshold voltage shift ∆VT H1 (or ∆VT H0) results from the
combined effects of the hole charge and the corresponding body potential variations. In the
following paragraph, the body charging mechanisms are reviewed.
These memory cells can be classified in different groups according to the excess
majority carrier generation method i.e. depending on how the 1-state is programmed. This
extra charge can be achieved mainly by four ways [88]:
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Figure 4.3 – Schematic cross-section of a partially depleted (PD) SOI nMOSFET used as a
1T-DRAM memory cell and the corresponding current transient for 0 state (undershoot) and
1 state (overshoot) resulting from the lack or excess of majority carriers (holes), respectively.
Image courtesy [88]
• Impact ionization : The most frequently used method for the 1-state programming
consists in generating holes inside the body is by impact ionization [91, 92, 93, 94, 95]. A
relatively high positive drain voltage VD is applied while the front interface is in inversion
mode (VD >VGF −VT H |). The holes generated at the pinch-off region, close to the drain,
move and accumulate into the body.
• Bipolar junction transistor (BJT) effect: The second method for 1-state programming
takes advantage of the intrinsic BJT effect which can be activated in the floating body of
SOI MOSFETs [96, 97, 98]. In that case, the source (N+), body (P) and drain (N+) act as
the emitter (or collector), base and collector (or emitter) of the BJT.
• Band-to-band (B2B) tunneling generation : In this method, the holes generated by B2B
arise from the gate-to-drain (source) overlap region [99, 100, 101]. In order to produce
the holes, the drain/oxide interface is in strong inversion; the band bending and the
local electric field must be large enough to allow holes (electrons) tunneling from the
conduction (valence) band into the valence (conduction) band. The holes are collected
by the body and the electrons flow toward the drain contact.
• Gate tunneling current: The use of the parasitic direct tunneling current through the
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gate oxide in a body contacted PD SOI pMOSFET was proposed and demonstrated by
Guegan et al. [89] for 1T-DRAM application. In this specific device, a N+ body contact is
left floating and the polysilicon gate covering the body contact is N+ doped in order to
allow a strong injection of electrons (here the majority carriers) by tunneling from the
polysilicon conduction band into the body.
The (1T) DRAMs take advantage of the parasitic floating body effects in SOI tran-
sistors to store the information i.e. to hold the charge. In a nMOSFET based 1T-DRAM, the
1-state current level is triggered by the excess hole charge generated into the body by one of
aforementioned techniques. However the read out operation is based on a MOSFET operation
(drift/diffusion of carriers over a potential barrier) in all cases.
In Fig. 4.4 we see a comparison between the potential profiles at the surface of
the channel for a DG-MOSFET and DG-Tunnel FET. The green line shows that, for the DG-
MOSFET a potential well already exists which can hold the charges. The challenge in this
case as discussed earlier is to generate the excess carriers. Whereas in case of a DG-Tunnel
FET as shown by the red curve, there is no potential well by default due to the two different
doping in the source and drain region. However we do have a reservoir of both types of
carriers in source/drain region which can easily brought to the body area by forward biasing
the source/channel junctions. The challenge in case of a Tunnel FET is thus to create and
maintain a potential well which could hold these extra charges. In the following section we
will discuss about how we can design a structure which would facilitate the formation of a
potential well and still work as conventional Tunnel FET.
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both DG-MOSFET and DG-TFET.
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4.3 FIN-Tunnel FET as 1T/0C DRAM
In this section, we demonstrate that all-Si double-gate (DG) Tunnel Field-Effect Tran-
sistor (TFET) can serve for building a class of devices: the capacitor-less Tunnel FET DRAM,
where the very low IOF F offers a major advantage for DRAM low power consumption/low
refresh rate and the capacitor-less structure a very high potential for scalability. Also as the
read-out operation will be based on band-to-band tunnelling, the read access time is not
degraded by temperature due to weak temperature dependence of tunnelling current.
Figure 4.5(a) depicts a SEM cross section of the fabricated device on Fully Depleted
Silicon-On-Insulator (FD-SOI). The fabrication of the TFET devices was performed on a SOI
substrate with 145nm buried oxide and 20nm active Silicon layer using a MESA process
[23]. The gate stack was composed of 3nm H f O2/10nm T i N /50nm Polysilicon. A Si 3N4
protection layer was deposited and patterned to introduce intrinsic regions adjacent to the
drain side. This reduces the ambipolar current by reducing the electric field at the drain side
tunnel junction.11 Figure 4.5(b) shows a schematic view of the device with some important
dimensions [85].
X Y
Z
(b)
Figure 4.5 – (a) SEM image of a fabricated FD-SOI Tunnel FET showing the top gate partially
covering the channel [23]. (b) Independent gate FinFET device structure for TFET based
capacitorless DRAM.
For this study the Tunnel FET architecture used is shown in Fig. 4.5 (b). It is basically
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an independent gate Fin-Tunnel FET implementation of the FD-SOI devices shown in Fig.
4.5(a) [23]. It is known that for efficient Tunnel FET operation a fully depleted body is required.
However for charge storage in the body partial depletion is preferable. In order to meet both
conditions a step like fin is used, which manages the trade-off between the electrostatic control
of the Gate1 and the ability to store charges by Gate2. Simulations showed that 50-60nm fin
widths for the partially depleted part were optimum. Gate1 partially covers the channel region
and will be used as the main control gate for Tunnel FET operation. Gate2 on the other hand
covers the entire channel region and as explained below will be used to induce a potential
well in the channel region. This potential well will then be used to store charges for memory
operation.
4.3.1 Principle of Operation
To understand the principle of operation let us take a 2D cut of the device shown
in Fig. 4.5(b) along XY plane. Simulations were done in Synopsys Sentaurus TCAD [11].
The devices simulated had fin width of 25nm in the source side and 50nm in the drain side,
fin height= 65nm; Gate1 length (LG1) = 80nm; Gate2 length (LG2) = 200nm and a pocket
length L I N = 120nm, unless otherwise specified. A source/drain doping of 1x1020cm−3 of
Boron/Arsenic was used. The channel was intrinsically doped. 3nm of SiO2 gate oxide was
used for both Gate1 and Gate2. The same metal work-function was used for both the gates.
Fig. 4.6 (a) shows the 2D hole-density plot with VG1 = 2V , VG2 =−1V ,VD = 0V ,VS = 0V . The
memory operation is based on the creation of an induced potential well achieved by biasing
Gate2 with a negative potential. A small positive bias on the source can help to flood the body
with excess holes. These excess holes are then trapped in the potential well close to Gate2 as
shown in Fig. 4.6 (top). Fig. 4.6(b) shows the cross-section at 1nm above the Gate2. We can
clearly see the build-up of holes in the hole-density plot. The figure also shows an induced
potential well where the holes can be stored. Hence, as the device turns on, the presence or
absence of the excess carriers will affect the threshold voltage of the device indicating two
different memory states.
The simulated transfer curves of the device in Fig. 4.5(b) is shown in Fig. 4.7(a). This
is similar to what has been measured in [102] for FD-SOI devices. The principle of charge
storage can be further verified by the hysteresis curves showed in Fig. 4.7(b). With VG1 = 2V
and VD = 1V , as the back gate bias is swept back and forth the charge storage in the partially
depleted region results in two different current paths. When the VG2 goes from -1V to 2V in
the first sweep, holes start to accumulate in the induced potential well in the body affecting
the body potential, resulting in the lower branch on current in the plot. As VG2 increases to
+2V, the accumulated holes are evacuated to the drain at this state. Now, as VG2 goes back to
-1.5V in the following sweep, the drain current follows the top branch due to the lack of the
excess charges in the body. Based on this observation, we can set the design a programming
scheme of a memory cell with read potential at Gate2 at 1.5V. A fast sweep rate of 1mV/µsec
was used in this transient simulation for convergence issues.
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Figure 4.6 – 2D cross-section of the Fin-TFET showing the hole density at the end of a write
1 operation (top). Hole density and electrostatic potential at a cross section 1nm above the
Gate2 showing the formation of potential well/hole pocket (bottom) VG1 = 0V , VG2 =−10V ,
VS = 0.5V .
It is also interesting to note that the hysteresis is stronger for devices with longer
L I N . This is expected as length of the partially depleted region greatly influences the charge
storage as also explained in [102]. So in this particular structure, the memory cell will loose its
retention characteristics with gate length scaling. There will be a minimum L I N required for
the memory cell to work satisfactorily.
The dependence of charge storage on L I N is also observed in measurements from
the devices described in [102]. The relaxation time is observed to be more prominent for
devices with longer L I N . Fig. 4.8(a) shows that depending on the length of the intrinsic region
(L I N ) the discharge time varies. The device with longer L I N = 500nm has a slower discharge
than the device with L I N = 200nm. This means that longer the L I N the more charge it stores
and hence it takes longer to discharge. This experiment also demonstrates the importance of
charge storage in the un-gated region. The discharge time can be related to the retention time
of a conventional capacitorless DRAM, as it indicates how long the device can hold the charge
once the write cycle is complete. In this context we observe a discharge time in the order of
few milliseconds for devices with longer L I N . The same principle can also be observed with
steady state measurements in Fig. 4.8(b) and (c). The device with a longer L I N clearly shows a
stronger history effect. This observation validates the simulation results shown in Fig. 4.7.
4.3.2 Proposed Programming Scheme
The proposed programming scheme for the device in Fig. 4.6(a) is shown in table 4.2.
Each step is explained in more details in the following points:
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Figure 4.7 – (a) Simulated transfer curves at various Gate2 bias. (b) Simulated hysteresis curves
observed with varying L I N with same biasing conditions. Devices with longer L I N shows
stronger hysteresis. VG1 = 2V ,VD = 1V .
(i) WRITE 1: The write 1 step involves biasing the source with a small positive voltage, together
with a negative bias on Gate2. This would push holes into the body which will then be trapped
in the induced potential well caused by Gate2 as shown in Fig. 4.6(b). Bias values used in
simulation, VG1 = 0V ,VG2 =−1V ,VS = 0.25V ,VD = 0V .
(ii) WRITE 0/ERASE: The write 0 step would simply mean putting a positive bias to the Gate2
(≈ 2V ). This will remove any induced potential well from the previous state and the holes in
the body diffuse back to the source or recombine to drain. Bias values used in simulation,
VG1 = 0V ,VG2 = 2V ,VS =−0.25V ,VD = 0V .
(iii) HOLD: After the write 1 or 0 step the source goes back to zero and a small positive bias
on Gate2 holds on to excess charges (if any) in the body. Bias values used in simulation,
VG1 = 0V ,VG2 = 1.0V ,VS = 0V ,VD = 0V .
(iv) READ: The readout operation is carried out via Tunnel FET operation with BTBT from p+
source to the intrinsic channel. For this, the drain is biased at VDD and VG1 > threshold voltage
(VT H ) of the device. Source remains at zero bias for the read operation. Gate1 controls the read
out current. The threshold voltage of the device is affected by the presence or absence of excess
carriers in the body. Bias values used in simulation, VG1 = 2V ,VG2 = 1.5V ,VS = 0V ,VD = 1V .
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Figure 4.8 – (a) Different relaxation times in the millisecond range are recorded when the back
gate is biased at VG2 =−10V (after writing 1), depending on the length of the L I N region. The
TFET with L I N = 500nm shows the longer discharge time while it is negligible in devices with
L I N = 200nm. (b) & (c) Measured drain current with respect to back gate voltage at fixed front
gate and drain voltages, VG1 = 4.5V ,VD = 4V .
Transient simulations were done to observe the hole density in the body in HOLD
mode preceded by WRITE 1 and WRITE 0 operations. The results are given in Fig. 4.9. A clear
difference is present showing that more holes are stored under the front gate after WRITE 1
compared to after WRITE 0 state. The same principle is also observed in the potential profiles
at 1nm below the Gate1. After a WRITE 1 operation, there is a hole pocket present in the
channel region. Similarly after a WRITE 0 operation, the hole pocket is much smaller. This
hole pocket will primarily act as a resistance to current flow. Now as the device is turned on,
the presence or absence of this excess carriers will affect drive current of the device indicating
two different memory states.
4.3.3 Experimental Results
The basic connection schematic used for the pulsed transient measurements is show
in the Fig.C.1. The Agilent 4156C semiconductor parameter analyser was used in sampling
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Table 4.2 – Proposed programming scheme of Fin-TFET based capacitorless DRAM.
State VD [V ] VG1[V ] VG2[V ] VS[V ]
WRITE 1 0 0
Negative bias to induce
potential well/accumulation
of holes
Small positive bias to
push holes into the body
WRITE 0 0 0 Zero or small positive bias
Small negative bias to
aid the erase process
HOLD 0 0
Small positive bias to
maintain the potential well
0
READ VDD > VT H
Value at which maximum
hysteresis observed (1.5V)
0
mode for the transient measurements. Three function generators(FG) were used to pulse the
two gates and the drain terminals. The source current was recorded at every 60µs (limited by
equipment specifications). The function generator outputs were also monitored in a digital
oscilloscope as shown in Fig.C.1 in appendix C.
4.3.4 Temperature Dependence
The transfer characteristics of the reported Tunnel FET devices have been measured
from 25◦C to 85◦C and they show almost unchanged sub-threshold swing over the entire
range as highlighted in the inset of Fig. 4.10(a) and low IOF F . This is expected as band-to-
band tunneling current is only weakly dependent on temperature [85]. Most importantly in
Fig. 4.10(b), the discharge cycle (as highlighted in Fig. 4.11(b)) of the source current after a
READ 1 operation, remains unaffected (at T = 25◦C ,55◦C ,85◦C ). This reflects the retention
ability of the memory cell at high temperatures, in contrast with results reported on MOSFET-
based solutions [96, 93], wherein the retention ability of the devices degrade with increasing
temperature.
4.3.5 Transient Measurements
SiO2 gate dielectric devices
Transient measurements were carried out FD-SOI Tunnel FET devices [23] with 20
nm Silicon layer thickness, 145 nm of BOX and 6nm of SiO2, according to the programming
scheme is depicted in Table 4.3. This scheme is different from what was reported in [102]
in order to better understand the principle of operation. The timing diagrams of READ and
WRITE operations are shown in Fig. 4.11. The Gate1, Gate2 and drain were pulsed according
to Fig. 4.11(a) below.
During the WRITE cycle the Gate1/drain cycle is 50 % phase shifted to the Gate2
pulse. This was to ensure that induced potential well stays as the device is turning ON after a
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Figure 4.9 – Simulated 2D hole densities after a WRITE 1 (a) and WRITE 0 (b) operation. (c)
Simulated potential profile at 1nm below Gate1 showing the hole pocket.
WRITE 1. As highlighted in Fig. 4.11(b), after a WRITE 1 operation the Gate2 switches from
-10V to +10V, with the device still ON the potential well ceases to exist and the stored charges
can now escape. In other words the capacitor discharges as the Gate2 switches back to +10V.
This capacitor discharge can be observed in the slow transient in Fig. 4.11(b). This experiment
demonstrates the importance of the charge storage in the hole pocket outside the front gate
overlap, controlled by VG2. As shown in Fig. 4.11(d) a memory effect is thus observed.
During the ERASE cycle the Gate1/drain pulse is in opposite phase to the Gate2
pulse. Finally the READ cycle has the same biasing conditions (most negative Gate2 bias)
for both WRITE and ERASE. The device turns ON at the most negative Gate2 bias i.e. -10V.
Depending on the previous state, a clear difference in READ (source) current levels (∆IS) of
10nA is observed (Fig. 4.11(d)).
In the experimental setup, the biasing conditions are slightly different than what has
been suggested in section 4.3.2. Most importantly a HOLD state could not be experimentally
demonstrated, because of the very low ON current drive (≈ 10n A) of the devices measured. The
reported high values of VG2 in this section as compared to section 4.3.2 is due to the fact that
the measured device was a planar device on a SOI substrate with a 145nm BOX. Hence, a high
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Figure 4.10 – (a) Measured transfer characteristics with different Gate2 voltage at 25◦C and
85◦C temperature. As expected for a TFET the sub-threshold swing has a negligible tem-
perature dependence. (b) Measured relaxation times as a function of temperature after a
READ 1 operation. A minor dependence of the relaxation behavior on the temperature is
experimentally demonstrated.
Table 4.3 – Programming conditions for indicated operations of capacitorless 1T TFET DRAM
with LG1 = 400nm, L I N = 200nm.
State VD [V ] VG1[V ] VG2[V ] VS[V ]
WRITE 1 0.5 0 -10 0
WRITE 0 0 0 +10 0
READ 4 4 -10 0
VG2 was required to have the same effect as -2V (VG2) in the simulated FinFET structure. Also it
was not possible to measure the source current and at the same time pulse the source potential
(VS kept at a constant potential) due to the equipment limitations in the measurement setup.
In erase operation, the influence of positive source is partially compensated by using highly
positive gate bias at Gate2 (VG2). In read operation drain and Gate1 potentials are chosen such
that a desired ON current drive is achieved. Another difference in the biasing scheme can be
observed in VD for write operation. This has been done to stop the holes to recombine at the
drain side. Also the Gate2 bias for read is different based on the observed history effect. At last
Gate1 (VG1) is biased positively in all the operation modes again due to the setup limitations.
The reason of the low frequency choice is based on the ON current levels of the fabricated
devices and the high parasitic capacitance contributed by non optimized test pads and the
test instruments.
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Figure 4.11 – Timing diagram for different operations described in Table 4.3. Consecutive
READ and WRITE operations for both states. The difference in READ current for states 1 and 0
is 10nA, as highlighted, a memory effect is observed. Programming voltages VRE AD , VER ASE
and VPROG are as defined in table 4.3 for TFET with LG1 = 400nm,L I N = 200nm and SiO2 gate
dielectric.
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Table 4.4 – Programming conditions for indicated operations WRITE “1” and READ of capac-
itorless 1T TFET DRAM with LG1 = 400nm, L I N = 200nm. The ERASE also corresponds to
WRITE “0.”
State VD [V ] VG1[V ] VG2[V ] VS[V ]
WRITE 1 4.5 0 -10 0.5
WRITE 0 4.5 0 +10 0.5
READ 4 4.5 -10 0.5
c
a
b
Figure 4.12 – (a) Measured transfer characteristics, I D −VFG with back gate potential as a
parameter, for LG = 400nm, L I N = 200nm. (b) and (c) Measured drain current with respect to
back gate voltage at fixed front gate and drain voltages, VG = 4.5V , VD = 4V . A history effect
(open hysteresis loop) is observed more prominently in the TFET device with L I N = 500nm
H f O2 gate dielectric devices
Additionally transient measurements were carried out FD-SOI Tunnel FET devices
[23] with 20nm Silicon layer thickness and 145nm of BOX and 3nm of H f O2 gate dielectric,
according to the programming scheme is depicted in Table 4.4. This scheme was reported in
[102]. The timing diagrams of READ and WRITE operations are shown in Fig. 4.11. The Gate1,
Gate2 and drain were pulsed according to Fig. 4.11(a) below.
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The programming scheme is depicted in Table 4.4 and the timing diagrams for READ
and WRITE operations are shown in Fig.4.13. The front gate, back gate, and drain were pulsed
according to Fig.4.13. The source current was recorded every 60µs (limited by measurement
setup). A READ operation is performed immediately after a WRITE (“1”/“0”) step. The read out
current was recorded at the most negative back gate bias (-10 V). Depending on the previous
stored state, a clear difference in READ (source) current levels (∆IS) is observed (Fig.4.13). This
difference, ∆IS , is more prominent for devices with longer L I N and is larger than 10–20nA for
devices that have larger levels of ION current (close to 1µA at the maximum applied voltages).
This experiment demonstrates the importance of the charge storage in the hole pocket in
the region outside the front gate overlap, controlled by the back gate voltage amplitude. As
highlighted, a memory effect is thus observed.
Consecutive ERASE/READ and WRITE/READ operations for a TFET (with LG1 =
400nm, L I N = 200nm) based capacitorless memory. Fig.4.13(a)–(c) show the front gate, back
gate, and the drain pulse scheme. Fig.4.13(d) and (e) show the source current at two different
frequencies sampled every 60µs. Based on the previous WRITE/ERASE state, a difference
of 20n A in the READ current (IS) for states “1” and “0” is observed. This difference, ∆IS , is
more prominent for devices with longer L I N and is larger than 10−20n A for devices that have
larger levels of ION current (close to 1µA at the maximum applied voltages). This experiment
demonstrates the importance of the charge storage in the hole pocket in the region outside the
front gate overlap, controlled by the back gate voltage amplitude. As highlighted, a memory
effect is thus observed.
The history effect in Figures 4.12(b) and 4.12(c) shows a∆IS of∼ 100n A at VBG =−5V ;
however, in the transient measurements, only 20n A of ∆IS is observed. This is because the
quasi-static measurements of Figure 4.12 are much slower than transient measurements. The
transient measurements were done at two different frequencies 50H z and 200H z. Memory
effect was not observed for frequencies higher than 500H z. The validation is performed at low
frequency due to the low level of currents in TFETs and un-adapted pads for high frequency
measurements.
It is worth noting that TCAD simulations have shown that a more effective WRITE “1”
operation could be performed by biasing the source with a small positive voltage only during
the WRITE “1” cycle. However, the limitations in the measurement setup required the terminal
that was being sensed (Source in our case) could not be pulsed simultaneously. Hence, we
could not verify this result experimentally.
If we can have an independent control of the back gate, then the proposed memory
cell can be integrated with other cells in an array fashion with the control of 4 signals. As the
write and erase operations are managed by drain and back gate terminals, for write/erase
selectivity, the cells which share the source line should not be connected to the same back
gate terminal line. For read operation, similarly, cells sharing the front gate line should be
connected to different drain lines. Hence, the unit cell area can be estimated as 16F 2 [103].
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
Figure 4.13 – Consecutive ERASE/READ and WRITE/READ operations for a TFET (with LG =
400nm, L I N = 200nm and H f O2 gate dielectric) based capacitorless memory. (a)–(c) show
the front gate, back gate, and the drain pulse scheme. (d) and (e) show the source current at
two different frequencies sampled every 60µs. Based on the previous WRITE/ERASE state, a
difference of 20n A in the READ current (IS) for states “1” and “0” is observed.
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4.4 Doped pocket device simulations
In this section we propose and validate by experimentally calibrated simulations a
silicon Tunnel FET (TFET) based capacitor-less DRAM cell, implemented as a fully-depleted
FinFET with CMOS compatible process. The devices have a conventional FinFET structure
except for a p+ (for n-type TFET) doped pocket of length LPK T and doping NPK T between the
intrinsic channel and the (n++) drain. This doped pocket creates a necessary condition to
store holes injected from the source-to-body junction. In [102], there was a need to induce
a potential well in order to store the excess charges; whereas in the present case a potential
well is permanently present due to the doped pocket. The drain voltage is used as a control
voltage to either fill the potential well with carriers (WRITE “1”) by attracting holes from the
p++ source or repel them to empty the well of carriers (WRITE “0”). In contrast with the SOI
Z-RAM® [96, 98] there is no need of impact ionization to create/inject the hole charge in the
device body, the holes being injected by the forward-bias p+ i junction, which significantly
improves the device reliability as no impact ionization is involved.
X Y
Z
Figure 4.14 – 3D schematic of the proposed new structure (n-type) including a p+ doped
pocket between the channel and the drain.
4.4.1 Principle of operation
In this section, we further build upon [102] that showed that all-Si double-gate
Tunnel FET can serve for building a new class of devices: the capacitorless Tunnel FET DRAM,
where the very low IOF F is offering a major advantage for DRAM low power consumption/low
refresh rate and the zero-capacitor structure a very high potential for scalability. The proposed
new structure as shown in Fig. 4.14. Fig. 4.15(b) shows the energy band diagram of the device
in Fig. 4.14. As shown in the image, the doped pocket acts as a resistance to the flow of carriers
between the source and the drain and the drain bias is used to control this resistance to the
current flow.
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The potential well/pocket is of length LPK T = 25nm and is p-type doped at a value
NPK T = 5x1018cm−3 to enable optimum functioning of the memory cell. A higher pocket
doping results in a deeper potential well as well as a higher resistance for carriers resulting in
lower currents. A lower doping on the other hand requires a very high drain bias for memory
operation, which is not feasible for a LG = 100nm gate length device. In the calculations to
verify the memory operation of the device, abrupt doping profiles were assumed and the
calculations/simulations were carried out for a 2D cross-section of the device of Fig.4.14. It
should be noted that in the present structure the pocket length is not scalable. This is because
smaller the pocket length, smaller will be the charge storage capacity. Hence as the pocket
length is scaled down, after a certain length charge storage will no longer be possible.
Measurements on FDSOI TFET devices as reported in [29][23] were performed at
elevated temperatures and used to calibrate the non-local band-to-band (B2B) tunnelling
model in Sentaurus TCAD [11]. The charge relaxation characteristics of the proposed memory
cell is simulated at an elevated temperature of 85°C and is shown to be not degrading at higher
temperature as is the case in conventional capacitorless DRAMs [104].
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Figure 4.15 – 3D schematic of the proposed new structure (n-type) including a p+ doped
pocket between the channel and the drain.
Transfer curves of the device in Fig. 4.14 was simulated for different LPK T and NPK T
as shown in Fig. 4.15(a). The values LPK T = 25nm and NPK T = 5x1018cm−3 were chosen to
enable optimum functioning of the memory cell. Higher pocket doping results in a deeper
potential well as well as a higher resistance to carrier resulting in lower currents. Lower doping
on the other hand would require very high drain bias for memory operation, which is not
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feasible for a LG = 100nm device. Fig. 4.15(b) shows the simulated hole densities at the end of
a WRITE “1” and WRITE “0” state. It is quite evident that the hole density in the pocket area
after a WRITE “1” state is quite higher than after WRITE “0” state (also shown in Fig. 4.16). This
is reflected in the potential profiles in the same figure as well. Fig. 4.15(c,d) again shows the
simulated potential profiles during HOLD state (top) and READ (bottom) after both WRITE
“1” and WRITE “0” states. As the device turns ON after these two states a difference in drive
current is expected, which forms the basis of the memory operation. It is to be noted that the
memory state reading operation is carried out using band to band tunneling of carriers from
the source region to the intrinsic channel region in this case as well.
Figure 4.16 – TCAD simulated 2D cross-section of the proposed new structure showing the
hole density at a HOLD state after and WRITE "1"(top) and WRITE "0"(bottom) operation.
4.4.2 DRAM operation
The programming scheme is depicted in table 4.5. The effect of a back and forth
sweep of the control drain bias is used to study the hysteresis effect. As shown in Fig. 4.17(a), a
significant difference of 900n A is observed at VD = 1.5V between the two READ currents. Fig.
4.17(a) also shows the same curves at elevated temperatures of 55◦C and 85◦C . Temperature
dependent simulations were carried out using the fitted parameter list calculated using [105].
A minimal temperature dependence was observed.
The timing diagrams for READ, HOLD and WRITE operations are shown in Fig.
4.17(c) and the corresponding simulated drain current is shown in Fig.4.17(d). Depending on
the previous stored state, a clear difference in READ current levels (∆ID = 500n A) is observed.
Fig. 4.17(b) shows the charge relaxation characteristic of the proposed new memory cell. A
charge relaxation time in the order of 100µsec was observed for the simulated device. The
same figure also shows the charge relaxation characteristic at an elevated temperature of 85◦C .
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Figure 4.17 – Continuous read/write cycle with hold time in between. A difference of 500n A is
observed between the two memory states.
Table 4.5 – Programming conditions for indicated operations of capacitorless 1T TFET DRAM
with a doped pocket and LG1 = 400nm, L I N = 200nm.
State VD [V ] VG [V ] VS[V ]
WRITE 1 -0.75 0.5 0
WRITE 0 2.0 0.5 0
READ 1.5 1.5 0
It is to be noted that the charge relaxation characteristic is not degrading with increasing
temperature, which is related to the TFET sub-threshold swing temperature stability [30][85].
Also to be noted is that the read ’1’ current has to be read within the first 20ns of the read pulse.
This is a limitation of the present structure as the read ’1’ is a destructive read operation.
In summary we have validated a new scalable 1T capacitorless DRAM cell based on
DG fin Tunnel FET structure with a doped pocket, which opens a new field of applications for
TFETs. A clear DRAM memory operation has been proposed and verified with simulations.
Charge relaxation times in the order 100µsec is shown as not degrading at high temperature
(85◦C ) which is one of the advantages for TFETs based memory cells.
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Table 4.6 – Parameters of non-local band-to-band tunneling model at 25°C, 55°C and 85°C
fitted with measurements [105].
Temperature APAT H (cm−3sec−1) BPAT H (V /cm)
25°C 4X 1014 1.9X 107
55°C 4.23X 1014 1.881X 107
85°C 4.51X 1014 1.861X 107
4.5 Summary
In summary we have presented a new application of Tunnel FETs as a memory cell.
Simulation results on a new asymmetric TFET structure that can be used as a capacitorless
DRAM. We have also experimentally demonstrated a scalable implementations of such 1T
capacitorless DRAM cell based on DG Tunnel FET with a δIS of 10n A and with retention times
in the order of 100’s of microseconds to few milliseconds, at room temperature in devices with
channel length varying from 400nm to 1µm. The discharge cycle was shown to be unaffected
when the temperature varies between 25°C to 85°C.
We have also validated a new scalable 1T capacitorless DRAM cell based on DG fin
Tunnel FET structure with a doped pocket, which opens a new field of applications for TFETs.
A clear DRAM memory operation has been proposed and verified with simulations. Charge
relaxation times in the order 100µsec is shown as not degrading at high temperature (85°C)
which is one of the advantages for TFETs based memory cells.
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ries
In this chapter we will see how Tunnel FETs can be used as non-volatile memory cells.
Non-volatile memory (NVM) or non-volatile storage is computer memory that can retrieve
stored information even after having been power cycled. While [106] was the first to buld
a non-volatile memory with a Tunnel FET, they have used a conventional lateral tunneling
nano-wire structure. In this chapter we will show how vertical tunneling Tunnel FETs can be
utilized in a way to boost the primary memory operation.
5.1 Flash Memory
Flash memory is an electronic non-volatile computer storage medium that can be
electrically erased and reprogrammed. Flash memory was invented by Dr.Fujio Masuoka
in 1980 at Toshiba, developed from EEPROM (electrically erasable programmable read-only
memory). Flash memory can be divided into NOR and NAND-based memory [107]. EPROMs
had to be completely erased before being rewritten. NOR-based flash memory provides high
read performance and enables full address and data bus access which allows applications to
run directly from the flash memory instead of reading the program into the system RAM first.
The disadvantages are extremely slow write-and-erase cycles and a bigger cell size compared
to NAND-based flash memory, which makes it cost effective in low-capacity data storage
which rarely needs to be updated, like in computer BIOS or the firmware of set-top boxes.
NAND flash memory has about half the cell size of NOR flash memory and is an ideal
solution for high-capacity data storage. It offers fast read and write performance, but lacks
the easy memory access of NOR flash memory. Data must be read serially in blocks. Typically
block sizes range from hundreds to thousands of bits. This feature disables the use of NAND
flash memory as a drop-in replacement for program Read Only Memorys (ROMs), because
most microcontrollers and microprocessors need byte-level access. Therefore, NAND flash
memory is used in the category of other secondary storage devices like hard disks or optical
media (e.g. CD, DVD). It is utilized as mass storage such as memory cards and USB flash
drives. Due to the extremely high packing density it was possible to release a new generation
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of memory card formats exhibiting extremely small feature size. For instance, the microSD
(TM) card has an area of about 1.5cm2, with a thickness of less than 1mm and offers presently
up to 128GB of storage capacity at the same time.
5.1.1 Working Principle
Flash memory is made out of memory cells which are placed in an array. Every mem-
ory cell contains one floating gate transistor allowing to store at least one bit (Fig. 5.1(a)). Flash
memory stores information in an array of memory cells made from floating-gate transistors.
In traditional single-level cell (SLC) devices, each cell stores only one bit of information. Some
newer flash memory, known as multi-level cell (MLC) devices, including triple-level cell (TLC)
devices, can store more than one bit per cell by choosing between multiple levels of electrical
charge to apply to the floating gates of its cells.
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Figure 5.1 – Comparison between the schematic cross-section of a floating gate device (a) and
of a SONOS device (b).
Floating-gate transistor
In flash memory, each memory cell resembles a standard MOSFET, except the tran-
sistor has two gates instead of one. On top is the control gate (CG), as in other MOS transistors,
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but below this there is a floating gate (FG) insulated all around by an oxide layer. The FG is
interposed between the CG and the MOSFET channel. Because the FG is electrically isolated
by its insulating layer, electrons placed on it are trapped until they are removed by another
application of electric field.
Programming and erasing
In a floating gate type flash memory Channel Hot Electron (CHE) injection is em-
ployed for programming and Fowler Nordheim (FN) tunneling is employed for erasing the
device as shown in Fig.5.2. Applying a large lateral field along the channel of the devices
causes electrons to accelerate until they are scattered by the lattice or another carrier. The
appropriate vertical field will result in "lucky" electrons, which will accumulate enough energy
to cross the Si −SiO2 barrier and inject themselves into the gate dielectric where they are
stored in traps. Once the FG is charged, the electrons in it screen (partially cancel) the electric
field from the CG, thus, increasing the threshold voltage (VT1) of the cell. This means that a
higher voltage must be applied to the CG to make the channel conductive.
Figure 5.2 – (a) Programming via hot electron injection (b)erase via FN tunneling in a floating
gate memory cell (source: Kiethley)
In order to read a value from the transistor an intermediate voltage between the
threshold voltages (VT1 & VT2) is applied to the CG. If the channel conducts at this interme-
diate voltage, the FG must not be charged (if it were, we would not get conduction because
the intermediate voltage is less than VT2), and hence, a logical "1" is stored in the gate. If
the channel does not conduct at the intermediate voltage, it indicates that the FG is charged,
and hence, a logical "0" is stored in the gate. The presence of a logical "0" or "1" is sensed by
determining whether there is current flowing through the transistor when the intermediate
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voltage is asserted on the CG. In a multi-level cell device, which stores more than one bit per
cell, the amount of current flow is sensed (rather than simply its presence or absence), in order
to determine more precisely the level of charge on the FG.
5.1.2 Floating gate vs. SONOS
SONOS, short for "Silicon-Oxide-Nitride-Oxide-Silicon" is closely related to the
floating gate flash memory concept described above. The floating gate device stores charge
in a Polysilicon gate electrode as free carriers in the conduction band. The SONOS device
stores charge in spatially isolated deep level traps. SONOS device is basically a MOSFET where
the gate has been replaced by an ONO (Oxide-Nitride-Oxide) dielectric. Charges, holes or
electrons, are injected into the nitride layer using direct tunneling through the tunnel oxide
bottom layer [108].
As we can see from Fig.5.1(b), SONOS is very similar to standard floating gate devices,
but it offers better performances in term of charge storage, scalability and level of program-
ming voltages. Floating gate devices scaling is seriously limited by this fact. SONOS, on the
other hand, requires a very thin layer of tunneling oxide in order to work and this opens
to the possibility of strong scaling of both dimensions and power consumption [109]. The
following points break down the fundamental differences between the SONOS and Floating
Gate technologies:
• In memory operations, SONOS devices employ both electrons and holes. Floating gate
devices use only electrons.
• SONOS structure is linearly scalable with programming voltage. Floating gate structure
is not easily scaled.
• SONOS structures are immune to single defect memory loss because charge is stored in
traps distributed throughout the dielectric. Floating gate structures are susceptible to
single defect memory loss where a single defect in the tunnel oxide allows free charge to
escape into the bulk.
• Floating gate has thicker tunnel oxide than SONOS devices, generally around the range
of 7-10 nm. This leads to better retention for floating gate devices at the expense of
higher programming voltages.
• SONOS devices operate with reduced electric fields in the tunnel oxide (Modified Fowler-
Nordheim and Direct tunneling) as opposed to floating gate devices which use exclu-
sively Fowler-Nordheim tunneling.
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5.1.3 State of the art
There is a lot of promise of high-density cell integration in NAND flash memory,
thus it gets much attention as a mass storage device [110, 111, 112, 113]. Currently, the cell
integration density of the NAND flash memory is increasing very rapidly due to its simple
structure suitable for high-resolution lithography [114]. The integration density of NAND flash
memory is further enhanced by a factor of two by adopting multilevel cell operation.
As the cell integration density is increased, however, flash memory cell suffers from
increased parasitic capacitance between the cells, and it has been have noticed that it gener-
ates serious problems in multilevel cell operation. We continue to see progressive scaling in
embedded SRAM, DRAM, and floating-gate based Flash for very broad applications. However,
due to the major scaling challenges in all mainstream memory technologies, we see a contin-
ued increase in the use of smart algorithms and error-correction techniques to compensate
for increased device variability. In further response to these challenges, we see logic processes
adopting FinFET devices along with read- and write-assist circuits in SRAMs. Emerging mem-
ory technologies are making steady progress towards product introductions, including PCRAM
and ReRAM, while STT-MRAM is beginning to become a strong candidate for both standalone
and embedded applications.
Figure 5.3 – Storage capacity of prominent flash memory technologies over the years. [115]
In the past decade significant focus has been put on the emerging memories field
to find a possible alternative to floating gate nonvolatile memory (NVM). The emerging
NVMs, such as phase-change memory (PRAM), ferroelectric RAM (FeRAM), magnetic spin-
torque-transfer RAM (STT-MRAM), and resistive memory (ReRAM), are showing potential to
achieve high cycling capability and lower power per bit for both read and write operations.
Some commercial applications, such as cellular phones, have recently started to use PRAM,
demonstrating that reliability and cost competitiveness in emerging memories is becoming
a reality. Fast write speed and low read-access time are being achieved in many of these
emerging memories.
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NAND Flash memory continues to advance towards higher density and lower power,
resulting in low-cost storage solutions that are enabling the replacement of traditional hard-
disk storage with solid-state disks (SSD.s). Multiple bits per cell has proven to be effective
in increasing the density. Figure 5.3 shows the observed trend in NAND Flash capacities
presented at leading conferences over the past 2 decades with scaling, device variability and
error rates increase, requiring system designers to develop sophisticated algorithms to offset
this trend. For improved overall reliability. Possible future scenarios include 3D stacked NAND
vertical gates as a solution to further increase the NAND density.
3D NAND flash
It’s been clear for several years that three-dimensional NAND die stacking, in which
chip layers are oriented vertically as opposed to horizontal planar structures was the way
forward for next-generation chip designs. Until now, Samsung has been the only company to
take that plunge, but that is going to change in 2015 with the launch of Intel’s own solution in
2015. Intel, like Samsung, is expected to announce that it uses a much larger process node for
its 3D NAND. In Samsung’s case, it uses a 40nm process for 3D NAND, despite the fact that its
working on 14nm planar technology for both logic and DRAM devices. Intel and Micron have
already launched 16nm 2D NAND (Fig.5.4), but the fundamental characteristics of flash mean
that device reliability decreases as process nodes shrink.
Figure 5.4 – SEM imaage of a close-up of V-NAND flash array from Intel [courtesy Chipwerks]
In case of a vertical V NAND memory, the SONOS stack is then oriented vertically, using
a polysilicon cylinder as the substrate silicon, and wrapping the other layers around the
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central cylinder. The wordlines (control gates) become a horizontal layer, and the bitlines are
connected to the top of the poly-Silicon cylinder; the select gates are formed by the top and
bottom conductive layers [116].
5.2 Simulation methodology
The conventional SONOS structure and the TFET-based non-volatile memory have
been created using Sentaurus Structure Editor. In both cases the gate stack consists of a 1.8nm
SiO2 layer, an 8.0nm Si3N4 layer, and a 4.0nm SiO2 layer between the channel area and the
poly-silicon gate (Fig.5.5). In the case of the TFET-based structure the silicon substrate has
been substituted with a thick buried oxide layer and a 20 nm thick silicon epitaxial layer (SOI
TFET) in order to avoid perturbations to the TFET current levels because of the substrate
contact. Source and drain in the MOS based structure are doped with a Gaussian profile of
Arsenic (1020cm−3), while the substrate is doped uniformly with boron (1016cm−3); in the case
of the TFET’s source the Arsenic is substituted with Boron.
Figure 5.5 – Schematic cross-section of the conventional MOSFET based SONOS structure.
Sentaurus Device is also used to simulate the program and erase cycle of both the
devices and to simulate the ID–VG curves during the read cycle. The single programming
cycle is composed of a write phase, an hold phase of 2.5msec, an erase phase and an hold
phase of 5msec. In the write phase for a p-type device a voltage of 9 V is applied to the gate
contact for .5msec, in the erase phase a voltage of -8 V is applied for 7.5msec and in the hold
phases no voltage is applied. The programming voltages of a n-type device will be of opposite
polarity and discussed later. The programming scheme is also shown in Table 5.1.
The program and erase operations are conducted within a single transient simulation by
varying the gate voltage, then the final program and erase states are saved at the end of a
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Table 5.1 – Programming scheme for the proposed p-type memory cells.
State VD [V ] VG [V ] VS[V ]
WRITE ’1’ 0 9 0
WRITE ’0’ 0 -8 0
HOLD 0 0 0
series of programming cycles to obtain the steady-state solution. In order to facilitate the
convergence of the simulation (especially in case of the TFET-based memory), the meshing
strategy in the gate stack has been designed to result in a high-quality mesh without excessive
node counts. The rest of the meshing strategy has been defined using regular refinement
boxes, which specify the allowed minimum and maximum mesh spacing within a specified
area. For more details on the simulation models used refer to the example project in Sentaurus
Workbench [11] "SONOS Memory".
Figure 5.6 – Concentration of electrons during the program cycle that tunnel into the nitride
region of the traditional SONOS device.
Throughout the program and erase cycles, the electrons and holes can tunnel between the
nitride and the channel area and between the polysilicon gate and the nitride. As example,
the plot of the density of electrons tunneling during the program and erase cycle is shown in
Fig.5.6. The results of the simulation for both devices are shown in Fig.5.7. In both cases it
takes approximately 4–5 cycles before the charge in the nitride reaches a steady-state value in
the program and erase states.
As can be seen from Fig.5.6, the numerical values of the trapped charges are very
similar, but the number of trapped electrons in the second case is lower than in the former
case: this is due to the fact that in the MOSFET structure we have two reservoirs (source
and drain) of free electrons available for tunneling through the bottom oxide, while in the
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Figure 5.7 – Trapped electron and hole charge in nitride region of SONOS device as a function
of time during the program and erase cycles; corresponding applied gate bias is also shown.
TFET device the p-doped source can not give the same number of electrons of the n-doped
drain. At the same time the second plot suggests a possible solution to this drawback. In
fact during each programming phase (VG =−9V ) there are some extra electrons which are
tunneling (direct tunneling) into the silicon nitride layer (dot-dashed black line in Fig.5.7)
coming from the source-channel interface (band to band tunneling): it could be interesting to
exploit this interband tunneling mechanism to boost the total number of trapped electrons.
It is important to notice that in this simulation the absolute value of the BTBT generation is
quite low because of two main reasons.
• Firstly the horizontal TFET structure is not a suitable configuration for generating a big
amount of free electrons because intraband tunneling can take place only along the 20
nm-long source/channel interface and because the tunneling junction is not designed
having the same orientation of the component of the electric field modulated by the
gate.
• Secondly, since during the programming phase the drain voltage is biased at 0V (Table
5.1), the on-state regime and the BTBT generation are strongly limited. Unfortunately
it is difficult to increase the BTBT generation acting on the drain voltage: in fact any
positive drain bias would result also in an increase of the drain current, and consequently
of the power consumption, during the programming cycle.
In sections 5.2 and 5.3, we will show an optimized structure which will try to solve
the issue related to the horizontal structure. As previously said, the program and erase states
are saved to a file during the write cycle and are then used as the initial structure to sweep the
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gate bias and to plot the transfer curve with the source grounded and the drain fixed at 1.0 V:
this is the reading phase. The comparison between the two devices is shown in Fig.5.8.
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Figure 5.8 – ID -VG curves for program and erase states for n type MOFET and conventional
lateral tunneling Tunnel FET.
As can be seen the traditional SONOS structure shows better performances, especially in
term of the difference between the 1-state and 0-state current levels. However it is important
to remark that also the TFET-based structure presents memory behaviour with a threshold
voltage shift similar to the MOSFET case. The most important issues to face for the TFET case
are the low values of the current levels and the degradation of the subthreshold swing with
respect to the ideal case. Another evident drawback is the shift of the program curve towards
high gate voltages, which forces to work at higher VG during the read phase.
It is important to comment on a peculiar characteristic which is common to both
the programming cycles in Fig.5.7. During the erase phases the red curves representing
the trapped electrons present an unexpected behaviour: after a first decrease, due to the
recombination with the holes injected from the silicon into the nitride layer, they start to
slowly increase. This is undesirable because it reduces the number of positive trapped charge
inside the nitride layer during the erase phases and consequently the memory window of our
devices. Physically this phenomenon is associated with a parasitic tunneling flux of electrons
coming from the polysilicon gate to the trapping layer. This can be understood looking at the
band diagram of the devices along the y-direction, which is shown in Fig.5.9 for the TFET-based
memory. The height of the potential barrier for the electrons in the polysilicon gate is not high
enough to prevent a tunneling mechanism into the silicon nitride, but it is interesting to notice
that the barrier height for the holes is higher enough to prevent an undesired holes flux during
the programming phase. The best solution to this problem would be the substitution of the
top oxide silicon dioxide layer with another material; this material should be characterized by
an higher band gap (with respect to SiO2) in order to provide an higher barrier to the passage
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Figure 5.9 – Energy band diagram of the TFET-based memory. All the different layers are
indicated. The desired hole-direct-tunneling process and the parasitic electron contribution
are depicted.
of electrons from the polysilicon gate to the nitride layer.
Because of the limited number of gate-oxide material, in the next sections it has been
decided to keep the same gate stack, but to move from an n-type to a p-type configuration. In
this way, during the erase cycle, the parasitic tunneling of holes from the polysilicon to the
nitride is completely negligible thanks to the high energy barrier for holes in SiO2. On the
other hand, during the programming phase, the big amount of holes injected in the nitride
from the channel makes negligible the parasitic electron contribution from the polysilicon
gate.
5.2.1 Vertical p-type TFET architecture
The goal of this section is to optimize the TFET used in the memory device, starting
from the results obtained in section 5.2. As discussed previously, p-type device will be ideal for
the O-N-O gate stack simulated. However the most significant modification with respect to
the previous part has been the replacement of the horizontal TFET with a vertical structure
[117] with embedded source architecture as shown in Fig.5.10
Since the tunneling direction is is now aligned to the component of the electric field
modulated by the gate, this device offers an optimal control of the carrier injection mechanism
and a strong modulation on the drain current levels. This solution has already proved to show
steep sub-threshold swing and relatively high on-current levels [117]. To further improve
the ION current and the sub-threshold swing an hetero-junction has been chosen for the
source/channel interface. Contrary to what is usually proposed for the horizontal configu-
ration, in this case the source is made of silicon and the part of the channel in contact with
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Figure 5.10 – Schematic cross section of the p-type vertical TFET architecture used in this
study.
the source is made of Silicon Germanium(Si0.7Ge0.3). This idea was proposed by Kathami et
Banerjee [118] and represents an interesting way to increase both the ION current and the
steepness of the subthreshold swing; by taking advantage of the small bandgap of SiGe.
The source doping was kept at 1020cm−3, the channel area and the SiGe part was
kept undoped (1015cm−3,) and the drain was lowly doped at 1019cm−3. The choice of a
lower drain doping is needed to reduce the unwanted ambipolar behavior of TFET. Moreover
this configuration offers an important advantage with respect to the traditional SiGe/Silicon
hetero-junction device. The fabrication flow is much easier because the SiGe epitaxial layer
can be grown directly on top of the Silicon surface.
A set of simulations were focused to investigate the role of the doped source-gate
overlap length as shown in Fig.5.10. Three different overlap lengths have been simulated
using Sentaurus TCAD for both n and p-type devices. The simulation results (Fig.5.11) proves
that maximizing the source length under the gate can boost device performance in terms of
ION , sub-threshold slope and ambipolar behaviour. It is easy to understand that the higher
saturation current is due to the larger overlap area between the silicon source and the SiGe
channel. It is interesting to notice that the ION is directly proportional to the source length:
doubling the source length will double the saturation current. The longer overlap area also
explains the steeper sub-threshold swing of the device. The reduced ambipolar behaviour
can be explained observing that if the source region is closer to the channel/drain interface
then the channel modulation for positive gate bias is made more difficult by the source bias:
the fixed energy bands of the source region contrast the channel modulation induced by the
varying gate bias.
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5.3 Vertical TFET non-volatile memory device
In section 5.4, the vertical p-type TFET architecture and the SONOS structure are
combined together to create an optimized non-volatile memory device. The final structure,
built using Sentaurus Structure Editor [11], is shown in Fig.5.12.
Figure 5.12 – Schematic cross section of the final device. All the different layers are indicated
(except for the oxide spacers)
The doping schemes are kept same as discussed in the previous section. In both
cases a Gaussian profile has been to have more realistic results. The gate stack is exactly the
same discussed in section 5.3. In principle, since the device has a p-type configuration, the
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programming scheme of the memory should be changed with respect to the n-type device: the
programming voltage should be VP =−9V and the erase voltage should be VE = 8V . During
the programming phase, electrons are trapped inside the nitride layer instead of holes and
the programmed ID-VG curve is shifted towards low negative gate voltages. Thus the reading
phase can be carried out at lower voltages (lower power consumption) compared to the nTFET
case presented in section 5.3.
5.3.1 Simulation of memory operation
Table 5.2 – Parameters of the device simulated.
Parameter Value Parameter value
LG [nm] 130 TSiGe [nm] 10
Nsour ce [cm−3] 1020 Lover l ap [nm] 100
Ndr ai n [cm
−3] 1019 Ttunn_ox [nm] 2
NPol ySi [cm
−3] 1020 Ttr ap_l ayer [nm] 10
TSi [nm] 20 Tblockl ayer [nm] 4
Figure 5.13 – TCAD simulation result showing in (a) the electron band-to-band generation
at the end of the programming step and (b) the trapped electron concentration close to the
interface between the tunneling oxide and the charge trapping layer.
The simulation of two programming cycles for a pTFET as well as a pMOS is shown in
Fig.5.14(a) and (b). It is interesting to notice in Fig.5.14(a), the increased hole trapped charges
in the case of pTFET at the same programming voltage, due to the boost by band-to-band
tunneling. In Fig.5.14(b), we see how the hole band-to-band tunneling generation is boosting
the total number of holes injected in the trapping layer: in fact the red and the green lines
have similar trend. From Fig.5.13(a) we can see that the band-to-band generated electrons
at the end of the programming state is just close to the tunneling oxide and hence can easily
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tunnel through. Also it can be seen from Fig.5.13(b), how the trapped charges are more where
the band-to-band generation is higher, clearly showing that the B2B generated carriers are
boosting the memory operation.
Table 5.3 – Summary of programming scheme for n and p-type devices.
n-type p-type
Vpr og = 9V Vpr og =−8V
Ver ase =−9V Ver ase = 9V
Vhol d = 0V Vhol d = 0V
A similar trend is seen in the case of nTFETs and nMOS as shown in Fig.5.14(c) and
(d). Once again it is clearly evident how the band-to-band tunneling in the TFET is boosting
the trapped electron density at the same programming voltage. This increased trapped charges
ultimately translates into a bigger memory window, when the memory cell read after a write or
erase operation. When the gate voltage is swept from 0 V to +8(−9)V , the two curves present
a spike which is due the opening of a wide B2B tunneling window at the source/channel
interface. The large number of electrons(holes), generated in the SiGe via band-to-band
tunneling, is available to tunnel through the bottom oxide into the nitride layer. As soon as
the concentration of trapped electrons(holes) increases, the negative(positive) charge inside
the nitride layer has the effect of screening the positive(negative) voltage applied to the gate
contact and consequently reduces the tunneling window both at the source/channel interface
and at the channel/bottom oxide interface. This explains the decreasing trend for both the
barrier tunneling curves even if the gate voltage is fixed at +9(−8)V .
During the reading phase, the gate bias is swept from zero 0 V to +(-)6 V for n(p)-type,
the source is grounded and the drain is fixed at +(-)1.0 V. The ID –VG curves of program and
erase states are plotted in Fig.5.15. As can be seen, the performances of the new device are
improved with respect the the TFET-based memory of section 5.3. Thanks to the vertical
architecture enhanced with the hetero-structure Si/SiGe, the saturation current is increased
of more than three orders of magnitude: the horizontal TFET allowed a saturation current
ION ≥ 10−10A, the vertical presents ION ≥ 10−7A. It is important to notice that the MOSFET
structure is characterized by a saturation ION ≥ 10−5.
On the other hand, the sub-threshold swing is partially improved: while the horizon-
tal TFET configuration had SS ≈ 350 mv/dec, the sub-threshold slope has now an absolute
value SS ≈ 115 mV /dec. So, it was not possible to go below the MOSFET limit of 60 mV/dec
with the TFET based memory and that the traditional SONOS showed better sub-threshold
swing (SS ≈ 105 mV /dec).
The most significant result is that the modified programming scheme and the bigger number of
trapped holes due to the band-to-band-tunneling generation (boosting effect) cause a thresh-
old voltage shift of 2.6V, which is higher of the corresponding value (2V) for the traditional
MOSFET based SONOS flash memory.
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(d)
Figure 5.14 – Trapped electron and hole charge in nitride region of the memory device as a
function of time during the program and erase cycles; corresponding applied gate bias is also
shown (a). Hole band-to-band-tunneling generation and hole barrier-tunneling generation as
a function of time during the programmed erase cycles (b).
5.3.2 Simulation of Retention characteristics
We can also simulate the retention capabilities of the presented vertical tunneling
Tunnel FET based flash memory and compare it to a conventional MOSFET based solution.
Figure 5.16 shows this comparison. As expected from Fig.5.14 (a) & (c), as the Tunnel FET has
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Figure 5.15 – ID −VG curves for program and erase states for both n & p type vertical TFET and
MOSFET non-volatile memory.
more trapped charge at the same programming voltage (due to the B2B tunneling boost), the
retention period is expectedly longer compared to MOSFET as well. This is another possible
advantage of using a vertical tunneling Tunnel FET solution for flash memories
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Figure 5.16 – Comparison of retention characteristic of a n-type MOSFET and n-type Tunnel
FET based SONOS flash memory.
5.4 Fabrication of TFET non-volatile memory
The above described concept was fabricated in the CMi clean room in EPFL. Due
to the vertical nature of the design, the lateral doping profiles do not play a important role in
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the saturation current and sub-threshold slope of the device. The most important tunneling
junction is the interface between the Silicon source and the Silicon-Germanium channel
region. As the epitaxially grown after the source is doped, so we should have a shaper junction
at the interface if the thermal budget is kept low after the doping.
5.4.1 Evaluation of gate-oxide stacks
The first step to have a working non-volatile memory is to first evaluate the gate-
oxide stack to be used on top of the active device. For this project it was decided to use high-k
gate oxide stacks (Fig.5.18(a)) instead of traditional O-N-O stack due to the following reasons:
• High-k dielectrics like H f O2 (²r = 20), Z r O2(²r = 25) and T iO2 (²r = 80) have higher
charge trapping capability than a Silicon Nitride layer. (references)
• Using a high-K dielectric instead of a Silicon Nitride layer (²r = 7) will boost the sub-
threshold slope of the final device to possible sub-60 mv/decade.
In order to evaluate the order of the oxides to be used and their required thickness, firstly a tool
was used to simulated the energy band diagrams. Secondly standard MOS-capacitors were
also fabricated with the desired stack. Capacitance-voltage measurements were performed on
the fabricated MOS-caps and the results are presented below.
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Figure 5.17 – (a)Simulated energy band diagram of a SiO2/HFO2/Al2O3 stack at VG = 10V (b)
Simulated energy band diagram of a SiO2/Z r O2/Al2O3 stack at VG =−9V
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Simulation of gate-oxide stack
A software tool was used to simulate the energy band diagram of the desired gate
stacks. As shown in Fig.5.17(a), the first stack was simulate at VG = 10V . At this biasing
condition, which mimics the programming condition in a n-type device, electrons from the
Silicon conduction band can tunnel into the charge trapping layer. In should be noted that,
only some particular order of the gate oxides can function as a non-volatile flash memory. The
energy band gap of the charge trapping layer should be the least and the energy band gap
of the blocking layer should be the largest. Also important is band edge alignment between
the three oxides. Fig. 5.17(b), shows the second stack at VG =−9V . In this condition, which
mimics the erase condition in a n-type device, holes from the Silicon valence band can tunnel
through the tunneling oxide into the charge trapping layer.
Fabricated MOS capacitors
MOS capacitors were fabricated starting from bulk Silicon wafers. The gate oxide
stack was deposited on bulk wafers via Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) after a standard RCA
cleaning step. Finally a 300nm of Aluminium was deposited and patterned using optical lithog-
raphy to form 100µmx100µm square pads. The post lithography Aluminium etch was carried
out with reactive ion etching (RIE). Three different stacks were fabricated for a comparison:
• 4nm SiO2 /10nm HFO2 /15nm Al2O3
• 4nm SiO2 /10nm Z r O2 /15nm Al2O3
• 4nm SiO2 /10nm T iO2 /15nm Al2O3
The fabricated MOS capacitors were were measured with a LCR bridge to determine
the hysteresis. As shown in Fig.5.18(b) for a SiO2/H f O2/Al2O3 gate oxide stack, the hysteresis
clearly depends on the sweep voltages. For a sweep voltage of +15V to -15V, a 6V hysteresis
was observed. On increasing the sweep voltages to +20V to -20V, the hysteresis increased to
10V. A higher sweep voltage causes more tunneling to occur, hence more charges are trapped
in the charge trapping layer causing a bigger hysteresis.
Further measurements were done on wafers with SiO2/Z r O2/Al2O3 oxide stack.
Since Z r O2 and H f O2 have similar relative permittivity (²r = 25) and energy band gap values
(5.8eV ), we get a similar hysteresis value of 6V for a sweep voltage of +15V to -15V as shown in
Fig.5.19. A series of measurements were done on the same stack keeping all conditions same.
It was observed that the hysteresis window was reduced to 4V at the end of the sixth run. This
could be due to the following reasons.
• Trapped charges in the oxide interfaces. However the capacitance measurements were
done at a relatively high frequency of 1MHz, so its unlikely that the traps were active
during the measurements.
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Figure 5.18 – (a)Schematic of cross-section of the fabricated MOS capacitors. (b) Measured
capacitance voltage characteristics of a SiO2/H f O2/Al2O3 gateoxide stack at 1MHz frequency.
A hystersis of 10V is observed for a gate votage sweep of -20V to 20V.
• After the lithography step to define the MOS capacitors, only the metal layer was etched,
keeping the entire oxide stack blanket throughout the wafer. Hence it is possible that
the erase operations were not entirely driving out the trapped charges.
To verify this, the wafers were further etched down to the bulk Silicon layer. Further repeated
measurements were done and the hysteresis was not found to change any more. This con-
firmed the need to etch down the entire gate stack, to achieve a reliable erase operation when
the final device is made.
5.4.2 Process flow
The process flow was designed keeping in mind the observations made during the
MOS capacitor measurements. Also the advantage of fabricating the vertical Tunnel FET
device of Fig.5.12 is that the lateral doping decay is not critical. As we know band-to-band
tunneling is very sensitive to the doping profiles [37], with less than 10nm/decade required for
optimal device design in case of lateral devices. Having a vertical structure, eliminates this
problem as the channel in grown epitaxially over a doped source. However epitaxial growth
over a highly doped surface poses its own problems as we will see later. The process flow is
shown in Fig.5.20 below.
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Figure 5.19 – Measured capacitance voltage characteristics of a SiO2/Z r O2/Al2O3 gate-oxide
stack at 1MHz frequency. A reduction of the hysteresis window was observed on repeated
measurements.
Wafer preparation
We can start from a 100nm SOI wafers (SIMBOND) with 400nm BOX layer. The first
step is to thin down the Silicon active layer to a desired thickness of 40nm (TSi ). For this
purpose sacrificial dry oxidation was employed as shown in Fig.5.20(b)
First implantation
After the wafer has been thinned down, the first lithography step will be done. Photo-
lithography will be employed to to open 100µmx100µm implantation windows in the ther-
mally grown oxide. The patterned oxide will be removed by a BHF dip. Ion implantation will
then be performed with Phosphorus ions at 30KeV energy and 1x1015at .cm−2 dosage through
a 15nm screening LTO layer.
Second implantation
Since for a tunnel FET, we need both n and p implanted regions, a second implanta-
tion needs to be done. For this firstly the implanted wafer has to be stripped off the remaining
oxide. Then, a further 200nm LTO will be grown on top of the Silicon to act as the hard mask
for the second implantation. Ion implantation will again be performed with Boron ions at
10KeV energy and 1x1015at .cm−2 dosage also through a 15nm screening LTO layer.
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SiGe epitaxial growth
After the second implantation the remaining LTO will again be stripped with a BHF
dip. At this stage the wafers needs to be shipped abroad for a outsourced SiGe epitaxial step.
The wafers will be cleaned at 1120°C in H2 to remove any native oxide so that we have an
atomically clean surface for the epitaxial growth to be uniform.
Active area definition
Next the active area of individual devices will be defined as shown in Fig.5.20(k). Ion
beam etching was employed to etch down to the SiO2 BOX. Next the desired gate-oxide stack
will be deposited on the wafer by Atomic layer deposition (ALD).
Contact hole formation
Next the contact holes needs to be formed in the active areas with ion beam etch-
ing as shown in Fig.5.20(m). 300nm of Nickel will then be deposited with electron beam
evaporation.
Metal area definition
Finally the metal layer will be patterned with another lithography step and etched
with ion beam etching to define the gate, source and drain contact pads as shown in Fig.5.20(p).
To improve the contact between the metal and Silicon in the contact areas a low temperature
anneal will be performed at 450°C for 1min. This will lead to the formation of Ni Si at the
contacts.
5.4.3 Results obtained
We started processing 6 identical SOI wafers at the same time. Both implantations
were carried as described above till the step shown in Fig.5.20(g). At this stage the top Silicon
surface looked like as shown in Fig.5.21.
Further processing of this wafers is still under way. More tests are needed to be done to have a
atomically clean surface before the epitaxial step.
5.5 Summary
A brief overview of flash memories have been presented. The differences between a
floating gate type and SONOS flash memory and the later’s advantages have been highlighted.
The operating principle of floating gate memories are also discussed.
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The simulation methodology employed to simulate the write and erase operations in
TCAD are discussed. Extensive TCAD simulations were done firstly to optimize a vertical tun-
neling TFET. This optimized Tunnel FET was then simulated with a oxide-nitride-oxide stack
to demonstrate the working of a flash memory. Simulations were also done on a conventional
MOSFET structure to compare the performance with respect to the Tunel FET.
It was shown that the vertical Tunneling FET showed a larger memory window
compared to the conventional MOSFET with the same programming and erase voltages. It
was also shown the contribution of band-to-band generated carriers boosting the trapped
charges in the charge trapping layer.
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Figure 5.20 – Process flow of proposed vertical tunneling TFET based non-volatile memory.
(image not to scale)
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Figure 5.21 – Optical microscope view of the wafer surface after the two implantations. The n
and p type implantations are clearly visible due to the difference in colour.
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6 Conclusions
In chapter 1 we have seen a brief overview of the current microelectronic technology,
the problems associated with scaling the conventional MOSFET and possible alternatives
that can circumvent the problem. In chapter 2, we have presented the basics of the tunneling
theory. The various tunneling models available in commercial simulators are explained
and the differences between them are highlighted. An algorithm to calibrate the non-local
tunneling model in a commercial TCAD device simulator to match measurement data has
been shown. The model parameters have been adapted based on available measurement
data of SOI TFET devices. Reported simulations with fitted parameter set have good level
of agreement with measured data at different bias conditions for both transfer and output
characteristics of the TFET devices. The dependence of the tunneling generation rate on
different crystal directions was shown. We have also proposed and simulated a new device
architecture which provides higher current ( 159 times) as well as lower CM I LLER resulting in
faster operation (38 times).
In chapter 3, Based on conformal mapping method, we have developed a simple
physics-based DC-current model for DG-TFETs taking into account the non-local B2B tun-
nelling and in-series inversion MOS region. The limitations of the model for low source doping
have been successfully addressed. The model agrees well with simulations for different device
parameters and addresses the present accuracy challenges of Tunnel FET modelling in all
regions of operation. We have developed a physics-based compact model for DG-TFETs
describing all tunnelling related characteristics and implemented it in Verilog-A for circuit
simulations. The model agrees well with TCAD simulations in all regions of operation. Based
on capacitance measurements a first order capacitance model for DG-TFETs has been pro-
posed. The model matches numerical simulations well and shows the same behaviour as
measurements. Using the model to perform basic circuit simulations has revealed some
unique features of a TFET. Finally I have shown a systematic benchmarking study of analog
figures of merit of 28nm sSi TFETs versus 28nm CMOS based on a universal compact model
at both device and circuit levels. Our study suggests new design and performance space,
especially due to the higher TFET gain at very low current levels (1p A/µm to 10n A/µm), and
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a higher temperature stability for key analog IC functions.
In chapter 4, we have presented a new application of Tunnel FETs as a memory cell.
Simulation results on a new asymmetric TFET structure that can be used as a capacitorless
DRAM. We have also experimentally demonstrated a scalable implementations of such 1T
capacitorless DRAM cell based on DG Tunnel FET with a∆IS of 10n A and with retention times
in the order of 100’s of microseconds to few milliseconds, at room temperature in devices with
channel length varying from 400nm to 1µm. The discharge cycle was shown to be unaffected
when the temperature varies between 25°C to 85°C. We have also validated a new scalable 1T
capacitorless DRAM cell based on DG fin Tunnel FET structure with a doped pocket, which
opens a new field of applications for TFETs. A clear DRAM memory operation has been
proposed and verified with simulations. Charge relaxation times in the order 100µsec is
shown as not degrading at high temperature (85°C) which is one of the advantages for TFETs
based memory cells. Finally a process flow for fabrication of independent gate fin tunnel
FETs on SOI substrate is presented. We demonstrate successfully the use of e-beam resist as a
implantation mask for a p-type species. We see three orders magnitude difference between
the implanted and un-implanted regions of the implanted wafer. Also the difference to the
un-implanted region and un-implanted wafer is an order of magnitude and could be due to
interfering bulk-conduction or due to resistivity difference on different parts of Silicon prime
grade wafers.
In chapter 5, we presented another application of Tunnel FET as a non-volatile
memory. A vertical tunneling TFET structure was used to demonstrate via simulations that
band-to-band generated carriers can boost the non-volatile memory operation. Also a process
flow was designed to fabricate this device in CMi EPFL. MOS caps with various gate stacks
were fabricated and the hysteresis was measured in order to find the right combination of
gate-oxides.
6.1 Future perspectives
It has been shown both theoretically and experimentally that tunnel FETs are among
the most promising candidate amongst emerging devices in the roadmap of energy efficient
beyond CMOS devices. The major technological challenge with Tunnel FETs has been the
lack of a sub 60mV/dec slope at room temperature and sufficiently high on current simulta-
neously. Some Tunnel FET specific characteristics which degrade the circuit performance
of TFET-based circuits requires further consideration in device level optimization. So far,
heterojunction TFETs (III-V with Silicon) appears to be most promising for high on current
and small sub-threshold swing attributes are also advantageous as they allow independent
optimization of drain and source junctions and also reduces Miller effect. In order for TFETs
to become attractive alternatives to MOSFET or atleast co-exist with MOSFET in hybrid-logic,
the technological challenges have to be overcome.
There is plenty of room for improvement for Tunnel FETs in technological field as
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discussed. Concerning the modelling work done in this theses, the following points can be
pointed out.
• From a compact modelling point of view, there is definitely work needed to further
improve upon what is presented in this theses. Firstly, the presented model is suited
only for homo-junction devices. However as pointed out, hetero-junction devices are
the most promising from a technological point of view. So the model has to be suitably
modified to take into account hetero-junctions.
• The Verilog-A code based compact model developed as a part of this theses also needs
work. In its current state the model can be called a "level-zero" model as it takes into
account only the tunneling related physics. More functionality like leakage mecha-
nisms, multiple geometry support, a noise model could be added step by step. Also a
comprehensive algorithm for calibration to measurements or simulations is needed.
• The capacitance-voltage model presented in this thesis is only valid for low injection
devices like in Silicon. As already pointed out in chapter 3, the approximation of the
inversion charge being entirely coming from the drain will fall apart in case of higher
injection levels like in III-V hetero-junction devices. Hence the model has to be suitably
modified to accommodate the increase in contribution from source to the inversion
charges in case of higher injection devices.
From the application oriented results discussed in this thesis, we can think of the
following improvements that can further improve the state of the art. Firstly for the Tunnel
FET based 1T-DRAM concept:
• The TFET based 1T-DRAM cell can be further optimized to boost the tunneling current
and the difference between the two memory states (∆IS).
• The programming conditions can be further optimized as well to boost the ∆IS and
the retention time. A detailed study of the memory cell disturb conditions in an array
configuration and its variation with temperature is needed.
• The doped pocket based 1T-DRAM can be studied in more details to determine the
optimized doping in the pocket, the position of the pocket with respect to the gate and
the length of the pocket. Also the scaling needs to be studied if the principle still works
at much smaller gate length.
• Regarding the fabrication of the independent gate finTFET devices many obstacles
were faced in order to realize the desired gate separation. The process flow needs to
scrutinised from scratch in order to circumvent some of the problems faced in the
fabrication.
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Regarding the design of the vertical tunneling based non-volatile memory concept
the following can be said on its future perspectives:
• Similar to the capacitor-less memory concept, here as well the device concept can be
optimized through TCAD simulations in order to maximize the tunneling current as well
as the band-to-band tunneling generated carrier’s contribution to the charges tunneling
through the tunneling oxide to the charge trapping layer. The goal is to achieve a larger
memory window with the lowest possible programming voltage.
• The gate stack needed for a flash memory are different for n and p type devices. Fur-
ther experimental results are needed to choose the right combination of high-k gate
dielectrics and their thickness.
• From a fabrication point of view, again we faced many challenges to grow a SiGe epitaxial
layer on top of highly doped Silicon layer. Further tests are needed in order to achieve
an atomically clean surface before the epitaxial step.
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A Calculation of parameters in section
2.4
Eqn. 2.29 is written as :
mr = A
[
3qhBpath
27/2pi(Eg +Dpath)7/2
]2
(A.1)
Using Bpath = 1.9x107V cm−1, Dpath = 0eV , Eg = 1.12eV at 300K , we get mr = 0.05485∗m0
(where m0 is the electron rest mass)
Now eqn.2.30 can be written as:
g D2op
ρ
= 2
21/4h5/2m5/4r ²op [Eg +Dpath]7/4 Apath
(mc mv )3/2[1+Nop ]q5/2
(A.2)
Using Apath = 4 x 1014cm−3s−1, ²op = 57.6meV , Eg = 1.12eV at300K Dpath = 0eV
mc is calculated from 1/mc = 1/(2mr )+1/m0 with mr = 0.05485∗m0
mv is calculated from 1/mc = 1/(2mr )−1/m0 with mr = 0.05485∗m0
Nop is calculated from Nop = [exp(²op /kT )−1]]−1 at 300K with ²op = 57.6meV
Finally using the value of g for [100] = 2∗ gc ∗ gv = 2∗4∗1= 8 and ρ = 2329K g /m3 for Silicon.
Putting all values we extract the deformation potential Dop = 1.28 x 1011eV /m for TO phonons
in Silicon for the default values of Apath and Bpath .
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B Capacitance measurements
During capacitance measurements, any mutual inductance, interference of the
measurement signals, and unwanted parasitic factors in the connection method will have
significant effects on the measurements, especially at high frequency. The HP 4284A employs
the four-terminal pair measurement configuration which permits easy, stable, and accurate
measurements and avoids the measurement limitations inherent to such factors. Fig. B.1
shows the four-terminal pair measurement principle. The UNKNOWN terminals consists of
four coaxial connectors.
Figure B.1 – Four-Terminal Pair Measurement Principle in a LCR bridge.
HCUR : High current
HPOT : High potential
LPOT : Low potential
LCUR : Low current
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The four-terminal pair measurement method has the advantage in both low and
high impedance measurements. The outer shield conductors work as the return path for the
measurement signal current (they are not grounded). The same current flows through both
the center conductors and outer shield conductors (in opposite directions), but no external
magnetic fields are generated around the conductors (the magnetic fields produced by the
inner and outer currents completely cancel each other). Because the measurement signal
current does not develop an inductive magnetic field, test leads do not contribute additional
errors due to self or mutual inductance between the individual leads.
This paragraph gives general notes and techniques for using the four-terminal pair configura-
tion efficiently. To realize accurate measurements using the four-terminal pair measurement
technique, the following are required to make measurement contacts (the number labels in
the following description corresponds to the numbers in Fig.B.1).
Figure B.2 – Four-terminal pair configuration measurement contacts.
• The signal path between the HP 4284A and DUT should be as short as possible.
• To construct the four-terminal pair measurement circuit configuration, the outer shields
of HCUR and HPOT, LCUR and LPOT terminals must be respectively connected together
at the point as near as possible to the point at which the DUT will connected.
• Keep connections between the point at which the shielding ends and DUT as short as
possible.
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B.1 Notes on trans-capacitance measurements in a FET
To measure trans-capacitance in a FET like for example CGS , the low terminal of the
setup shown in Fig.B.1 was connected to the gate which monitors the current and the high
terminal to the source where the bias is applied according to the equation B.1 below:
CGS =−∂QG
∂VS
|VG ,VD ,VSU B (B.1)
Hence in the above example the two low terminals are connected to the source
terminal, whereas the two high terminals are connected to the gate to give us CGS . However
the definition also says that VDS should remain constant. To ensure this the drain bias should
be synchronized to the source bias in order to get a constant VDS and hence preventing any
current flow during capacitance measurements. An easier alternative would be to measure
CSG instead. Rewriting the above definition for CSG :
CSG =−∂QS
∂VG
|VS ,VD ,VSU B (B.2)
In this case as the source potential is not changing, the drain need to be synchronised to get
VDS = 0V .
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C Pulsed measurement details
OSC
FG1
FG2
FG3
SPA
Agilent 4156C
S D
TG
BG
Figure C.1 – Connection schematic showing the three function generators, the parameter
analyzer and the oscilloscope.
For the pulsed measurements done on the volatile memories in chapter 4, the above
connection schematic was used. The three function generators were programmed individually
to a have custom output pulse to replicated the write, erase and read conditions described in
chapter 4. Also all the three function generators were synchronised to have the same pulse
edge. The oscilloscope was used to monitor the output of all the three function generators.
The current was monitored at the source terminal of the device at an interval of 60µsecs
(limitation of the equipment). The parameter analyser was used in sampling mode for this
purpose.
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